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The preface to the Oshkosh Scholar has long provided the editor an opportunity to
welcome readers and orient them to the articles that follow. There is much that I could
write about the merits of research and the ways in which the students whose work is
here published exemplify the virtues required for scholarly success. To do so, though,
would be superfluous and, in any case, would conceal the real story that this volume’s
publication represents. That story takes place in a set of circumstances that will be all
too familiar to contemporary readers but—one hopes—quite distant and forgotten by
those who may read this in future years. It would be an understatement to say that the
circumstances of the past year have been disruptive to academic life and to undergraduate
research if only because “disruptive” is, like many other descriptors, incapable of fully
capturing the scale of changes to the human experience of life during the past year. This,
again, we now know all too well. Yet—and to my great surprise—what follows in these
pages provides witness to the resiliency and dedication of the students and faculty at
UW Oshkosh. Among the many upheavals of the past year, there was a great deal of
uncertainty about whether the volume you now hold would even exist. One can imagine
my relief when we began to receive submissions for this volume. More papers were
submitted, in fact, for this volume than the previous year’s! For this, I wish to express
my gratitude to all those who have participated in the production of this volume. My
initial feeling of relief quickly turned to amazement and gratitude when I began to read
the papers that were submitted. I think that you will find the papers included in this
volume to be of the highest quality.
I would like to use the rest of my space here to offer thanks to the many people
who were involved in making this volume possible. First and foremost, I thank all
student authors who submitted papers to this volume. While not every paper submitted
is published here, it is my hope that every student benefitted from working with us. I
add to this my gratitude to all faculty members who have supported the students through
the process of review and revision. This dedication among faculty members is to be
commended always, but perhaps especially during this publication cycle. Aside from the
authors and their mentors, the work of many others should be recognized. Each paper
submitted is reviewed by two members of our campus community. To the many of you
who took the time to carefully read and offer suggestions to our authors; to members
of the selection committee, each of whom read all the papers submitted for publication;
to the layout specialists at UMC who worked with me to make this possible despite the
various delays wrought by the circumstances of the past year: I am grateful. Finally,
I wish to thank student editors Natalie Dillon and Macrina Schry for their excellent
work during the past year. The past year’s changes included the retirement of Susan
Surendonk, who had served as managing editor since the Oshkosh Scholar’s first edition.
While her retirement has been felt sharply, Natalie and Macrina have worked tirelessly
and competently to bring this volume to completion.
The papers in this volume span a range of academic disciplines and interdisciplinary
topics. Each paper begins with a brief abstract. I encourage readers to begin there
and to follow our undergraduate scholars to the conclusions and insights they have
worked so hard to bring forth. This volume contains two entries that deserve special
comment. Macrina Schry’s entry, “God is an Old Drag Queen” is the Oshkosh Scholar’s
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first published creative work in many years. Sam Diemel’s paper, “Beginning to End:
Mastery, Hierarchy, and the Anthropocene in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick” is the first
recipient of the John and Linda Schuh Award for Best Oshkosh Scholar Article. Please
join me in congratulating Sam and all the authors in this volume. Enjoy!

Dr. Robert Wagoner

Associate Professor, Philosophy
Faculty Editor, Oshkosh Scholar
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Hard Times and Soft Bodies: Poverty and Emasculation in
Tom Kromer’s Waiting for Nothing
Ash Bott, author
Dr. Don Dingledine, English, faculty mentor
Ash Bott graduated from UWO in spring 2020 with a bachelor of arts degree in
English and a minor in Spanish. After working and writing for a couple years, they
would like to go to graduate school and continue their education.
Dr. Don Dingledine received his Ph.D. in American literature from Temple University.
A four-time recipient of The Honors College’s Outstanding Teaching Award, he teaches
courses on American literature, history, and culture. His publications include essays on
American literary journalism from the Great Depression, African American soldiers
in Civil War literature, the marriage plot in Reconstruction-era novels, naturalism as
a vehicle for social protest and reform, Moby-Dick as a model for the interdisciplinary
work of honors programs, and the transcendence of gender binaries in the rock musical
Hedwig and the Angry Inch.
Abstract
Waiting for Nothing (1935), Tom Kromer’s mostly forgotten semiautobiographical
proletarian novel, exposes many of the Great Depression’s unbearable hardships,
including hunger, homelessness, and prostitution. Rife with implicit critiques of gender
norms and filled with nontraditional depictions of male bodies, the novel seemingly
contradicts many of its contemporaries’ constructions of gender, in which authors
responded to the era’s economic insecurities and male anxieties by valorizing physical
strength and male virility. Particularly interesting is the novel’s inclusion of an effeminate
queer man whose physical body blurs gendered lines and who further emasculates the
novel’s protagonist through prostitution. The novel’s prostitution scene also mirrors
a scene depicting religious charity, suggesting that men are emasculated through aid.
Although its nonnormative depictions seem to contradict the era’s literary and artistic
constructions of gender, Waiting for Nothingstill reinforces the Great Depression’s male
anxieties, especially in situations of extreme poverty, by showing a cisgender man who
ultimately becomes emasculated and controlled by powerful queer and feminine figures.
The novel’s depictions of gender, though nontraditional, help readers understand the
era’s male insecurities, especially as they relate to poverty and charity.
Waiting for Nothing (1935), Tom Kromer’s mostly forgotten semiautobiographical
proletarian novel, exposes many of the Great Depression’s unbearable hardships, including
hunger, homelessness, and prostitution. Rife with implicit critiques of gender norms and filled
with nontraditional depictions of male bodies, the novel seemingly contradicts many of its
contemporaries’ constructions of gender, in which authors responded to the era’s
economic insecurities and male anxieties by valorizing physical strength and virility.
Particularly interesting is the novel’s inclusion of an effeminate queer man whose
physical body blurs gendered lines and who further emasculates the novel’s protagonist
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through prostitution. The novel’s prostitution scene also mirrors another scene in the
novel that depicts religious charity, suggesting that men are emasculated through aid.
Although its nonnormative depictions seem to contradict the era’s literary and artistic
constructions of gender, Waiting for Nothingstill reinforces the Great Depression’s male
anxieties, especially in situations of extreme poverty, by showing a cisgender man who
ultimately becomes emasculated and controlled by powerful queer and feminine figures.
The novel’s depictions of gender, though nontraditional, help readers understand the
era’s male insecurities, especially as they relate to poverty and charity.
After the stock market crash of 1929, America headed into its largest economic
depression. At its height in 1932, the Great Depression saw an unemployment rate of
25 percent, estimated to be even higher in marginalized communities of immigrants
or people of color. This stark economic shift from prosperity to insecurity shocked the
United States socially and culturally. The Great Depression brought a greater sense
of class consciousness and solidarity to American workers, a turn reflected in a wide
array of progressive and radical cultural and artistic expressions. In his influential 1996
book The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth Century,
Michael Denning argues that “the laboring—the social democratization—of American
culture” in the 1930s brought forth a “second American Renaissance.”1 As Elliott J. Gorn
describes it in “The Meanings of Depression-Era Culture,” “the term ‘cultural front’
encompassed writers, artists, intellectuals, and like-minded creative folk who saw in the
economic calamity an opportunity to bring fundamental change.”2
Attention to the intersectionality of class, gender, and sexuality, however, reveals
that not all cultural shifts were as positive or forward-looking as one might hope. “The
collapse of the sexual division of labor, and the crisis of masculine identity that followed
widespread male unemployment,” Margaret T. McFadden suggests, “exacerbated
profound changes in gender roles and relations which had been underway for some
time.”3 In her analysis of gender conflicts in 1930s dance musicals starring Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers, McFadden argues that these popular films valorize the “strong and
assertive working woman” who demands respect and equal treatment from men, which
suggests a turn toward more egalitarian gender roles; at the same time, however, these
films “offer companionate marriage, a restored white male dominance, and a masculinity
based on heterosexual prowess as solutions to gender troubles, and by extension, to the
Depression itself,” thus also reinforcing a more traditional, heteronormative ideal of
masculinity.4
The Great Depression’s economic threat and devastation caused many men to lose,
or fear losing, their traditionally masculine role as providers as well as their identities
as self-made men. As societal depictions of ideal masculinity shifted from an emphasis
on success in the business world to the valorization of physicality and virility, cultural
depictions of gender in the 1930s reverted to more traditional, heteronormative
constructions. Because it appears, at times, to challenge this cultural trend, Tom
Kromer’s semiautobiographical proletarian novel Waiting for Nothing serves as a
particularly illuminating text through which to trace the anxieties that shaped depictions
of masculinity during the Great Depression.
As a victim of the Depression himself, Kromer was homeless and unemployed during
its early years. He lived as a vagrant, travelling and looking for work before enrolling in
Roosevelt’s Civilian Conservation Corps in 1933.5 There, he turned his experiences into
art. Waiting for Nothing follows one man’s attempts to survive the Great Depression,
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with each chapter consisting of a single day in search of food and shelter. Published
in 1935 to little commercial success but positive reviews, it captured the attention of
novelist and journalist Theodore Dreiser, who helped Kromer publish a British edition
of Waiting for Nothing.6 In this edition, one of the more controversial chapters of the
novel’s American edition—the fourth chapter, which depicts the first-person narrator,
also named Tom Kromer, selling his body to a wealthy, effeminate queer man in
exchange for a place to sleep—was removed by the British publisher. After the publisher
received feedback from a popular British bookseller who warned that its contents may
be “deemed unfit and improper,” and may even lead to further censorship and possible
prosecution, they literally “razored out” the potentially offending chapter from already
printed copies of the book, leaving in its place a mere insert in which they apologize for
the chapter’s absense.7 Though the overall narrative of the novel, due to its general lack
of a central, guiding plot, was not harmed by this chapter’s excision, in the insert the
publishers still described their edition as “emasculated” in their fear that removing this
chapter would lessen the novel’s impact on its readers, that its excision would silence
“the truth . . . about the horrors to which helpless vagrants are exposed.”8 Though the
absence of chapter four does not alter the novel’s overall plot, this excised chapter, with
its depictions of male prostitution, queer culture, and effeminate queer men, provides an
essential key to unlocking the ways in which Waiting for Nothing constructs masculinity.
The way in which gender is constructed and depicted in chapter four of Waiting
for Nothing (at least in its original American form) stands out among contemporary
depictions of gender that idealize more traditional, masculinist, and heteronormative
depictions of men. Although on the surface it seems to contradict many of the Depression
era’s traditional gender roles with its inclusion of effeminate queer characters and a
submissive male protagonist, the novel actually plays into cultural fears of emasculation
in poverty, thus reinforcing traditional gender and sexual ideologies. Kromer’s depiction
of male bodies, despite differing at times from other contemporary portrayals of workingclass virility, ultimately plays on anxieties about emasculation caused by the loss of
traditional male roles. Kromer’s portrayals of nonnormative sexualities and genders
reflect, and ultimately reinforce, the era’s gender insecurities and fragile masculinity.
Close attention to the mirroring of language and symbolism between the novel’s third
and fourth chapters, which focus on religious charity and male prostitution, respectively,
reveals how Waiting for Nothing works to queer homelessness, charity, and exploitation
of the poor.
The economic threats and hardships of the Great Depression challenged traditional
pillars of masculine identity in America, leaving many men insecure and fearful of
how to fulfill the capitalist masculine role of provider. This led to a shift in the way
masculinity was constructed and represented in art; a focus on economic success gave
way to images of men and male bodies that valorized toughness, physical strength, and
virility. As David Lugowski observes in his analysis of queer representation in films from
the 1930s, “men who had internalized the American Dream and its success myth—men
who had equated their manhood with material gain and their ability to provide for their
families—were now wondering about the feasibility of the U.S. capitalist enterprise.”9
Furthermore, in his study of the literary and cultural depictions of male bodies during the
Depression era, Josep M. Armengol observes that the stock market crash of 1929 and the
subsequent Depression “posed a radical challenge to the American dream of self-made
manhood,” which “has traditionally been regarded as the hegemonic ideal of American
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masculinity.”10 Because “the Depression forced many men to give up their faith in the
marketplace as a proof of their manhood,” Armengol suggests that “success might as
well be signified by a masculine physique, with physical strength symbolizing strength
of character,” adding that “one of the most obvious remasculinization strategies” during
the Great Depression, “consisted in (re-) turning to the male body and, in particular, the
strong, muscular, brawny body of the working-class male.”11
James Penner traces a similar trajectory in his analysis of 1930s literary criticism
and New Deal art. Examining the literary criticism of Michael Gold, author and editor of
the leftist magazine New Masses, Penner concludes in Pinks, Pansies, and Punks: The
Rhetoric of Masculinity in American Literary Culturethat Gold viewed masculinity and
class as intersectional, that “one’s social class isnecessarily reflected in one’s masculine
identity.”12 In Gold’s view, Penner suggests, “the ideal of masculine toughness is
personified in the working-class male who performs hard labor and possesses robust
vitality. By the same token, a man of the leisure classes is considered less manly because
he rarely works with his hands and does not perform ‘real’ labor.”13 As “leftist writers
increasingly idealize the ‘healthy nerves and sturdy physiques of working men,’” Penner
observes, the “fascination with the hard body of the working-class male” found in
New Deal public murals and literary texts “often borders on the homoerotic.”14 Just
as men of the working class were depicted as hypermasculine, the upper classes were
often represented by effeminate figures: “The dichotomy of working-class virility and
leisure-culture impotence,” Penner writes, “becomes a central trope for the American
Left of the 1930s: the movement often imagines itself—and its future—through the
robust male body.”15 Elizabeth Faue notes similar patterns in her analysis of cartoons
from the Organizer, a “strike daily” published by General Drivers Local 574 during the
Minneapolis Truckers’ Strike of 1934. In her essay, Faue finds that, as the class struggle
grew more and more violent, working-class men were depicted as “brawny,” whereas
upper-class men were described as effeminate, impotent, and emasculated.16
The way in which Kromer depicts men and male bodies in Waiting for Nothing differs
from his contemporaries. Rather than reveling in the hypermasculine male physique
to imbue his homeless protagonist with a sense of masculinity and manhood, Kromer
depicts cisgender men who are completely alienated from their own bodies. Bryan Bates
reads Kromer’s construction of masculinity as “tough” and suggests that he plays with
“essentialized notions of gender.”17 The specific ways in which male bodies are depicted
in the novel, however, suggest otherwise: impoverished cisgender men experience a form
of dissociation from their own bodies, leading to emasculation. The novel’s opening
scene shows the narrator, Tom, following another man; Tom finds a stick on the ground
and imagines himself beating and robbing this faceless victim. Ultimately, however, he
fails to carry out this act of violence. The way Tom’s body is depicted in this scene makes
it seem as though it is a mere amalgamation of parts rather than a whole body, a whole
person. For example, Tom himself does not find the stick—his foot does—and instead
of he, himself, striking the man, he imagines his arm being raised and lowered with the
stick in it.18 At times, the narrative almost suggests that Tom sees the stick as acting as
its own agent. The man “is under my right arm,” Tom observes, “but my stick does not
come down.”19 Tom’s inability to see his body as complete, along with his viewing an
inanimate object as part of his body, suggests that he feels disconnected and dissociated
from his body. Furthermore, the stick in this scene can be read as a phallic symbol,
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suggesting that he feels not only disconnected from his body, but from his maleness, his
masculinity, and his manhood.
Tom’s inability to use the stick to commit an act of violence and get what he
wants suggests impotence and a level of alienation from traditional constructions of
masculinity. Rather than acting out in masculine violence, which would align with how
Faue sees working-class masculinity depicted during the Great Depression, Tom and
his impoverished, malnourished body fail to conform to standards of male physicality
and masculinity, thus showing emasculation at the hands of an economic system that
has failed him. Instead of depicting Tom as other typical male bodies in 1930s literature
and art, which use “language, imagery, and subtext to foreground . . . an excessive or
hyperbolic version of maleness,”20 Kromer places at the center of Waiting for Nothing
a cisgender man who is alienated from his own body, his own maleness, and thus his
own masculinity.
Another scene in the novel that shows a man separated from his own body occurs
toward the end when Tom witnesses a fellow “stiff” lose his limbs and die while attempting
to jump on a train. In this instance, the man literally becomes separated from parts of
his body: his right arm and leg are replaced with “only two red gashes.”21 Additionally,
even though the man’s genitals are (potentially) unharmed, this scene also functions as a
moment of castration. By losing one of his legs and his (presumably) dominant hand, the
man essentially loses his maleness in two ways: he has severely harmed his future ability
to work and, therefore, will never be able to provide for a family, thus failing to conform
to traditional models of masculinity, andhis now-disabled body loses the physical
strength and virility central to the “remasculinization strategies” Armengol traces in
the Great Depression culture. This disabling and emasculating accident also ultimately
kills him, representing a man’s complete destruction by capitalist society; after this man
fails to uphold traditional constructions of masculinity, the train, like society, injures and
emasculates him, leaving him behind for dead.
Kromer’s depictions of masculine alienation and emasculated bodies can potentially
be explained by the male characters’ lack of work. As Robert Dale Parker points out
in “How to Make a Queer: The Erotics of Begging; or, Down and Out in the Great
Depression,” “stiffs were not workers. They wanted to work, but they could not find
work.”22 Therefore, thesecharacters, these stiffs, do not necessarily belong to the
working class; rather, they are impoverished, symbolized by their malnourished and
disabled bodies. They fail to perform working-class masculinity and maleness properly
because they lack access to any work at all and, therefore, lack the ability to prove their
physicality. In their impoverishment, they also lack the economic resources to nourish
their bodies to become strong and virile in the first place. Through these depictions of
emasculation and alienation from male bodies, which stand in stark contrast to other
contemporary depictions of maleness, Kromer shows how in the Great Depression’s
cultural construction of gender, even among leftist works that attempt to recontextualize
or recover masculinity for the working class, the impoverished are still emasculated
and forgotten.
Although Kromer’s depiction of male characters differs from typical depictions
found in Great Depression literature and art, Waiting for Nothing still plays into the
same anxieties and insecurities about gender and masculinity, especially through the
character of Mrs. Carter, an effeminate queer man to whom Tom sells his body in
exchange for food and shelter. Described over and over again throughout the chapter
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as a “fairy,” Mrs. Carter fits well into this early twentieth-century sexual and gender
category.23 In Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male
World, 1890–1940, George Chauncy paints a picture of gay culture that lacked the strict
binary heterosexual-homosexual divide; rather, the divide lay “between conventionally
masculine males, who were regarded as men, and effeminate males, known as fairies or
pansies, who were regarded as virtual women, or, more precisely, as members of a ‘third
sex.’”24 Mrs. Carter is queer not just because she seeks out sex with men, but because
her feminine expression and male body work to blur gendered lines. This queerness,
the way in which she blends femininity with a male body, plays into cultural fears
of emasculation.
Kromer portrays Mrs. Carter’s body as both male and female. For example, her bright
red lips are mentioned seven times throughout the chapter. This recurring emphasis
on her lips could make them a vaginal symbol, which would work to undermine the
maleness of her body; at the same time, however, rouged lips, according to Chauncey,
are one of the fairy’s key signifiers and would, therefore, work to reinforce Mrs. Carter’s
maleness.25 Furthermore, just after the fourth mention of her “rouged lips,” Tom makes
note of Mrs. Carter’s “spindly legs” and “flat chest,”26 both of which work to reinforce
her male body. Coming after the mention of her red lips, however, these traits might
hint at a stereotypical 1920s flapper’s physique, which would feminize her male body
and gesture back to more affluent times. Lastly, Mrs. Carter has long “sharp-pointed”
nails, “painted a flaming red.”27 Long nails—especially painted ones, with red already
harkening back to her lip color—are often associated with femininity and womanhood,
so their presence on Mrs. Carter should work to feminize her; however, the pointiness
of the nails, along with making her a femme fatale-type character whose femininity
and sexuality work to “trap” men, could make them a phallic symbol. When Tom notes
that Mrs. Carter’s nails “were meant for something,”28 he conjures a lurking threat of
violence. Evoking an image of her nails piercing his skin, this description gestures
toward penetration and hints at sexual assault. Being a fairy and a member of a supposed
third sex, Mrs. Carter’s body and expression are imbued with both vaginal and phallic
symbols, with femininity and masculinity, showing how the lines between genders and
sexes are constructed and permeable, thereby undermining traditionally conservative
gender roles and the era’s macho reconstruction of masculinity while also tapping into
cultural anxieties of emasculation.
In this chapter of Waiting for Nothing, Tom engages in the culture of “trade.” As
Chauncey describes it in Gay New York, trade refers to “straight-identified men” who
“worked as prostitutes serving gay-identified men.”29 According to the established
norms of trade, masculine men could have sex with fairies without seeing themselves
as queer: “So long as they maintained a masculine demeanor and played (or claimed to
play) only the ‘masculine,’ or insertive, role in the sexual encounter—so long, that is,
that they eschewed the style of the fairy and did not allow their bodies to be sexually
penetrated—neither they, the fairies, nor the working-class public considered them to be
queer.”30 Despite these established cultural conventions that allowed men to engage in
queer acts without being queer, Tom finds himself repulsed by Mrs. Carter. Exploring
this reaction in “How to Make a Queer,” Parker, also reading Tom’s prostitution as
trade,31 places Waiting for Nothing alongside similar Great Depression stories of poor
men engaging in trade and suggests that such depictions of “ostensibly straight stiffs who
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have sex with other men” and “engag[e] in situational homosexuality . . . do far more to
portray straight anxieties than to portray queer life or queer characters.”32 Rather than
representing queer life, these stories “act out straight anxieties about queerness and the
fragile boundaries of straightness, especially by dramatizing how the Great Depression
exposes and intensifies straight and masculine vulnerability.”33 These stories reveal
the instability of the supposedly strict lines between straight and queer, masculine and
feminine, and Tom’s disgust shows a deep anxiety toward this instability.
By emphasizing Mrs. Carter’s maleness and expressing disgust at her fluid queering
of sex and gender, Tom ultimately reinforces cultural constructions of hard, brawny
male bodies and fears of emasculation. Rather than reacting with violence and attacking
the wealthy and feminine Mrs. Carter, which would align more with the typical Great
Depression rhetoric of working-class male struggles and bodies,34 Tom submits to her
command, not necessarily taking the “feminine” role in sex but still allowing her to
dominate and emasculate him. At the end of the chapter, after she commands him to
go to bed, Tom shifts from feminine pronouns to masculine ones, no longer referring
to her as “she” but solely as “he” or “this guy,” suggesting that Mrs. Carter is now
the masculine figure and that he, in his poverty, has been emasculated.35 Parker argues
that the vacillating pronouns throughout the chapter show Tom struggling “to make the
merry-go-round of gender hold still” and suggests that “staying there, with her, means
both having a girl and not having a girl at the same time.” Although Mrs. Carter inhabits
an unstable position between male and female, between man and woman (and thus
renders unstable the traditional, binary notions of gender and sexuality), Mrs. Carter’s
gender does become stable, however briefly, when Tom shifts to masculine pronouns
right before having sex with her.36 By altering his language and continuing this use of
masculine pronouns for the rest of the chapter, Tom no longer sees Mrs. Carter as a
fairy, as a “virtual woman,” or as “a member of a third sex” as Chauncy suggests; for a
moment, he sees her as a male, a man, a “he,” “this guy.” He submits to her masculine
commands and her male body, which is the culmination of his emasculation—both in this
scene, in which he yields to her dominance, andmore generally in the novel, in which
he resigns himself to the life into which capitalist society has forced him. Rather than
fighting back—against Mrs. Carter or against capitalism—and asserting his masculinity,
Tom lies down without a word, thus reinforcing culturalfears of emasculation in poverty.
The novel’s third chapter and fourth chapter, about religious charity and prostitution,
respectively, contain subtle mirroring of language and symbols. This mirroring works to
align anxieties about masculinity and queerness with anxieties about receiving charity.
Parker notes that both chapters end with exactly the same line—“I pull off my clothes
and crawl into bed”37—yet he does not explore what this could mean in relation to the
novel’s underlying themes.38 As the most overt instance of mirroring in the two chapters,
the repetition of this last line illuminates less obvious instances of repetition. Taken as
whole, repetition between chapters three and four serves to queer acts of charity, revealing
the Depression’s exploitation of the homeless and emphasizing their emasculation
in poverty.
Chapter three, set in a charity mission, shows Tom and many other stiffs performing
religious rituals in exchange for food and shelter; although Tom does not literally sell his
body in chapter three, the chapter’s sexual undertones suggest a figurative prostitution
in the mission that is then mirrored in chapter four’s actual depiction of prostitution.
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For example, the mission preacher, whose commands prefigure the demand made by
Mrs. Carter at the end of chapter four,39 is a woman whose femininity and gender are
repeatedly emphasized: she is the “woman preacher,” “sister,” and “dame.”40 Tom also
emphasizes the feminine attire of one of the girls in the choir in a way that prefigures
his description of the fairies’ clothes: the choir girl “looks nice sitting up there with
her pink dress, and the violets pinned to her waist”;41 in the next chapter, Mrs. Carter’s
roommate “is decked out in a peach negligee.”42 Furthermore, when one of the stiffs
stands to tell a presumably made-up story about finding God so that he can essentially
“earn” charity—exchanging a performative act for food and shelter much like what Tom
does in the next chapter—the stiff mentions seeing the face of Jesus and notes that “I
saw His lips move,”43 which anticipates the emphasis on Mrs. Carter’s lips, one of the
key identifiers of a fairy, throughout the next chapter. Although the feminized preacher
does not literally penetrate Tom and his fellow stiffs, her commands to and exploitation
of them suggest charity emasculates those who receive it. Lastly, Tom and the other
stiffs spend much of this chapter on their knees.44 In the context of the mission church,
they are on their knees praying; however, when the sexually exploitative undertones
are illuminated, their positioning gestures toward the act of oral sex. In this way, Tom
and the other stiffs are essentially made into fairies, who, as Chauncey notes, “were
commonly called ‘cocksuckers,’ [and] were especially known for this service.”45 It is
perhaps no coincidence that, just as the charity’s religious service is wrapping up, Tom
mentions that he and the other stiffs are “too fagged out,”46 which, in this context, means
to have become fatigued and tired but might also allude to the homophobic slur that had
started to enter the American lexicon at this time.47
Despite the fourth chapter’s removal in the “emasculated” British edition of Waiting
for Nothing, its presence is important in unlocking the novel’s anxieties around both
gender and charity. The ways in which the third and fourth chapters mirror each other
reveal the permeability of gender and sexual categories, especially in situations of poverty.
Rather than rigid lines existing between heterosexual and homosexual, masculine and
feminine, “normal” men and fairies—all lines which straight men in middle-class culture
tried to reinforce during the Great Depression48—these chapters reveal how arbitrary
and fluid such lines actually are. The mirroring in these chapters also reveal how the
Great Depression demonized charity by gendering it and implying that a man would be
emasculated by receiving charity. In her book Forgotten Men and Fallen Women, Holly
Allen explores the gender dynamics of New Deal narratives and what they reveal about
the era’s gender politics. Federal aid was often seen, especially by right-wing critics, as
emasculating. Writing about the Federal Emergency Relief Act (FERA), which sought to
provide aid to those in need, Allen notes:
Critics of FERA claimed that its policies compromised masculine authority in the
home. . . . Applicants—always figured as male—first underwent a “means test,”
usually administered by a female social worker, which many applicants found
degrading. . . . These policies came to be known derisively as “pantry-snooping,”
and the female social worker who nosed her way into the homes of unemployed
men became the object of considerable hostility.49
Like the feminized figures who run the mission in Kromer’s third chapter and the fairies
in his fourth chapter, the image of the female social worker Allen describes blurs the
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line between masculine and feminine, between male and female; the social worker is
imbued with a phallic energy as she “nosed her way into” men’s homes. She commands
and dominates, ultimately controlling poor and working-class men. Much like how
Tom is made into a fairy-like “cocksucking” figure by the feminized mission church
and then commanded (and potentially penetrated) by Mrs. Carter, the “pantry-snooping”
female social workers penetrate and emasculate men as they take away male agency and
masculine authority.
The stories of forgotten men that Allen explores in her work, however, “invariably
affirmed the ideal of white heterosexual masculine authority in the household and the
public square,” for they depicted “male breadwinners who triumphed over economic and
personal adversity.”50 Tom Kromer’s Waiting for Nothing, in contrast, fails to reaffirm
masculine authority. Rather than being the archetypal heterosexual male hero who
conforms to traditional ideals of masculinity, Tom fails on all fronts: he cannot financially
provide for himself or for his family; he and his fellow stiffs become alienated from their
bodies, which pale in comparison to the hypermasculine, “brawny” and “robust” figures
that populate Great Depression culture; and by submitting to queer characters and being
made submissive in the mission service, he does not uphold or affirm the standards of
heterosexual masculine heroism. Though differing from other Depression-era portrayals
of traditionally masculine, heterosexual male heroes, Tom, his exploitation, and his
submission to feminine figures in order to procure basic needs, expose the Depression
era’s anxieties about gender and charity. Recontextualizing the novel in terms of gender
construction and queer identities not only reveals the historical contingency of gender
and sexual identities, but it also helps readers better understand the lived experiences of
impoverished people, queer people, and other marginalized voices, thereby empowering
them while working to reconstruct a more inclusive cultural narrative, one driven by
hope and empathy rather than by anxiety and fear.
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Abstract
This paper addresses how the image campaigns funded by antichoice groups
perpetuate sexist and racist viewpoints connected to womanhood and how these ideas
are absorbed into public opinion in America. Although previous research has identified
many framing methods of antichoice groups, there is a lack of research on the vital role
of antichoice media campaigns and framing methods used in images. By analyzing data
trends from local and national antichoice groups on the internet and social media, I
identified the key areas of prejudice, including femininity and womanhood framings and
discursive association framings. Examples of the motherhood ideal, victimization and
protector framing, #UnbornLivesMatter, and the Black Genocide Movement all serve as
evidence of how antichoice images perpetuate sexist and racialized rhetoric. Antichoice
groups continue to spread harmful stereotypes of womanhood while simultaneously
incorporating racialized rhetoric that vigorously targets black women.
Introduction
While scrolling through a Facebook feed, an advertisement displaying a picture of a
pregnant black woman wearing a white dress with her husband wrapping his arms around
her from behind to hold her hands on her stomach catches the user’s eye. The quote
layered on top of the picture states, “Any society hoping to flourish, welcomes, nurtures,
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and supports marriage, family, and children,” with the link to Prolifewi.org included
underneath. The layers of messaging found within this image and quote combination
have far-reaching implications as they are rooted in sexism and perpetuate dangerous
stereotypes for women across the country. While this ad portraying a happy expecting
couple may seem harmless, the quote, which emphasizes the values of marriage, family,
and children, is a thinly veiled attempt at stating that a woman’s inherent role in society
is to be a wife and mother and that any deviation from that directly damages the whole of
society and prevents it from flourishing. Namely, ProLife WI utilizes benevolent sexism
to spread their message. This results in a culture that shames women who do not fulfill
this ideal of marriage and children and, in turn, places blame on them for being antifamily
(as family is often dictated to be a husband, wife, and children in antichoice groups and
does not include nonheteronormative families, families without children, or who do not
want children). Many antichoice image and media campaigns follow similar messaging
that perpetuates benevolent sexism, and this image is only the tip of the iceberg, as
antichoice image campaigns stretch well into the realm of racism as well.
In my research I ask how the image campaigns funded by antichoice groups in the
United States perpetuate sexist and racially driven ideas about women to permeate
the American public opinion. This will be addressed by examining antichoice image
campaigns and their strategies in framing ideal motherhood, coercion and victimization
narratives, and the discursive associations of #UnbornLivesMatter and the Black
Genocide Movement. I use an intersectional lens to analyze the messaging used by these
antichoice groups in order to gain the most comprehensive view on the topic that I can
and to further discover the intricate layers of prejudice-based messaging that are used to
enhance the stigmatization of abortion in the United States.
Literature Review
When analyzing previous research on the framing of the antichoice stance in America,
many articles address the ideologies that formulate the message that is presented to the
public. An important shift from fetal rights to “pro-life, pro-woman”1 has occurred
in recent years for the antichoice movement. This is important to note because the
campaigns have changed from presenting an overtly negative view of women who get
abortions because they lack respect for fetal rights, to a focus on the negative effects that
abortion has on women and women as sympathetic victims without the ability to make
the right decisions for themselves.2 This was a strategic extension from the antichoice
movement, as it could now reach a larger audience and cross over with the pro-choice
movement by framing their argument with women’s rights language and asserting their
focus on protecting women and their interests, which appeals to many Americans in
today’s society.3
The interests of women that the antichoice stance is protecting, however, are deeply
rooted in benevolent sexism and are, in fact, only protecting women that conform to their
traditional, heteronormative roles in which women are subservient to men, repress their
sexuality, and focus solely on their true purpose of being good mothers and wives.4 By
stigmatizing abortions and working to make it harder for women to get them, antichoice
advocates believe they are protecting women from making the wrong decision of negating
their natural role of being a nurturing, loving mother. This stance is further supported by
medical jargon warped to fit the rhetoric circulated by antichoice groups that document
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many women who regret their abortions and face both physically and mentally damaging
effects following an abortion, such as post abortion syndrome.5 Post abortion syndrome
is not supported by medical professionals or research but is widely accepted by the
antichoice movement and has played a pivotal role in passing state legislation limiting
abortion access. As a socially constructed term, post abortion syndrome further enforces
the traditional roles of women backed by benevolent sexism; the position assumes that
all women face negative effects following abortion, as it violates the universal maternal
and feminine nature to which all women aspire.6 In addition, this position assumes
that, along with all of the negative effects of abortion, all women who have undergone
abortions were coerced into getting the abortion in the first place, whether by a partner,
family members, abortion providers, or the pro-choice movement itself.7 All of these
factors denote antichoice advocates as protectors of women, which gives them the power
over women who are framed as victims in this situation.
There is extensive research regarding the current messaging and framing of antichoice
groups, which is also highlighted through online storytelling narratives. Websites run
by antichoice groups use a distinct narrative form when sharing stories of abortion to
elicit an emotional response from the reader. Mallary Allen, a professor of Sociology in
gender and sexuality studies at Concordia University states, “Today’s rhetoric focuses
on immoral doctors and legislation while women, along with fetuses, qualify as victims
and are invoked to illustrate post-abortion suffering. . . . Pro-life accounts of suffering
comprise the formula stories of the abortion debate.”8 This relates again to both the
coercion argument, as well as the placement of women as victims with a lack of decisionmaking capability. Allen also finds that pro-life narratives use many literature codes
including terms such as “suffering, selfishness, profit-driven clinics, and repentance.”9
This narrative form and specific language used by antichoice groups is a theme I expect
to find in antichoice media and image campaigns as well.
Previous research surrounding the abortion discourse in the United States robustly
addresses the sexist roots of the antichoice stance, but there is a lack of research that
illustrates how this impacts marketing strategies and image campaigns funded by
antichoice groups across the country. There was a study done in Great Britain, however,
that addressed the stigmatization of abortion through an analysis of print media, which
highlights similar racist and sexist themes shown throughout other antichoice articles
in the United States. Unlike other US articles, the study also specifically addresses
media tactics. Thus, this study discusses the links between the stigmatization of
abortion and women’s reproductive decisions as they “illustrate the ways in which the
politics of reproduction and reproductive agency, and culturally-specific constructions
of womanhood/femininity are reflected in media representations of abortion.”10 These
media representations are marked by two key themes: the use of negative language and
associations and the marginalization of essential perspectives, such as women who have
had positive experiences with abortion.11 These fundamental concepts, coupled with all
the factors addressed in previous research, provide a comprehensive view of antichoice
framing in the current abortion discourse in America. I will apply this framing to look
deeper into messaging tactics used specifically in media campaigns from antichoice
groups, while also adding an intersectional view that appears to be missing from
previous research.
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Methods
In order to get a comprehensive view of antichoice media campaigns, I used a broad
Google search of antichoice marketing and advertising to find image campaigns used
throughout the United States. In addition, I located several antichoice Facebook accounts
such as Pro-Life Wisconsin, Pro-Life Across America, National Pro-Life Alliance, and
Care Net, all of which featured many image campaigns against abortion. I also looked
at antichoice nonprofits such as Human Coalition and Radiance Life and analyzed
their online narratives of abortion. With all image campaigns in mind, I compared their
common themes and use of sexism and racialized sexism to gain an overall view of the
language and tactics of antichoice media.
Sexism Within Antichoice Image Campaigns
Femininity and Womanhood Framings
Within antichoice framings of abortion, one essential component to their messaging
and tactics is the idea of femininity and what it means to be a woman in the United
States today. This is an approach layered in benevolent sexism and dated stereotypes of
women and their rightful place in society, namely, as a mother and wife (to a man). The
framing approach that is more commonly used by antichoice groups today is “pro-life,
pro-woman,” which attempts to highlight women in a positive light and abortion, not the
people who get them, in a negative light.12 This is accomplished by using stereotypes
and ideals of women highlighted in sexist tones to paint a positive light on the antichoice
stance, and, on the other side, the use of victim framing and coercion and regret narratives
paint a negative light on abortion.
Within the pro-woman framing, motherhood is highly emphasized as being the
primary, coveted role for women that all should aspire to. Abortion inherently goes
against this natural role and, therefore, must be fought against as “the decision to
terminate a pregnancy may be perceived as the ultimate abandonment of life in being,
a rejection of maternity and of the ‘essential nature’ of women.”13 This framing and the
antichoice stance on abortion are linked through complementary gender differentiation,
which is characterized by “dual assumptions that motherhood is the most natural role
for a woman and that women are morally pure creatures who desire to adhere to their
natural role, unless tainted by external forces.”14 Antichoice media and image campaigns
highlight both of these assumptions by emphasizing women’s primary role as mothers
and pushing a narrative of coercion followed by regret because of external forces.
Motherhood Ideal
Looking at the role of motherhood messaging in antichoice image campaigns, the
images tell different stories. One story that is shown frequently on various antichoice
platforms is that the greatest accomplishment a woman can have in her life is to become
a mother. Figure 1 is an example from the National Pro-Life Alliance’s Facebook image
campaign that echoes the theme of motherhood as essential to women. By stating that
giving life to children is the greatest gift a mother could give, the image asserts that
the highest achievement women can reach is motherhood. Also, the reference to the
word mother is really a stand-in for the word woman; by changing the word to mother,
the image can further push the motherhood ideal on all women. Images with the same

language and message used in Figure 1 are common on almost all antichoice platforms
and are a staple in antichoice advertising.
Online narrative storytelling is another powerful platform used by antichoice groups
to promote the motherhood ideal for women. Human Coalition, a nonprofit, antichoice
organization run out of Texas, like many other antichoice groups, frequently posts stories
of mothers who almost had abortions, but were saved by their clinics persuading them to
go through with their pregnancy. After analyzing 20 of these stories on humancoalition.
org in the story segment of their website entitled “Saved Babies,” I identified common
themes and phrases that reflect the motherhood ideal and benevolent sexism. The mother
is in a difficult situation after making poor decisions and having an unplanned pregnancy.
The clinic or organization, in this case Human Coalition, educates the woman on abortion
risks and the benefits of motherhood, ultimately convincing the woman to keep the baby,
which is illustrated, and specifically stated, as the best decision the woman could have
made.15 A common phrase that appears in many of the featured stories is, “Motherhood
was her best option,” which is often followed by the woman declaring it was the best
decision of her life to not get an abortion.16 A common theme coupled with this is dramatic
narratives of embracing motherhood against all odds and many women “coming to their
senses” and realizing abortion was not an option. This consistent assertion of motherhood
being the best option across the storytelling platform perpetuates benevolent sexism by
claiming that women are at their happiest when fulfilling their true role as a mother and
not denying her inherently feminine, nurturing nature.
Victimization and Protector Framing
On the other side of complementary gender differentiation is the victimization framing
of women seeking abortions and the coercion narrative pushed by antichoice groups and
their image campaigns. Operating under the assumption that all women long to become
mothers, the antichoice movement believes that no woman would willingly choose to
undergo an abortion, which paints women seeking an abortion as victims of coercion
or “tainted from external forces.” This dynamic is inherently sexist, as it eliminates a
woman’s autonomy, which creates the need for a protector figure to assist the woman in
making the right decision. This protector figure can either be a man, an antichoice group,
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a pregnancy crisis clinic, or another source of antichoice outreach that seeks to protect
the woman from making a detrimental decision.17 Using the coercion framing in this
way allows antichoice groups to “shift the blame for abortion from pregnant women to
coercive parents or partners and a manipulative abortion industry.”18 This was another
common theme that I discovered in the Saved Babies Human Coalition stories. Many of
the stories center around guilt, regret, and taking the easy way out during past abortions.
The stories portray Human Coalition as the protector figure that saved these women from
making the wrong decision again; they were no longer “tempted by voices in their head”
to get abortions, as they had someone to make the right decision with them.19

This narrative is also told through images such as Figure 2. The image is captioned
“Women deserve better than abortion,” but the ProLife Wisconsin Facebook post it is
attached to states, “No one WANTS an abortion. Most women feel trapped, coerced,
scared, or convinced it is her only option.”20 The image caption implies that abortion is
an event outside women’s control rather an action of their choice. The Facebook post
caption goes one step further to reiterate the coercion narrative by firmly stating that no
one would want an abortion, reproducing the sexist idea of womanhood being intimately
tied to motherhood. This narrative’s message also includes the framing of guilt and regret
from women who have had abortions.21 When antichoice groups effectively use stories
of women who feel guilt or regret about their abortion, they can make a better show of
support for their argument that women are not making the right decisions for themselves.
They show that, when women are allowed to make their own decisions on their abortion,
they end up feeling deeply remorseful for what they did and wish they would have had
help to steer them in the right direction.

Figure 3 is an image from Care Net, an antiabortion organization that runs pregnancy
centers, that utilizes the guilt and regret storyline that is commonly used in antichoice
image campaigns. The image and its overarching storyline contribute greatly to the
victimization and coercion framing of antichoice media because it permanently paints
antichoice groups as the protector of women. When discussing the connection between
victimization framing and the protector role of antichoice groups, Alexa J. Trumpy, a
professor of Sociology at St. Norbert’s University, states, “[Antichoice organizations]
frame women who abort as sympathetic victims, as opposed to selfish or immoral. They
present themselves as protectors of women, arguing that abortion must be illegal to
safeguard women from pressure and exploitation.”22
The final way that benevolent sexism is used within the victimization and protector
framing is through protective paternalism. This term can be compared to patriarchy:
“While patriarchy is defined as the absolute power of men over women, paternalism
takes a gentler, more insidious approach that combines benevolence with dominance and
subordination.”23 This gentler approach is seen commonly in antichoice media and their
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campaigns through images that encourage men to not let the women in their lives make
the wrong decision. These types of images and messaging make women subservient
to men who wield power over women and their decision-making abilities. Figures 4
and 5, images from ProLife Wisconsin and Care Net, demonstrate how paternalism is
illustrated in image campaigns. These images and their captions do not overtly say that
men can or should control women’s abortion decisions, but they do speak to this point in
a roundabout way using language such as “important influencer” and captions that evoke
a father’s emotion of regret for his partner’s decision. Figure 4 attempts to show the regret
a father will feel if he does not step into his role as a protector over his girlfriend. Figure
5 displays a father with his partner at the beginning of her pregnancy, and the image and
the caption together illustrate the importance of guidance or influence from the male
partner from the beginning in order for the woman to make the right decision on abortion.
In this way, antichoice groups push benevolent sexism through paternalism within their
image campaigns.
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In addition to diverting focus from the Black Lives Matter movement and the two
shootings, antichoice groups using this hashtag also disregarded much of the core
message of the Black Lives Matter movement by trying to assert their place within
the campaign. In her article on Unborn Lives Matter for salon.com, author/journalist
Amanda Marcotte states, “Slogans like ‘unborn lives matter’ serve a twofold purpose:
Increase attention to the antichoice cause while undermining the movement against
police violence.”27 Gabby Bess, social justice journalist, echoes this sentiment in
her 2015 article for Vice, stating, “It’s not like these groups actually care about black
lives. They are only about advancing their antichoice agenda by spreading sensational
misinformation and capitalizing on the political cachet of the Black Lives Matter
Movement.”28 By advancing their agenda and ignoring the core ideas of the Black Lives
Matter campaign, antichoice rhetoric utilizes racialized media tactics that target black
communities and attempt to blame black women for the problems the communities
are facing.

Discursive Associations Framings
In addition to the use of sexist language and messaging of the motherhood ideal
and victimization framings within the antichoice movement, the theme of discursive
associations arises in which the viewer can see sexism, racism, and various other
prejudices through the use of negative comparisons that favor the antichoice stance.
Discursive associations in relation to abortion are described as “often conveyed through
associations with other stigmatized phenomena. Abortion was aligned with widely
discredited, ‘deviant,’ and/or sometimes unlawful practices, which speaks to a discourse
of moral panic.”24 This means that antichoice groups compare abortion to actions or
events that everyone generally agrees are negative, such as murder, genocide, or slavery,
in order to create associations in viewers’ minds between abortion and other negative
and morally wrong actions. Two of the main discursive associations used by antichoice
groups are the #UnbornLivesMatter movement and the antiabortion Black Genocide
Movement, both of which display sexist messaging previously discussed as well as
racialized sexism against black women.
#UnbornLivesMatter
The #UnbornLivesMatter hashtag entered the mainstream antichoice messaging in
2016 following the violent deaths of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile by police. These
shootings ignited further activism from the Black Lives Matter movement, which had an
active presence on social media with the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter. Antichoice groups
saw this as an opportunity to co-opt the hashtag and parts of the Black Lives Matter
movement to start their own hashtag #UnbornLivesMatter.25 This co-option inherently
compared abortion practices to the shootings of unarmed black men and police brutality.
This in turn likens black women who choose to get abortions to the police officers who
kill unarmed black civilians and perpetuating violence. In a 2016 article for Radiance
Life, the antichoice nonprofit’s founder, Ryan Bomberger wrote, “Just to put things in
perspective, Planned Parenthood kills more unarmed black lives in one day than police
are accused of killing in one year.”26 Bomberger illustrates the strategy used by the
antichoice media of comparing abortion to a negative act (police brutality) then painting
abortion in an even worse light than the original negative topic.

Figure 6 is an example of the racialized antichoice propaganda that arose from
#UnbornLivesMatter following the shootings of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile.
By changing the phrase Hands Up, Don’t Shoot from the Black Lives Matter movement
to Hands Up, Don’t Abort!, the antichoice campaign effectively makes the discursive
association of aborted babies to unarmed black men shot by the police. This completely
shifts from the goal of the Black Lives Matter movement, and through co-opting the
messaging, the antichoice movement successfully transfers the blame from police to
black people themselves, namely black women who are deciding to abort their babies
and the black men who are failing at their protector role. The image, along with the
tweets surrounding it, illustrates the thought processes encouraged by antichoice groups.
These organizations prioritize fighting against abortion above any other social issue,
even if these issues, like police brutality, affect the campaign’s target audience. Within
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this push, black women are shamed not only for having abortions and making poor
decisions that impact their entire race, but they are also shamed for fighting for justice
in an area besides the antichoice agenda. By ignoring antichoice ideas, black mothers
are not using their natural maternal nature or taking their rightful place in society as
concerned mothers.29
Black Genocide Movement
The Black Genocide Movement and messaging from antichoice groups is inherently
linked to #UnbornLivesMatter and is another form of discursive association in antichoice
funded image campaigns. The support of black genocide within antichoice groups centers
around the idea that abortion is the number one killer of black people in the United
States, and black women are having abortions at much higher rates than women of other
races, implying black women are partaking in a genocide of the black race in America.30
This conclusion carries similar themes of sexism previously discussed in this paper, such
as lack of agency over decisions and coercion and language that further condemns black
women if they even consider abortion.

Figure 8 illustrates this point through the implications of the language it uses. “The
Most Dangerous Place for an African American is in the Womb,” states that black women
are the largest threat to the black community. This messaging not only ignores external
threats to the black community, such as institutionalized racism or police brutality, but it
replaces these issues with abortion. Shaming and controlling black women who choose
to have abortions take priority for antichoice groups over protecting the living and
breathing black community. This message permeates into rhetoric and public opinion, as
the movement has gained traction over the years.33

Figure 7 is an example of a popular antichoice black genocide image campaign that
displays sensationalized language, which labels black children as an endangered species.
In a similar fashion, “Abortion in the Hood,” funded through the Restoration Project, an
antichoice nonprofit, released a video campaign describing the phenomenon of black
genocide as an epidemic and an injustice, even using Martin Luther King Jr.’s quote,
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”31 Sensationalized language
and images such as these reach a new audience in the black community while further
blaming black women for not meeting the predetermined standards set for them by
society or contributing to the survival of the race.32 While abortion is stigmatized for all
women under the sexist ideas reproduced through antichoice media, the Black Genocide
Movement has added racialized sexism to their agenda by telling black women that when
they get abortions, they are also committing a racist hate crime against their own people.
Figure 9 is a picture of comments on a Facebook post by Care Net that displays
a billboard intended to counter antichoice messaging aimed at black women. In the
comments, one can see many facets of the antichoice black genocide messaging. One
response informs black women that they are killing off their descendants, and that the
entire black race will end if they don’t make better decisions. Another comment implies
that this billboard is just another coercion tactic and dismisses black women’s agency
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by stating that women have been led to believe this billboard is true, suggesting they
could not decide abortion is a viable option on their own and that trusting their own
judgement is not good enough. Pro-choice advocate Loretta Ross describes the antichoice
messaging of black genocide and public opinion surrounding it by saying, “They tell
African American women that we are now responsible for the genocide of our own
people . . .We are now accused of ‘lynching’ our children in our wombs and practicing
white supremacy on ourselves . . .This is what lies on steroids look like.”34 Ross also
goes on to dissect the themes of sexism previously discussed including lack of agency
over decisions, paternalism, and the motherhood ideal, which she states is pushed more
in the black community than white communities, adding another layer of shame from
the antichoice movement for black women who get abortions.35 All in all, black women
are being used as scapegoats by antichoice groups, and they face more barriers of sexism
through racialized sexism in their battle against abortion stigma.
Conclusion
Within the controversy over abortion, the United States has seen the growth of many
antichoice media and image campaigns over the years that attempt to push the antichoice
agenda to the larger public. These image campaigns target women with messages of
what it means to be a woman and what it means to be feminine, which antichoice groups
frame as the motherhood ideal. With the framing of motherhood as women’s natural
role and abortion as a deviation from this role, antichoice groups add the framing of
victimization, coercion, and paternalism to maintain the narrative that abortion is against
the norm and no woman would be willing to get one. In addition to targeting women
in general, antichoice image campaigns also specifically target black women using
#UnbornLivesMatter and the Black Genocide Movement. Both #UnbornLivesMatter and
the Black Genocide Movement play upon the Black Lives Matter movement and make
the assertion that black women are the greatest threat to the black community because
they are killing their descendants at such a high rate, which is compared to genocide
of black people. Therefore, black women face all of the sexism found in antichoice
messaging, but they also face racialized sexism in addition. This is seen through the
burden put on them to have the responsibility of their entire race rest with one decision
they may choose to make. White women do not face this kind of responsibility when
making the decision to get an abortion. Overall, antichoice image campaigns perpetuate
dated ideas of women’s role in society and spread shame to women across the country in
many different forms. This, in turn, impacts public opinion on abortion and benevolent
sexism, and even overt sexism, as it seeps deeper into the minds of Americans across the
country, impacting the larger discourse surrounding abortion in America.
Further Work Needed
Considering the length and size of this project, I was unable to address many facets
of sexist antichoice tactics that are important to this conversation. Future research would
need to address the marginalization of key perspectives such as women who have had
positive abortion experiences as mentioned in Purcell, Hilton, and McDaid.36 More
research is also needed to dive deeper into the Black Genocide Movement within black
communities and their response to these image campaigns, as that is critically important
to the larger discourse. Finally, moving forward, antichoice image campaigns will no
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doubt change with cultural shifts, and it will be important to track how sexist ideas are
recreated within these new media strategies.
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Abstract
On June 10, 1919, Wisconsin became the first state to ratify the 19th Amendment
guaranteeing women the right to vote. While this action did secure Wisconsin’s place
in the narrative of the women’s suffrage movement, such success was only gained after
decades of struggle by dedicated activists such as Ada James. Ada James of Richland
Center, Wisconsin was among the most prominent suffrage activists in her state
whose relentless pursuit of legislative change was a key factor in the advancement of
women’s rights in Wisconsin. This essay explores the work Ada James and focuses on
her 1919 speech, “The Womanly Woman.” In her work as an activist and orator, Ada
James challenged the hegemonic norms surrounding womanhood through her use of the
rhetorical strategies of reframing, the implied we, and ethos, the use of argument from
character. Through these strategies, James offered a new perspective on womanhood and
provided the foundation for the future of femininity.
Remembered as some of the hardest working women in history, the activists of the
women’s suffrage movement were also some of the greatest authors, philosophers, and
rhetoricians of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These women fought for their
ideals in a society that would have to undergo fundamental change “at its roots” in order
to accept progress that went against the patriarchy’s established norms.1 Among these
activists was Ada James of Richland Center, Wisconsin. In her speech “The Womanly
Woman,” James outlined a new ideology for what the future of a womanly woman
could mean. Written in 1919, this speech offered a new perspective on womanhood,
one that bolstered autonomy, education, and concern for the community over superficial
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concerns such as beauty, style, and vapidity. The speech highlighted the fact that, even
before suffrage for women was won, activists like James were looking at where their
impact could be felt campaigning for “justice and equality” beyond simply gaining the
right to vote.2 Through this speech, James attempted to challenge the hegemonic norms
surrounding womanhood by utilizing the strategies of reframing, the implied we, and
ethos, the use of argument from character. I will begin by discussing the historical
context in which this piece was written followed by an assessment of the rhetorical
audience for the speech. Following this, I will analyze the text and offer my conclusions
on using traditional rhetorical appeals to challenge societal norms and advocate
for transformation.
Historical Context
Wisconsin ratified the 19th Amendment on June 10, 1919, becoming the first state
in the nation to do so.3 Evidence suggests that James’s speech “The Womanly Woman”
was written just before women’s suffrage was won that same year, for at the end of the
speech, she asked her audience to “pledge five dollars for suffrage,” suggesting that
the fight for the vote was still ongoing.4 This understanding of time frame is important
because it helps to understand the meaning of the speech in context. There was a great
deal of energy in the movement in 1919, as suffragists were on the verge of securing the
federal amendment. In addition, activists at this time were also looking at what lay ahead
and understood the importance challenging socialized gender roles.
Activists like James operated predominantly in the Progressive Era, the national
period from the 1890s to 1920 that was characterized by a “complex legacy of woman’s
rights issues and an array of both old and new women’s associations that were primed
for action.”5 Gender roles were changing and “women were exercising increased control
over marriage and reproduction.”6 Technology for the home, increasing availability of
birth control, and advancements in medicine were not only freeing up women’s lives
but also extending them.7 This lifestyle of “fewer children and longer lives added up to
opportunities to engage in work or social life beyond the home and family.”8 As a result
of these changes, the Progressive Era is remembered as a time when “American women
[were] opening doors, pushing at the boundaries of the traditional roles, [and] emerging
into public life in unprecedented numbers.”9 The work these women accomplished
established the “reforms in labor, politics, and urban life that became the dominant
characteristics of the Progressive Era.”10
Ada James and the other activists of this period were known as second-generation
suffragists, or reformers who advocated for the cause by following in the footsteps of
earlier leaders, some of whom were their own mothers.11 In Wisconsin, these women
were instrumental in carrying the movement out of a period of stagnation that mirrored
the national “doldrums,” a span of time lasting from 1869 to 1910 where there had
been no statewide victories for suffrage across the nation.12 In fact, historical records
show that from 1848 to 1915, there were nine documented attempts to introduce suffrage
bills into the Wisconsin state legislature, all of which were classified as “indefinitely
postponed.”13 Pushing through these setbacks, these young activists “charged with the
enthusiasm of Progressivism,” “inject[ed] life” back into the suffrage movement, and
gave it the final drive it needed for success.14 Realizing that suffrage was on the horizon
in 1919, women like Ada James looked to the future and considered how women’s rights
could continue moving forward.
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The fight for women’s suffrage could not have been won without the discipline and
passion of activists such as Ada James who, at the time, “exemplified the potentialities
women might display if given the opportunity.”15 James was “imbued with Progressive
doctrine early.”16 Because she grew up in a white, middle- to upper-class family in
Richland Center, Wisconsin, where it was said that suffragism was the religion of the
community, James was surrounded by people who shared and shaped her political
beliefs.17 Her parents, Laura Briggs and David G. James, were the most influential
people in James’s childhood. Briggs not only “initiated the family’s interest in woman
suffrage,” but she co-founded the Woman’s Club of Richland Center in the 1870s, which,
by 1919, was the oldest active suffrage group in Wisconsin.18 Ada James’s father, David
G. James, was a “Civil War hero and prosperous store owner in Richland Center.”19 He
became a Wisconsin State Senator in 1911 and was a leading proponent of women’s
suffrage while in office.20 Moreover, upon the passing of the 19th Amendment, James
had the honor of delivering Wisconsin’s documents of ratification to Washington D.C.,
securing Wisconsin’s place in history.21
James’s upbringing not only shaped her beliefs, but also her activist work. James’s
mother brought her along to club meetings as a child, which was said to have later inspired
James to “complete the unfinished work [her] mother did.”22 Witnessing her mother’s
success as a club organizer resulted in her drive to both join and found her own political
organizations. Throughout her years as a suffragist, James served as vice president of the
Wisconsin Woman Suffrage Association and founded both the Political Equality League
and the National Woman’s Party in Wisconsin.23 In addition, she founded a children’s
board in 1920 that served underprivileged children in her community, established the
James Memorial Fund in 1922, became the vice chairman on the Republican State
Central Committee, and served as president of the Wisconsin Progressive Association
in 1923.24
In contrast to some of her more conventional counterparts in the Wisconsin women’s
movement, James “focused on the legislative process with a relentless referenda.”25
Some of James’s most productive years as an activist were during the campaign for
her father’s 1911 suffrage bill, which passed in the state legislature but was eventually
defeated by the voters in a referendum.26 This belief in employing legislative change to
create social change was what later drew her to the ideologies of the more “militant”
national Woman’s Party and away from the traditional efforts of the Wisconsin Woman’s
Suffrage Association.27 Her continued faith in the legislative process was inevitably
shaped by the strong relationship with her father and his active role in the Wisconsin
state government.
James is arguably best known for her work as the “premier strategist” for the Political
Equality League’s campaign in support of the 1911 full-suffrage bill in Wisconsin.28
Although unsuccessful, her skilled leadership of the campaign gained statewide
attention.29 To gain the support of new recruits for the cause, she included women of
color and utilized reactionary tactics such as having “motorboats” and “flying machines”
carry suffrage flyers across the state.30 James’s efforts were successful as they generated
support across the state and raised public awareness through publicity in the media.31
Though the campaign was ultimately unsuccessful, the leadership and ingenuity James
exhibited solidified her place in the Wisconsin women’s movement and foreshadowed
how James would continue to engage in activism even after national suffrage was won.
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My overall argument about the language in James’s speech aligns with Lisa Strange’s
analysis of Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s speech “Our Girls.” Strange claimed that Stanton,
“conformed to the generic conventions of the lyceum lecture while developing a farreaching critique of prevailing notions of femininity and the role of women.”32 This idea
aligns with my claim that James used the dominant roles of women at the time, mother;
homemaker; and wife, for the same purpose. James conformed just enough to capture
her audience’s attention and then advocated for radical changes of women’s duties. Both
Stanton and James had a vision for the future of womanhood, and both rhetoricians used
strategic methods to develop their arguments.
In addition, my argument aligns with A. Cheree Carlson’s examination of the rhetoric
used by Lucretia Coffin Mott. In her analysis of Mott’s presence as a rhetor, Carlson
describes her ability to reach audiences by conforming to the “established social order.”33
Like James, Mott believed in traditional women’s roles, and “saw significant need for
modification.”34 Both James and Mott blamed “custom” and “tradition” for the failures
of the traditional definition of womanhood and sought to reframe it “in such a way that
future women may take action in discovering their own ‘true’ roles.”35 As James says,
“The womanly woman will sacrifice prejudice, style, jewelry and even public approval
if necessary to perform her traditional duties as wife, mother, and homemaker in the best
possible way” so “let us hasten her coming by giving our girls ideals around which to
rally.”36 Believing in traditionalism did not make these feminist rhetors any less radical.
They knew how to reach their audiences and sought to fix the lives of women from
the inside out. Their tactics may have been subtle, but the content of their message
was direct.
Rhetorical Audience
While James does not explicitly state who her audience was, evidence from the
speech suggests that it was most likely white women of relatively high socioeconomic
status like James herself. Throughout the speech, James repeatedly made connections
with her audience by saying us and our. For example, James mentioned “our Normal
Schools, Colleges, and Universities.”37 By referencing educational institutions, she
suggests that her audience was familiar with such settings. Furthermore, James targeted
her speech towards women in social clubs who had disposable income. At the end of
her speech, James made an appeal for donations. She said, “when women are willing to
pool their valuable trinkets and spend money in the interests of the home they will have
earned the right to be called womanly.”38 Written during a critical point in the movement
in 1919, it would have been important to fundraise. Therefore, James most likely chose
her language carefully and would not have included this plea if she did not anticipate
its success.
Rhetorical Analysis
I argue that the goal of Ada James’s speech “The Womanly Woman,” was to expand
the meaning of womanhood and continue to move women’s rights forward. To accomplish
this, James utilized reframing, a rhetorical strategy of disruption, the use of implied
we, and ethos, which is argument from character. Used together, these three rhetorical
strategies advanced the persuasiveness of her argument, especially for an audience of
white, middle- to upper-class women.
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Reframing
Reframing is defined as “the process of shifting perspectives” and “involves the
selection of a new frame for an experience.”39 James used this tactic in her speech
when she mentioned her desire to “substitute” the dominant view of woman as one who
“perennially sits by the fire and embroiders,” with a more “wholesome” meaning that
was “worthy of emulating.”40 James reframed the notion of successful womanhood by
offering new perspectives on the traditional roles of women as mothers, homemakers,
and wives. By framing her argument around the long-established norms of woman’s
work, she was able to appeal to her audience’s entrenched beliefs while also advocating
for a radical transformation of these ideals.
James opened with a perspective on motherhood that was not grounded in nature or
biology, but instead resulted from effort and learning. She began by saying that “There
was a time when we thought that instinct was enough to guide the mother,” referring to the
idea that a women’s natural instincts were enough to inform their parental capabilities.41
She then outlined her belief that “Motherhood ought to be held up as a reward for girls
who are willing to fit themselves for it, physically, mentally, and spiritually.”42 Here,
James was suggesting that, rather than an innate capacity for parenting as a qualification
of success, a real mother was one who earned her title by constantly working toward
the betterment of herself, her children, and the lives of all children. As examples,
James noted the work of social reformers Jane Addams and Julia Lathrop, who “spen[t]
their lives bettering the conditions of thousands of children.”43 James suggested that
“preparation for motherhood ought to be as common as motherhood itself” and that this
was accomplished by continued education and active participation in the community.44
This argument transformed the traditional interpretation of motherhood into one of social
responsibility extending beyond the household.
When reframing the notion of women as home-makers, James presented an alternative
to the traditional sentiment of the time when women were regarded as a “custodian[s] for
a private museum.”45 James suggested that as a homemaker, it was a woman’s duty to
be “responsible for the welfare of the home and the city” in which she lived.46 Here, as
she did with motherhood, James offered a perspective on women’s work that extended
beyond the home and family. She even went so far as to assert that it was a woman’s
duty to be political, arguing in favor of advancing women’s interests. James claimed that
“regardless of what they think the womanly woman will not stay at home. She is going to
see that the governor, when he makes his appointments to the commission affecting the
home, has the home in mind instead of the political machine.”47 This shift in perspective
transformed the dominant idea that a woman’s place was in the home. James believed
that while it was women’s responsibility to care for the home, the ability to effectively
do so required women’s engagement in society and politics, a radical notion at the time.
In her reframing of women’s roles as wives, James asserted that as a wife, a woman
was “either a partner or a parasite,” and if she was a parasite, “she ha[d] no possible
claim to be classified as womanly.”48 James’s unabashed take on this tradition was that
women could no longer be idle in their marriages. James was critical of wives whose
entire identities were tied to their husbands, unable to survive on their own, in a way
similar to a parasite being tied to its host organism for survival. She said, “We have come
to believe that every woman must be self-supporting either in the home or out” and that
when a woman entered into a marriage, she had the responsibility of extending this same
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sense of autonomy into her role as a wife in favor of building healthy homes with “all
the rights of a partner.”49 This idea was radical at the time because traditionally, parental
responsibilities were divided between husband and wife; the husband had the more
masculine duties while the wife had the more feminine duties. James explained this by
saying, “There has been a tendency among men and women to divide the responsibilities
rather than share them. They have said to each other ‘you take care of the children and I
will take care of the business’ or ‘you take care of the politics and I will take care of the
religion.’”50 Similarly, James detailed how this tendency to divide responsibility went
on to impact the way husbands and wives would communicate religious doctrine to
their children.51 She explained, “They seem to have mutually agreed that men must be
brave and tell the truth while women must be virtuous and temperate.”52 In finalizing her
point, James said, “Christ said ‘Blessed are the meek and blessed are the pure in heart’
but man has construed it to mean blessed are meek and pure women.”53 Instead, she
asserted that the improved approach “insist[ed] that men do their part when it comes to
being both meek and pure,” and that “Men and women do most ideally whatsoever they
do together.”54 Through this discussion, James expanded the notion of marriage into a
partnership where both husbands and wives contributed equally in all matters of life. The
reframing of women’s roles as wives was important because it established an identity for
women as wives that was independent from their husbands and also elevated this identity
to be equal, both morally and socially, to that of men. James’s reframing of women’s
roles as mothers, homemakers, and wives directly challenged the dominant gender
power structures at the time. Although controversial, James argued that these changes
were improvements and would bring a new, much needed definition of womanhood into
being.
Implied We
In her speech, Ada James challenged dominant beliefs about women’s roles in society
by rhetorically appealing to her audience’s traditional understandings of gender. Yet, she
still needed to ensure that her audience was persuaded by her message. To accomplish
this, James utilized the rhetorical strategy of the implied we throughout the entire speech.
Implied we is defined as a “subtle means of establishing a feeling of commonality or
common ground” between the rhetor and audience.55 This strategy effectively created
a relationship between James and her audience and helped her advance her own
agenda. This technique allowed the audience to take mental shortcuts, or heuristics,
in James’s argument; if they agreed with one idea, they agreed with all the others. For
example, James began her reasoning for parental reform by referring to local schools in
Richland Center as “our schools.”56 She then asserted that in these schools, there was an
increasing number of children who were “submoral, mentally, physically and morally.”57
Now, while it was likely that not everyone in the audience would have had a first-hand
connection with these specific schools, the use of implied we in this instance created a
sense of communal ownership of this issue. By creating this semblance of ownership,
the audience are then more likely to be committed to acting on a solution in the broader
community. In this way, her use of the implied we reinforces a new conception of
womanhood—someone who is active in the community and trying to create change.
A second use of the implied we can be found at the end of James’s speech in her
critique of women’s fashion and beauty standards. The use of implied we in this instance
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was less about creating generalizations and more about using the sense of community
to advance James’s views. It seems superfluous that James would choose to discuss this
topic after spending the entire speech discussing the active roles of women in society,
but this was a topic that her audience had interest in. James saved her opinion on this
topic for the end of her speech because she knew that her critique of feminine beauty
as a metric of success would not have been easily accepted by her audience. She began
by addressing an opinion that was often shared with her on the topic of fashion. She
disclosed that women often said, “But Miss James, don’t you think a woman ought to
be as beautiful as possible, don’t you care for the aesthetic?”58 James countered this
sentiment by referring to women’s fashion at the time as “our styles,” a clear use of the
implied we.59 Here, James identified with women’s beauty standards of the time and
recognized what these expectations meant for women. Following this, James put forth
her true beliefs on the matter by saying that, “These senseless, ever changing fashions
of our time are extravagant and ridiculous, they are worse they make life directly and
indirectly harder for countless people and they contribute almost nothing toward the
welfare of mankind.”60 James utilized the sense of commonality to open her audience’s
minds, effectively pushing her claim that these deeply rooted beliefs were undesirable.
Not only did this rhetorical strategy help James redefine womanhood and strengthen
her overall argument in terms of its persuasiveness, but it established James as an
influential rhetor.
Ethos (Argument from Character)
Once Ada James had defined her overall argument and cultivated a relationship with
her audience, she needed to reinforce her credibility as a speaker. This was a crucial
part of her overall rhetorical strategy because, as rhetoricians Crowley and Hawhee
explain in their discussion of ethos, “an individual’s character has as much to do with
the [audience’s] perception of her actions as it [does] with her actual behaviors.”61 To
accomplish this, James employed the artistic proof of ethos, or, as Foss defines it, the
appeal of the rhetor’s character.62 Specifically, James utilized the notion of invented ethos,
or, “character that is constructed from within her discourse.”63 To effectively establish
ethos, especially in the case of invented ethos, a rhetor must demonstrate the three tenets
of ethos: intelligence, good moral character, and goodwill toward the audience.64
James established the first tenet of ethos, intelligence, through her use of language.
When recounting the work that she had completed to better the lives of women in her
area, James referenced quantitative measures of food safety related to levels of butterfat
and bacteria in milk that she had secured. She shared information on milk products and
scale testing with her audience, stating that when shipped from farmer to retailer, milk
“tested 5.6, but when sold it only tested 3.5.”65 The significance of explaining this data
was not only to press upon her audience that the health and safety of their food was in
question, but also to establish that James had put in the work to recognize a problem,
acted toward addressing it, and obtained measurable results to show for her efforts. The
decision to refer to numerical data, provided James’s audience with palpable evidence of
her intelligence and also reassured them that her message was relevant.
James demonstrated the second tenet of ethos, which Crowley and Hawhee
identify as good moral character, by creating a persona in her speech that focused on
justice and a sense of duty.66 James consistently defended the connection between the
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advancement of women’s rights and strategic collaboration with federal, state, and local
government entities. When presenting her appeal for suffrage, James supported the
claim that legislative action was the pathway to success. In doing so, she made clear
that the injustice women experienced was a direct result of their disenfranchisement.
James explained that, “the liquor interests and the corporations keep men at Madison
to watch legislation. When there is a hearing these men bring all kinds of pressure to
bear to get what they want. Very often what they want is not what the womanly woman
wants but if they are there and we are not the chances are they will get it.”67 Through her
emphasis on the importance of challenging these interests by being civically active in
their local communities, James established her good moral character. The establishment
of this component of ethos also functioned to redefine womanhood, as women were to
be actively engaged in public affairs.
Through her persona as a rhetor, James demonstrated the final tenet of ethos—good
will—by explaining what benefits the audience would gain by adopting her arguments.68
Under James’s redefinition of a womanly woman, mothers would be better equipped to
parent their children; children would grow up in healthy, dependable homes; and women
would have the capabilities to act on behalf of their interests. The alternative to this
reality, as James put it, would be to continue with a version of womanhood that was
filled with filth and disease; a version where their influence was reduced to “meaningless
gush.”69 James had a vision for the future of womanhood, and she needed to convince her
audience that she was a speaker worthy of their trust. James used her own experiences
as evidence for her claims and created a character that demonstrated genuine care and
support for her listeners. By engaging the three tenets of ethos, intelligence; good moral
character; and goodwill, James effectively solidified her credibility as a rhetor that
allowed her to redefine womanhood.
Conclusion
This essay demonstrated how rhetors, like Ada James, could utilize the rhetorical
strategies of reframing, the implied we, and ethos to challenge dominant power structures
in their societies. The speech “The Womanly Woman” is an important contribution to the
history of women’s suffrage rhetoric because it illustrates society’s ability to change. The
rhetorical strategies utilized in this speech are effective methods of sharing a message
and should be considered by rhetoricians today because they appeal to our human nature.
As an audience, we look for speakers whom we can trust, and to whom we can connect;
Someone who can make a topic resonate in our hearts and minds.
It is now, as we move forward, that we must explore the work of rhetoricians of the
past, who, like Ada James, provided a model of success for how to incorporate rhetorical
strategies into messages to effectively advocate for change. Reflecting on current issues
and the relevancy of these methods, one might feel that the setting surrounding equal
rights activism has changed too much since women’s suffrage to be useful. While this
might feel like the case, James said, “the womanly woman and the manly man are
traditional, they belong to any age and they also differ with every age.”70 Speeches like
Ada James’s are important not only because they illustrate the ability for women to create
new realities for themselves but also for shedding light on gender expression and gender
norms, concepts that are ever changing. This realization is key to recognizing where
prejudice and sexism still find their way into society today and serves as an example of
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hope that if change is desired, change can happen. Modern rhetors are still faced with
the same constraints that rhetors like James had to navigate nearly one hundred years
ago. As the tension between tradition and change continues, knowledge gained from the
rhetoric of the suffrage movement will be an instrumental tool for reaching audiences
and ushering in the next wave of social change.
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Abstract
In this essay, I analyze the 2019 movie Alita: Battle Angel from a cyborg feminist
perspective. In my research, I investigate how cyborg feminism illuminates problematic
representations of gender, bodies, and sexuality in Alita: Battle Angel. Even further, how
does Alita: Battle Angel illustrate both the possible issues with cyborg feminism and the
dire need for true cyborg feminist revolution in popular media? I discuss how narrative
and visual elements combine to infantilize Alita and make her vulnerable; how the male
control of her cyborg body robs Alita of her autonomy; and how, even with complete
freedom to construct her cyborg form, the producers still chose to recreate gendered
categories and unrealistic expectations of the female body, sexualizing it for the male
gaze. I also discuss how Alita, despite being a cyborg, eventually transforms into a
goddess figure and reifies established conceptions of identity. This essay questions the
cyborg’s ability to challenge rather than reproduce gendered categories and encourages
more mass media to embrace feminist theorist Donna Haraway’s original aspirations to
use the cyborg metaphor to subvert these reproductions.
Introduction
At first glance, Robert Rodriguez and James Cameron’s movie adaptation of Alita:
Battle Angel seems like a feminist accomplishment; it boasts a female protagonist
who seems to have agency and power. In this essay, I challenge this interpretation
and instead analyze Alita: Battle Angel from a cyborg feminist perspective. How does
cyborg feminism illuminate problematic representations of gender, bodies, and sexuality
in Alita: Battle Angel, illustrating both the possible issues with cyborg feminism as
well as the dire need for true cyborg feminist revolution in popular media? Despite the
veneer of feminism, deeper analysis of the film reveals the troubling reproduction of
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gendered power dynamics. I argue that, with the power to control the story and the
complete freedom to construct Alita’s cyborg form, the producers use Alita’s cyborg
status to infantilize her and make her vulnerable, rob her of her bodily autonomy, and
sexualize her for the male gaze, ultimately reproducing their own ideal yet damaging
gendered categories.
Background
Cyborg feminism, or cyborg theory, was first outlined by Donna Haraway in her 1991
essay, “A Cyborg Manifesto.” In it, she explains her metaphor of the cyborg, a “hybrid”
being that integrates the seemingly contradictory aspects of human and machine while
maintaining the integrity of both. This metaphor, based on the increasing mechanization
and digitalization of our society, emphasizes irony (“the tension of holding incompatible
things together because both or all are necessary and true”), blasphemy (a resistance or
critique of an ideology while still maintaining faith in it), and the fictitious construction
of social reality, which, nevertheless, has very real and crucial implications for our lived
experiences and activism.1 For Haraway, the cyborg is an “imaginative resource” that
challenges binaries (human and animal, organism and machine, nature and culture,
physical and non-physical, fiction and reality, male and female) and critiques liberal
and socialist feminisms while remaining “faithful” to them.2 Through this ironic,
blasphemous, faithful-and-unfaithful metaphor, Haraway subverts patriarchal capitalism,
challenges socialist feminism, and opens the door for a different conceptualization of
identity and reality.
Haraway’s manifesto, as well as her book, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature, has inspired a great deal of discussion about her cyborg and
its implications, which has grown into the fields of cyberfeminism and cyborg theory.
Much of this literature focuses on how women, specifically, interact with technology and
virtual spaces,3 but the cyborg also has numerous implications for queer theory within
media studies because it fundamentally challenges the construction of gender itself; as
Haraway says, “The cyborg is a creature in a post-gender world.”4 Many authors have
also applied her theory to media studies, using a cyborg feminist lens to analyze a variety
of books,5 movies,6 and TV shows.7 In addition, anime studies have engaged cyborg
theory to analyze how anime constructs humanity, sexuality, and gender.8
Much of the cyberfeminist literature acknowledges the internet as a virtual space
or “cyberspace” within which gender can be both reinforced and subverted.9 It focuses
on technology’s implications and opportunities for both discrimination and activism,
as well as the cyborg’s implications for the construction of the body and the self.10
While recognizing the internet’s potential to help minority groups, feminist writer and
activist Renate Klein also shares her doubts. Although the internet allows opportunities
for free-flowing information, communication, and transcendence of the physical body,
Klein argues that it is, nevertheless, a white male-dominated and controlled space that
often ignores or reproduces real-life hatred, sexualization, and exploitation of women.
It also excludes nonprivileged populations with unequal access to internet connections
and “technical know-how.”11 Klein also discusses her “nightmares” of postmodernism—
body alienation, endless reproduction, and “cut-and-paste” cyborg bodies. She harshly
critiques the cyborg as a reconceptualization of identity, challenging whether it can
really transcend boundaries of race, power, and colonialism when unequal access to
technology and technical knowledge persists among nonprivileged populations. Instead,
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Klein argues that the cyborg leads to alienation from body and self.12
Studies that apply cyborg feminist concepts directly to modern media are uncommon,
but they do exist. Previous research has looked at cyborg feminism and cyberpunks
in books,13 movies,14 and TV shows,15 using a cyborg feminist lens to analyze how
media subverts and reproduces gendered categories. Among movies, media studies
scholar Carlen Lavigne finds that “male cyborgs such as Robocop or Schwarzenegger’s
Terminator are asexual and macho, while female cyborgs like Eve of Destruction’s Eve
(1991) or Cherry 2000’s Cherry (1987) are ‘fucking machines [sic].’”16 In this way,
mainstream cultural use of the cyborg has simply reified binary constructions of gender
and their associated roles and traits. Literary scholar O’Sullivan, in a more nuanced
sense, uses cyborg theory to offer an oppositional rereading of Fowles’ Mantissa. She
first argues that the novel parodies and reduces feminist and postmodernist theory to
suggest that patriarchal epistemologies are superior. She then uses cyborg feminism to
offer an oppositional reading of the text, in which she argues that the “muse-figure” Erato,
who represents the coupling of feminism and postmodernism and is constantly changing
personas between goddess and cyborg, possesses “a level of mutability suggestive of
some value in the combined ‘complicitous and contesting’ operations of both goddess
and cyborg.”17
Many studies also apply cyborg theory to Japanese representations of cyborgs in
manga and anime, particularly female cyborgs. Anime commonly explores cyborg
narratives and relies on gender discourses that commonly sexualize and disempower
women, making it a productive site of analysis for cyborg feminism. For example, in
their chapter “The Making of Killer Cuties,” Christie Barber, Mio Bryce, and Jason
Davis analyze the anime Gunslinger Girl, which follows three girls with disabilities
who are integrated into cyborg bodies to serve an organization called the Agency. The
authors argue that, while these cyborg bodies give them a certain degree of autonomy
and physical power that they would not have possessed otherwise, they lose their
mental autonomy in the process.18 They also argue that Gunslinger Girl serves as an
example of the pervasive use of kawaii, or Japanese “cuteness,” in anime to make
powerful female cyborgs seem vulnerable despite their great physical power. This
causes a “psychological clash” when they commit acts of extreme physical violence.19 In
addition, in her article “How Information Technology Has (Not) Changed Feminism
and Japanism: Cyberpunk in the Japanese Context,” Kumiko Sato analyzes a variety
of female cyborg representations in anime and Japanese cyberpunk and contextualizes
them within developments of feminism, geopolitical history, and Japanese culture.
While these texts embrace the window dressing of futuristic technology and replace
the male protagonists of American cyberpunk with strong and independent females,
Sato argues that their seemingly advanced and feminist representations only signify an
“illusory advancement” that conceals the genre’s reification of “old Japanism” and its
traditional logic and customs. Therefore, seemingly feminist representations of strong
female cyborgs in anime such as Battle Fairy Yukikaze still carry a heavy baggage of
traditional Japanese conceptions of culture, gender, and identity.20
One of the most notable texts from this era of Japanese cyberpunk is Ghost in the
Shell, and a rich literature analyzes its philosophical, feminist, and cyborg theoretical
implications.21 Both the manga (1989–1990) and the anime (1991–1995) adaptations
directly and deliberately engage with cyborg feminism and cyborg theory, and
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the appearance of these texts just a few years after Haraway published her “Cyborg
Manifesto” also emphasizes their relevance to her theories and the cultural and political
moment in which they were produced. Emily McVey, a scholar of interactive digital
media, compares Ghost’s protagonist with Haraway’s cyborg and enumerates the cyborg’s
consequences in relation to humanity’s technological augmentation and resultantly
uncertain identities,22 while Muneera Abu Roken and Marie Deanne Therese O. Correa
investigate how the cyborg blurs the boundaries of humanity, gender, and machine.23
Similarly to the argument of Sato and the analyses in this paper, English and philosophy
scholar Carl Silvio argues that Ghost “appears at first sight to subvert radically the power
dynamics inherent in dominant structures of gender and sexual difference, while covertly
reinscribing them.”24
Both Barber, et al. and Sato speak about the representation of female cyborgs in anime
more generally. Barber et al. provide a short overview of how anime generally tends to
portray female cyborgs: while they “may be equipped with remarkable physical strength”
they’re also given “voluptuous, eroticized bodies” and “these powerful female cyborgs
are also frequently ascribed roles as protectors or supporters of incompetent and insecure
male protagonists.”25 They also comment on the underlying vulnerability and victimhood
of these characters despite their power: “The protagonist is commonly cyborged without
their knowledge or against their will or desires. This positions them as victims, no matter
how physically powerful they are.”26 Sato also gives a brief history of the development of
these representations from the early 1900s to today, characterized by the popularization
of “human-machine chimeras” in the 1960s, the “cyberpunk-style narratives” in the
1980s, the early ‘90s representations of “a Japanese female hero and a male figure (or
figures) who is weaker and more human than her,” and the later ‘90s representation of
“female cyborgs and androids” who “have been safely domesticated and fetishized into
maternal and sexual protectors of the male hero, whose function is usually reduced to
either a maid or a goddess obediently serving her beloved male master, the sole reason
for her militant nature.”27
Other writers investigate specifically how pop culture uses technology and the cyborg
to subvert normative constructions of humanity, gender, and sexuality. In her essay “The
Machine is Nothing Without the Woman: Gender, Humanity, and the Cyborg Body in the
Original and Reimagined Bionic Woman,” Aino-Kaisa Koistinen uses a cyborg feminist
analysis of the two television series (the 1976 ABC original and the 2007 NBC remake)
to challenge previous arguments that Bionic Woman simply reiterates gender categories,
heteronormativity, and patriarchal domination of women’s bodies. She instead posits that
the cyborg protagonist Jaime Summers constantly renegotiates the lines between human,
animal, and machine, and actively resists the Office of Scientific Intelligence’s (OSI)
attempts to control her and limit her bodily autonomy. In this way, Jaime Summers in
both series acts as an example of Haraway’s cyborg.28 Similarly, media studies scholars
Corey Martin and Joanna McIntyre analyze a Black Mirror episode in which a futuristic
“simulated reality destination for human consciousness called ‘San Junipero’” facilitates
a romantic relationship between two female protagonists. They argue that, through
genre-bending, namely the mixing of the traditionally male science fiction genre with the
traditionally feminine melodrama, the episode “reconceptualise[s] the masculinist nature
of Black Mirror and the science fiction genre more broadly” and “giv[es] light to a vision
of a unified, queer technological future,” one imagined by Haraway in her manifesto.29
Despite the number of studies applying cyborg theory to media analysis,
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relatively few have used it to analyze films. While a variety of sources have engaged
cyborg theory to analyze the manga Battle Angel Alita, there has been no systematic
scholarly analysis of the movie adaptation Alita: Battle Angel, through a cyborg
feminist lens or otherwise. Therefore, this essay further contributes to the tradition
of cyborg feminist analysis of media by focusing on the movie Alita: Battle Angel in
particular. Many of the previous analyses posit that, despite the liberating and feminist
potential of the female cyborg, popular media has fallen short of Haraway’s feminist
ideal and, instead, simply reifies and reconstructs problematic categories of gender and
sexuality, further cementing male control over women and their bodies in technological
space. While Haraway recognizes their problematic roots, conceding that cyborgs “are
the illegitimate offspring of militarism and patriarchal capitalism,” she also argues that
“illegitimate offspring are often exceedingly unfaithful to their origins. Their fathers,
after all, are inessential.”30 This unfaithfulness is key to the cyborg’s liberation from
its patriarchal origins. As previous analyses have demonstrated, however, the cyborg
figure in popular media today risks being all too “faithful” to its parent of patriarchal
capitalism and technomasculine warfare, and this is aptly demonstrated in the 2019
film Alita: Battle Angel.
Vulnerability, Infantilization, and Visual Representation
Alita: Battle Angel begins 300 years after The Fall, a devastating war that decimated
the urban landscape and resulted in an intensely stratified society. The opening scene
shows Dr. Dyson Ido (changed from the manga’s Daisuke Ido),31 a scientist specializing
in cybernetics and cyborg repair, discovering Alita’s detached cyborg head and shoulders
in a scrapyard. He takes her in, attaches her to a cyborg body he built for his own daughter,
and tries to raise her as his own child. Alita, who has lost her memory, spends the movie
fighting evil cyborgs, trying to rediscover who she was in her past, and participating in
a violent sport called Motorball in order to make it to the elite sky city called Zalem.32
Even as many reviewers criticized the story, they praised the movie for its animation
and special effects;33 in fact, the “cutting edge” science necessary for these effects
was a large selling point for the film, from its animation of electrifying fight scenes
to its animation of characters. This is evident from the trailers, which boast vast CGI
landscapes, shining cyborg bodies, and fast-paced fight scenes.34 The animation of
one character in particular, however, was paid more attention than all the rest, and this
character is Alita herself.
New technologies have made possible the construction of literal cyborgs in visual
representation. Advances in CGI animation and motion capture allow producers to blend
human actors with digital fabrication. Examples include Andy Serkis’s performances as
Gollum in The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002) and Caesar in Rise of the Planet of
the Apes (2011), as well as Zoe Saldana and other actors’ performances in Avatar (2009),
another James Cameron film. The execution of these techniques in Alita can be seen in
figures 1 and 2. The character Alita, or at least how she appears in the movie, does not
truly exist; she is a combination of the facial expressions and motion capture of actress
Rosa Salazar and CGI animated effects created by the movie’s animators, designers, and
producers. In this way, even the movie’s digital visual construction of Alita is a hybrid of
actress and CGI—woman and machine.
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Figure 1. Right: Raw footage of Rosa Salazar in her motion capture gear.
Left: The final product showing the animated Alita.
Source: “ALITA BATTLE ANGEL Performance Capture + Behind The Scenes
Clips,” video file, 7:34, posted by Flicks And The City Clips, February 2, 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YBRj3BEkEc&list=LLrX7zGhGZt15SRy3_
CjEjIQ&index=345.

Figure 2. Far left: Raw footage of Salazar. Middle left: An unmodified mesh (digital
shape) of Salazar’s face. Far right: The modified mesh, used for Alita’s face.
Source: “ALITA BATTLE ANGEL Performance Capture + Behind The Scenes Clips,”
posted by Flicks And The City Clips. February 2, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=9YBRj3BEkEc&list=LLrX7zGhGZt15SRy3_CjEjIQ&index=345.
According to cyborg theory, this opens up a wide range of possibilities for visual
representation; this new technology allows the animators, designers, and producers to
break free of biological and physical constraints and completely reconstruct the body in
any way desired, regardless of gender, race, or any other biologically founded category,
as Haraway predicted in her manifesto. “The cyborg,” she argues, “is a creature in a post
gender world . . . Nature and culture are reworked; the one can no longer be the resource
for appropriation or incorporation by the other.”35 This becomes problematic, however,
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when we consider who exactly is reconstructing the body, and what (or rather, whose)
desires they are fulfilling. While Haraway and other feminists may wish to subvert
gendered categories, create a postgender individual, and embrace the freedom of selfdetermination, they are not the ones in control. The people who construct Alita’s body
are the technomasculine elite who created this technology and are disproportionately
empowered in its domain: white, straight, cisgender men. In Alita, these men are
producer James Cameron and director Robert Rodriguez, both of whom have come
under fire from reviewers for sexualizing past female protagonists.36 For example, in
a 2009 Playboy interview, Cameron said that “his main concern about the female lead
in ‘Avatar’ was ‘She’s got to have tits,’” betraying his preoccupation with the sexual
attractiveness of his female characters.37 As a result, Cameron and Rodriguez construct
Alita’s body in a way that serves their own desires: to reproduce gendered categories and
unrealistic expectations of the female body while infantilizing and sexualizing it for the
male gaze. That is not to say that the original material did not sexualize Alita; Japanese
anime is well-known for sexualizing its female characters. Rather, it is telling that the
producers selectively emulated this element of the source material while modifying other
narrative and visual elements to their liking, demonstrating their power to alter (or not)
the original Alita to suit their own agenda.
The most immediately noticeable modification the animators made to the actress was
her eyes, which have been greatly enlarged to mimic kawaii features in anime (figures 2
and 3); however, Alita’s enlarged eyes tie her not only to anime’s aesthetic style, but also
to what this style represents: cuteness, youth, and vulnerability.

Figure 3. A closeup of Alita’s face. Note the enlarged eyes, small mouth, round,
heart-shaped head, and otherwise exaggerated kawaii features.
Source: Robert Rodriguez, Alita: Battle Angel (2019; Los Angeles, CA: 20th Century
Fox, 2019). Amazon Prime.
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While director Robert Rodriguez claimed that producer James Cameron decided
to make Alita’s eyes bigger to “honor the tradition” of manga eyes by “creat[ing] a
photorealistic version” of them, Alita is the sole character for which this is done, making
this explanation suspect.38 The effect makes her face appear decidedly nonhuman and
distinguishes her from other characters, a departure from the anime, where Alita’s face is
indistinguishably human.39 The film’s move to enlarge Alita’s eyes relative to the other
characters’ infantilizes her, purposely making her appear young, innocent, and childlike,
and neutralizes the physical power granted her by her cyborg body. Anime cyborg fiction
employs similar visual and narrative markers to infantilize and establish the vulnerability
of physically powerful female cyborgs, as Christie Barber, Mio Bryce, and Jason Davis
discuss in their chapter, “The Making of Killer Cuties.” They analyze several anime,
including Gunslinger Girl, in which “the cyborgs are depicted with traditionally kawaii
features, such as disproportionately large eyes and heads, and thin bodies” that exaggerate
their “cuteness.” This depiction, the authors argue, is “a key element in establishing
the vulnerability of the female cyborgs” in startling contrast to their overwhelming and
violent physical capabilities.40
Much like Alita, these characters lose their memories and mental autonomy, ironically
leaving them at the mercy of their weaker male handlers, a narrative “underpin[ned]” by
the female cyborgs’ “sense of inferiority and vulnerability.”41 Alita demonstrates this
when she asks overly simplistic questions of her new father figure, gazes wide-eyed at
the unfamiliar world around her, and completely trusts and falls in love with the first
man she meets, Hugo. Even though her cyborg body grants her immense physical power,
Alita is made into a vulnerable child: she still depends completely on the men around
her to tell her how the world works, what she can and cannot do, and even who she
is. She does not even remember her own name, which allows Dr. Ido to give her the
name of his dead daughter, dictating her to the role of a child and him a paternalistic
authority. Therefore, Cameron’s decision to appropriate this particular aspect of anime
invokes not only the kawaii visual aesthetics but also their symbolic associations,
which are further cemented by the narrative of Alita’s memory loss and her resulting
dependence on Dr. Ido and Hugo. These visual representations and narrative constructions
are intimately connected, and they work together to establish both the gunslinger girls’
and Alita’s vulnerability and subordination to male characters.
This vulnerability is further crystallized when the writers continuously emphasize
the first barrier to Alita’s bodily autonomy: the delicate and irreparable nature of
her cyborg form. Haraway suggests that cyborgs are regenerative,42 and popular
conceptions of cyborgs imply that mechanical bodies correct for human vulnerability
and weakness. However, Alita’s cyborg body cannot autonomously regenerate at
all, ironically making her even more vulnerable than normal people. Part of the
reason Ido constantly warns her not to put herself in danger is the fact that the complexity
of Alita’s cyborg body prevents him from repairing any significant damage. In this way,
Alita’s survival and continued possession of a body depends on her staying out of trouble
and being protected from danger. Metaphorically, this also contributes to paternalistic
ideas that women’s bodies must be protected by male figures, as well as perceptions that,
once damaged or broken in certain ways, women’s bodies are permanently damaged or
broken. In this way, Alita’s agency, symbolized by her cyborg body, is under constant
threat. This causes the viewer to experience an incessant anxiety, one which is all too
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familiar for women navigating a world where they are under the continuous threat of
physical harm and sexual assault, as well as the accompanying slut-shaming, victimblaming, and chewed-bubblegum narratives common in our culture.
Male Control of the Cyborg Body and Bodily Autonomy
In addition to her constant vulnerability, paternalistic control of Alita’s cyborg
body robs her of her bodily autonomy. Haraway argues that part of the reason
cyborgs can be “exceedingly unfaithful” to their fathers of “militarism and patriarchal
capitalism” is because they are “illegitimate offspring”; thus, “Their fathers . . . are
inessential.”43 However, in this narrative, that is not the case. Unlike human bodies,
which can regenerate autonomously, Alita’s man-made cyborg body depends on the
abilities and willingness of the male technologist to construct and repair it. In the opening
scene, Alita’s head and upper torso are discovered by Dr. Dyson Ido in a scrapyard;
already, the narrative framing of this event as a discovery is problematic, rendering her
an object to be discovered rather than a person to be met. Dr. Ido attaches her to a cyborg
body that he built for his deceased daughter; thus, the body does not belong to Alita
but to Dr. Ido, as he is the one who built it and has the skills to repair it. Dr. Ido’s selfprescribed role as Alita’s father exacerbates his authority: the technological malfunction
that destroyed Alita’s memories and body left a void, which Dr. Ido fills with his dead
daughter’s name and the body meant for her. This forges a fundamental connection
between Alita’s identity and her new body, supplanting Alita’s true identity with that of
Ido’s daughter. This differs greatly from the source material, where Dr. Ido named Alita
after his deceased cat, putting Dr. Ido in a much more paternalistic and protective role
in the film. His resistance to Alita becoming a Hunter-Warrior is consequently greatly
exaggerated in the movie; while the anime Ido swiftly overcomes his initial qualms and
accepts her decision,44 movie Ido, by contrast, constantly warns Alita not to use her body
or put it in danger and never truly accepts her in this role. In this way, Ido’s ownership
of the cyborg body includes ownership of Alita since she is the person to which it is now
attached. He orders her to stay in the house, becomes annoyed when she wanders off,
and tries to control where she goes and what she does with disapproving and paternalistic
lines such as, “Didn’t I tell you to be back before dark?”
This male control becomes even more pronounced when Ido refuses to attach Alita
to her own cyborg body, which she discovered in an abandoned spaceship. Ido’s refusal
to attach Alita to this new cyborg body further demonstrates how essential the cyborg
father is. Klein discusses how differential access to “technical know-how” determines
who holds power within cyberspaces.45 Since only Dr. Ido possesses the “technical knowhow” to implement the technology and grant Alita her cyborg body; her status as a cyborg
subjugates her and her body to his will. Dr. Ido, not Alita, is the one with the skills to
perform this integration, and, therefore, he, not Alita, has the power to decide whether she
can have this new body. This example echoes real issues with the distribution of access
to “technical know-how” in our cyberworld today and metaphorically demonstrates how
access limits the agency of less privileged individuals and populations, placing power in
the hands of educated white males. Ido refuses to attach Alita to this new body because
of its militaristic and warlike purposes; however, his reasoning matters little, as he is
the one who has the power to make the decision, and when he does, there is little Alita
herself can do besides pout and storm off.  
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Even though Alita has a cyborg body, it cannot be extricated from the ownership and
control of its male creator; on the contrary, through her integration with this body, the male
creator can extend his control from the technology to Alita herself. Haraway concedes
this when she cites Zoe Sofia’s analysis of science fiction: “From one perspective, a
cyborg world is about the final imposition of a grid of control on the planet . . . about
the final appropriation of women’s bodies in a masculinist orgy of war.”46 This analysis
illustrates some of the problems with the cyborg—if technology is controlled by men and
used for militaristic and patriarchal purposes, what does it mean when that technology is
married with women’s bodies and identity? In the case of Alita: Battle Angel, it means
Alita’s body is controlled and possessed by the men who created it and have the power to
integrate or repair it. Haraway writes, “Our bodies, ourselves; bodies are maps of power
and identity. Cyborgs are no exception.”47 In this vein, the webs of power entangling
Alita’s body demonstrate that, contrary to freeing women from colonizing notions of
the female body, the cyborg risks further cementing male control over the female body.  
Nonetheless, Alita destroys her old body, and Ido finally decides to connect her to the
new one. This new body, unlike her old one, is infinitely regenerative and, thus, transforms
her from vulnerable to invulnerable. Haraway discusses the importance of regeneration
to the cyborg and its potential, as it not only makes “reproductive sex” obsolete but also
provides opportunities for the generation of the “monstrous”; she writes, “For salamanders,
regeneration after injury, such as the loss of a limb, involves regrowth of structure and
restoration of function with the constant possibility of twinning or other odd topographical
productions at the site of former injury. The regrown limb can be monstrous, duplicated,
potent.”48 Alita’s cyborg body is still hypersexualized, however, further cementing a
connection to sexual reproduction. Additionally, the magical regeneration of Alita’s new
cyborg body is perfect, circumventing Haraway’s connection between regeneration and
the monstrous.
Even so, Alita’s reclamation of this body also leads to her maturation, both mentally
and physically, and a corresponding increase in her agency. We might assume that,
since this body can completely regenerate any damage, its creators are absent, and Ido has
integrated her, Alita has regained her bodily autonomy. She is not vulnerable to losing her
physical agency as a result of irreparable damage, and since the technomasculine elite
that created this body are extinct (or at least nowhere to be seen), she inherits it as her
sole property. With this new body and a new awareness of herself, then, it seems that
Alita is finally free to grow into a self-determined, self-aware, and autonomous agent.  
Male Control of Visual Representation, the Male Gaze, and the Female Cyborg as
a Sexualized Object
This assumption rapidly proves incorrect, however, as the animators and producers
are quick to reassert their dominance over this powerful, regenerative cyborg body. Alita’s
maturation provides opportunity, as her newly mature body becomes an acceptable arena
for the expression and projection of male sexual desire. Consequently, the animators
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Figure 4. Alita’s new cyborg body. It’s curvy, slender, and flexible, boasting
defined breasts despite her inability to reproduce.

Figure 4. Alita after her Motorball victory, with modifications to her body for
Motorball purposes. Note the slender waist and pronounced breasts.

Source: Robert Rodriguez, Alita: Battle Angel (2019; Los Angeles, CA: 20th
Century Fox, 2019). Amazon Prime.

Source: Robert Rodriguez, Alita: Battle Angel (2019; Los Angeles, CA: 20th
Century Fox, 2019). Amazon Prime.

construct her new cyborg body according to existing ideals of sexualized female beauty;
her new body is curvy, slender, and sexually appealing (figures 4 and 5).
Many online reviews of the movie explicitly challenge this representation. A popular
news article by Manohla Dargis, aptly titled “Do Female Cyborgs Dream of
Breasts?,” puts this into perspective. She asserts that Alita’s transformation “makes her
look like a sex doll with a chrome-plated musculoskeletal system. Her new physique
turns out to be an innovative weapon and comes with articulated parts, a wasp waist
and what looks like a discreet chastity panel for the groin. It also has larger breasts than
the old model.”49 Dargis finds an endless source of irony in Alita’s body, asking, “Why
does Alita . . . even have breasts? Why does any cyborg that isn’t a sex bot or a wet
nurse?”50 Another reviewer, Taia Handlin, offers a blunt answer: “Male filmmakers like
Rodriguez and Cameron create strong women based on the type of characters they’d
like to fuck.”51 Haraway writes that the cyborg replaces reproduction with regeneration
and replication, asserting, “Cyborg replication is uncoupled from organic reproduction.
. . . The cyborg is a creature in a post-gender world.”52 Modern male constructors of
the cyborg, however, seem to think otherwise. Dargis continues, “This brings to mind
Jessica Rabbit, the bodacious femme fatale in ‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’ who purrs
‘I’m just drawn that way’ — yeah, but by whom, for whom and why?”53
The narrative tries to justify Alita’s body by claiming that it is Alita herself who
conceived of its design. This response further masks Alita’s body as a creation of
male producers and animators and pushes a narrative that cyborg women, even those
for whom sexual reproduction is completely irrelevant, still conceive of themselves as
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fundamentally gendered beings. Even more, the manner in which they are engendered is
not one of self-determination but rather self-objectification for the sexual viewing
pleasure of others (namely, straight men). In this way, how Alita constructs herself—or
rather, how the producers conceive of Alita constructing herself—simply reproduces the
construction of female bodies as fundamentally gendered sexual objects under the
male gaze.  
This reveals a problem in the creation of the female cyborg body, as it is often not
women but straight men who have pre-established power in technological domains. As
a result, when given the opportunity to design the female cyborg’s body in any way they
desire, technomasculine interests will design exactly what they desire: not a liberated,
contradictory, “post-gender” being but a sexual object whose form is determined by
our culture’s impossible beauty standards. With digital animation at the producers’
disposal, the possibilities for the construction of this form in service of the male gaze
become endless. Ideal beauty standards and male sexual fantasies of the female body
become untethered from the biological constraints of actual female bodies; cyborg
bodies can be digitally constructed to meet and exceed these standards, perpetuating,
and greatly exacerbating, the construction of sex, gender, and beauty in ways anatomically
impossible for real women.
(Un)faithfulness, Reifying Identity, and the Female Cyborg as a Goddess
Once Alita is reunited with her own body, she becomes invulnerable, all-powerful, and
self-aware; however, these aspects prove problematic, as her self-awareness reveals her
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militaristic roots, and her acquisition of endless power transforms her into a goddess
figure. Alita discovers that she is so powerful because she is the last remaining
member of an ancient race of soldier-weapons created by an extinct elite to fight in a
violent technological war. This echoes common associations between female cyborgs
and militaristic violence.54 On the surface, Alita finally seems a perfect metaphor for
Haraway’s cyborg: she is “the illegitimate offspring of militarism and patriarchal
capitalism,” and her “fathers” are noticeably absent, allowing her to be as “faithful” or
“unfaithful” to these origins as she wants.55 Her use of hyperviolence to achieve her
goals, however, suggests a persisting faith in her militaristic roots. In addition, the only
reason that Alita is not still a “faithful” militaristic soldier-weapon serving the interests
of her ancient technomasculine creators is because they were all, ostensibly, wiped out.
This narrative implies that the only way female cyborgs can truly own their bodies is
to inherit them from their male creators, which requires the absence or extinction of
the technomasculine elite that constructed them. While this happens to work in Alita’s
case, as the creators were annihilated centuries before and remain only a legend, we must
question whether this works when the creators of the cyborg body are still alive. Today,
waiting around for the extinction of male power and technomasculinity does not seem to
be a viable option, especially for an ideology that seeks to subvert it.
In addition, by reclaiming an ancient technology that reveals her as an all-powerful
being, the cyborg Alita becomes a goddess. This begins with the manner in which
she reclaims her body—by finding it in the ruins of an ancient spaceship—which
has undertones of self-colonialism and goddess feminism, suggesting that women
must first discover or excavate their bodies, power, and identities from the ruins of
ancient spaceships or, similarly, ancient spiritual ideologies. While Donna Haraway
famously writes, “I would rather be a cyborg than a goddess,”56 Alita, in essence,
becomes both. Alita’s power comes from a mythic, long-lost technology whose
origins are in a past she and everyone else has forgotten. The technology’s workings,
too, are so inaccessible to her contemporaries as to almost be considered magic,
which, while not synonymous with spirituality, is similarly situated as an opposite
to science. By embracing this ancient spiritual identity, Alita becomes unimaginably
powerful, an act that turns her into a goddess among the lesser men and cyborgs
around her.
At first, her new identity as a goddess seems much preferred to her status as a cyborg,
which constantly subjected her to male power. Her newfound power, however, does not
come from contesting boundaries, reinventing her own identity, or challenging dominant
power structures. On the contrary, it comes from rediscovering and conforming to a
techno-militaristic identity that was already constructed for her. In this way, Alita does
not “[confuse] boundaries” or take “responsibility in their construction;”57 in becoming
a goddess, she merely accepts the identity given to her by her ancient creators, similar
to accepting identities such as “gender, race, and class . . . forced on us by the terrible
historical experience of . . . patriarchy, colonialism, and capitalism.”58 This narrative,
therefore, does not embrace the opportunities Haraway’s cyborg metaphor offers for
the reconceptualization of identities; alternatively, it reifies identity boundaries and
naturalizes the goddess as a path to female empowerment.  
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Conclusions  
Haraway writes, “Feminist cyborg stories have the task of recoding communication
and intelligence to subvert command and control.”59 With the production of stories
overwhelmingly in the hands of white, straight, male producers, however, media such
as Alita: Battle Angel fails to “recode” patriarchal discourses and simply reencodes
problematic representations that further entrench patriarchal logic and control. Cyborg
feminist analyses of popular media illuminate and problematize these reproductions
while revealing opportunities for their subversion. Future research could productively
analyze other films and media artifacts through a cyborg feminist lens, including how
these representations vary between adaptations, over time, between cultures, and with
different producers in control. From a utopian perspective, Haraway’s cyborg identity
creates an opportunity for us to redefine our ideas of gender and self. Although Alita and
many other pop culture cyborgs embody “the final appropriation of women’s bodies,”
they are not the only cyborgs that can, or do, exist.60 Even more, the construction of
these cyborgs crystallizes larger cultural issues, and an analysis of their representation
can serve as an entry point into these conversations. Similarly, a cyborg feminist analysis
of Alita: Battle Angel certainly is productive in “reveal[ing] dominations.”61 Therefore,
while the cyborg has thus far failed to truly subvert boundaries, it certainly contains
the potential for fruitful analysis of existing representations and a blueprint for better
representations in the future. In this sense, can we really say that Haraway’s cyborg
feminism has failed?
In rising to the challenge of this “political struggle” set forth by Haraway, we must ask
ourselves: is there a way that Alita, and all cyborgs, can be reconceptualized and rebuilt
as a narrative of, as Haraway put it, “lived social and bodily realities”?62 In other words,
how can we reclaim the cyborg feminist body from its “militaristic” and “patriarchal
capitalistic” roots, and how can we liberate the cyborg story from the hegemonic
structures that limit control over its reproduction to the technomasculine elite? Donna
Haraway writes in her “Cyborg Manifesto” that the cyborg is the “illegitimate child of
technological warfare and patriarchal capitalism,” going on to muse that “illegitimate
children are rarely faithful to their parents.”63 But exactly what exactly are the premises
of this unfaithfulness, and can this unfaithfulness be automatically assumed, or must we
fight for it?
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Abstract
This article synthesizes several textual analyses, compositional analyses, and
recorded performances of the 1840 song cycle Frauenliebe und Leben by Robert
Schumann. Frauenliebe und Leben is a widely performed work of vocal literature that
has been repeatedly criticized for its celebration of a woman’s servitude toward her
husband. Understanding the works of musicological scholars Rufus Hallmark, Ruth
Solie, Kristina Muxfeldt, and Elissa S. Guralnick leads to several different interpretations
of the piece’s text. After compiling the varying perspectives on the piece as a whole, the
article compares several recorded performances of the cycle by six professional vocalists
throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, all of which display a wide range of
emotional themes within the cycle. Finally, the article categorizes each singer’s artistic
choices for their performance under one of the the article’s possible interpretations of
Frauenliebe und Leben. Because the delivery of each performance falls under more
than one interpretation of the cycle, each interpretation is dependent on its performance.
Although Frauenliebe und Leben communicates a nineteenth-century ideal for a middleclass German marriage, the piece’s performance history and musicological investigation
indicate flexibility in the creative interpretation of the text. The analysis of performability
within this celebrated piece of vocal music supports the idea that the performer has a
creative role in each rendition and that the performance of classical music is responsible
for making historical works more meaningful to modern audiences by delivering these
works in new ways.
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Introduction
Classical musicians face the recurring challenge of performing a centuries-old piece
of music in a way that appeals to a present-day audience. A composer writes music
while surrounded by the values and politics of their time, creating a cultural disconnect
between the artistry of then and now. This issue especially affects vocalists who perform
text as well as music, facing poetry that, more evidently than the music, reflects an
outdated message. The disconnect between a vocalist and the songs that they perform
becomes infamously challenging in Robert Schumann’s 1840 composition, Frauenliebe
und Leben, translated commonly as “A Woman’s Love and Life.”1 The cycle, a collection
of eight songs performed consecutively, is one of the most widely recognized pieces
of classical vocal repertoire, yet a decades-long debate has raged over the setting of
Adelbert von Chamisso’s text and its message concerning gender roles—specifically
between that of a wife and husband. The text is a collection of eight poems that tell the
story of a young woman who is devoted to her husband, and the cycle’s theme concerns
her feelings for her husband throughout their engagement, marriage, first pregnancy
and child, and his tragic death. The cycle emphasizes the woman’s apparent enthusiasm
in being subservient to her husband with lines such as Ich will ihm dienen, ihm leben
(I shall serve him, live for him), and lass mich in Demut, lass mich verneigen dem
Herren mein (Let me in humility bow before my lord).2 Concerning today’s standards
of gender equity in marriage, feminist scholars and performers perceive this text to be
both obsolete and harmful. There are singers who “demur at performing the cycle,” and
it is common for recordings and performances of the piece to include a disclaimer from
the performer.3 Although the text of Robert Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben holds
some semblance of the nineteenth-century ideal for a middle-class German marriage,
especially by highlighting a woman’s servitude toward her husband, its performance
history and analyses from various vocalists and musicologists indicate the artist’s
creativity in interpreting the text.
Musicological Interpretations
Current scholarly analysis of each song in the cycle indicates several differing
opinions on its central message, all of which performers may use as references when
preparing the emotional delivery of their performance. With regard to the inequality
of marriage and gender in 1840, frequently referenced scholar of Frauenliebe, Rufus
Hallmark, states that German women were “unquestionably subordinate to men in the
early nineteenth century,” as the post-Napoleonic German middle class embraced the
traditional ideals of home, family, and work.4 Chamisso, who wrote about the German
middle class, wished to include the perspective of the middle-class German woman.5
Although nineteenth-century women faced this state of subservience, musicologist Ruth
Solie removes the defensive strategy of “naïve historical relativism” that allows one
to listen to the cycle with “relative ease.” She provides an analysis of Frauenliebe und
Leben from a feminist perspective.6 To her, the music “reveals—despite the title—a
Herrenleben,” that is, the he behind the she—a necessary part of the social message the
cycle transmits. The piece is meant to invoke “powerful [and] mythic” images of women
and married life for “pragmatic reasons,”7 to “convey a male sentiment in positing the
woman as docile and immobile, under the male gaze,” and the most effective part of
this message is that the woman presents herself as such.8 Both Hallmark and Solie view
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the cycle as a representation of what is expected of a woman in her married life, with
Hallmark viewing it as a historical outline of the German middle class and Solie viewing
it as a general appeal to the patriarchal ideal of a wife.
While keeping the state of gender and marriage in the mid-1800s in mind,
musicologist of nineteenth-century Europe Kristina Muxfeldt touches on a possible
progressive narrative of Chamisso’s text rather than an outline of traditional marriage
values as Solie or Hallmark would argue. Her claim regards the cycle as a step toward a
more accurate representation of a feminine character, stating that “by the later eighteenth
century a distinct woman’s voice had come to be missed in poetry.”9 Though Chamisso’s
narrative is intended to represent a woman and wife’s “universal” experience, Muxfeldt
argues that the cycle’s “abstraction is projected through the perceptions and experience
of an individual persona.”10 In other words, the point of view within the text narrates
one woman’s personal life rather than every woman’s life. This belief challenged most
feminine points of view within poetry at the time, as they typically depicted a woman as
static, elevated, and merely a vessel for a greater message, rather than the emotionally
dynamic teller of her own story. Elissa S. Guralnick, another analyst of the cycle, sees
the text as “an autobiographical act . . . expressing Chamisso’s own reservations” to
“fulfil particular demands of his culture,”11 that is, the expectations for his own married
life. The cycle’s tragic ending exposes Chamisso’s hidden fear of being the reason for
his beloved’s agony. Guralnick argues that the poems, “treat a woman’s full-hearted
devotion to a man as less of a virtue than a danger” by having her exclaim Die Welt ist
leer (The world is void) in response to the loss of her husband, it exposes Chamisso’s
hidden fears of being the reason behind his beloved’s agony.12
The text’s narrative of a woman’s particular loved experience, as well as its author’s
hesitation in fulfilling marriage roles, may have been the reasons that Schumann set
the text to music, thereby adding another layer of nuance to the piece necessary for
the goal of developing several possible interpretations of it. According to Guralnick,
when Schumann was finally granted permission to marry Clara Wieck after a long legal
battle against her father, he was both excited and nervous. Schumann, who already held
“punishing depressions and paroxysm” of self-doubt, realized a deep fear that he would
be incompetent, or perhaps, even harmful as a husband, asking himself “what if, at the
end of all, he failed her?”13 Taking Schumann’s point of view into account, Guralnick’s
analysis interprets the voice and piano parts as a conversation between Robert and Clara,
with the piano as the husband and the voice as the wife.14 Schumann may have translated
his own impending marriage dialogue into music, a perpetual back and forth that starts
with the thought of him in the piano’s introduction of the first song and ends with the
memory of him in the postlude of the eighth song. Considering Schumann’s wish to
dramatize the danger of Clara’s devotion to him requires a more nuanced approach in
analyzing his setting of the Frauenliebe poems, all the while also considering modern
feminist studies and historical context.
Combining these thoughts with the analyses of Hallmark, Muxfeldt, Solie and
Guralnick, three interpretations of the cycle emerge. Performers might either represent
the specific emotional experience of the protagonist, highlight the limits set upon women
by the piece’s “ideal” woman—a subservient wife—or narrate Schumann’s personal
expectations for his married life.
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Julia Culp’s Performances
Julia Culp, the first to record the piece in 1910, sings with pianist Otto Bake in a
recording on Anthology of Song IV: Julia Culp and Franz Naval, which released in 2007,
and emphasizes youth and emotional extremes in her interpretation of the cycle.15 The
first song is Seit ich ihn gesehen (Since first seeing him), in which the protagonist sees
her lover for the first time. Here delivery of the first song is weepy and passionate with
trembling vibrato, or wavering in tone, heavily stressing syllables in her higher range
at the beginning of phrases such as wachen (waking) and Bild (image), and dying out
in volume at Kämmerlein (my room) and ich blind zu sein (I am blind). This technique
portrays the agony of a woman seeing her lover for the first time, just as Schumann
“remembers how [Clara] suffered at the start of their courtship.”16 The second song,
Er, der Herrlichste von allen (He, the most wonderful of all), is childish in character,
with rushing speed, an excited and bubbly vibrato, an almost frenzied breath, and nearly
audible tears at brich o Herz (Break, O heart). The third song, Ich kann’s nicht fassen,
nicht glauben (I cannot grasp it, believe it), in which the woman’s beloved reveals his
love for her in return, is sensational and dramatic, with a much slower tempo, or speed,
and climactic emphasis on nimmer so sein ([it can] never be) and Tod mich schlürfen
([Let me savor] blissful death).17 The fourth, Du Ring an meinem Finger (You ring on my
finger), a song the protagonist sings to her engagement ring, sustains the weepiness from
the first song until speeding up and peaking emotionally at mm. 25–32 before slowing
and quieting to a confident final repetition of the first section (figure 1). Throughout this
first half of the performance, Culp’s voice alone portrays intense periods of emotion,
whether it resembles sobbing or delirium.
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Culp maintains her high energy and intensity in the second half of the cycle, but
also takes a few vocal moments to portray more steady emotions as her character grows
older. The fifth song, called Helft mir, ihr Schwestern (Help me, my sisters), is a scene
from the protagonist’s wedding. Culp’s tone is panicked with barely sustained staccato,
meaning disconnected, notes that change definitively to flowing and wistful notes in
Aber euch schwestern, grüß’ ich mit Wehmüt (But you, sisters, I greet with sadness),
before returning to the rush of the final phrase in mm. 43–46 (figure 2). This approach
represents the turmoil of last-minute preparations and doubts, the impatience for the
day to finally occur, the pledge to commitment, and the wistful goodbye to family that
all take place within a wedding.19 Süßer Freund, du blickest (Sweet friend, you look),
the sixth song of the cycle, is pensive, as it is when the woman tells her husband she
is pregnant; thus, Culp keeps a straighter tone and timid dying out of phrases such as
In dem Auge mir (In my eyes) and Wie ich’s sagen soll (How to say it in words). An
meinem Herzen, an meiner Brust (On my heart, on my breast), the seventh song, where
the woman addresses her firstborn, is slower than its typically unrestrained performance,
taking time for the final repetition of meiner Brust (my breast) and meiner Lust (my joy),
and emphasizing the importance of the protagonist’s role as a mother and “the child . . .
a usurper, not only of her father’s place at the mother’s heart, but also of his power over
the mother’s well-being.”20

Figure 2. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song five, mm. 41–46. Note that
measures 41–44 decrease down considerably in tempo—speed—and dynamics—
intensity—as the protagonist says goodbye to her sisters. 21

Figure 1. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song four, mm. 25–32. Nach und nach
rascher is a direction to move more quickly until the ritardando (tempo decrease) in mm.
28 and 31.18

The eighth song, Nun has du mir den ersten Schmerz getan (Now you have caused me my
first pain), in which the woman mourns her now late husband, is melodramatic, holding
out every note and retaining a nearly dragging tempo at phrases such as ich zieh’ mich
in mein Inn’res (Silently, I withdraw into myself) and the final phrase mein verlornes
Glück (my lost happiness). The incorporation of a variety of emotions, from the tearful
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infatuation of the first song, to giddiness in the second, to the terror of the third, and the
theatrical mourning of the eighth indicates a type of immaturity to the character Culp
portrays.22 The woman of Culp’s performance has a distinct personality, one that starts
out childish, passionate and neurotic, then grows to be more mature and calmer with
motherhood while maintaining her dramatic tendencies. Culp’s character, therefore, is
dynamic and memorable, and her portrayal falls in line with the cycle’s interpretation
of being a specific woman rather than a representation of Clara Schumann or a
patriarchal society.
Lotte Lehmann’s Performances
Lotte Lehmann recorded the song cycle in 1941 with an emotionally steady and
more “adult” interpretation than Culp’s. Her first song mirrors Schumann’s setting,
as it is “reserved and pensive, and yet at the same time carries a certain restrained
excitement.”23 Lehmann avoids any vocal inflections that would emulate a weeping
quality, such as pitch sliding or wider vibrato, but she still emphasizes words such as
wachen (waking) and Bild (image). The second song has more pauses between phrases,
a darker sound color, or timbre, in dramatic passages such as Sollte mir das Herz auch
brechen (Even if my heart should break), and near shouting in the final phrase, Heller
Sinn und fester Mut (A clear mind and firm resolve). In the third song, Lehmann maintains
more staccato but has a slow dramatic tone similar to Culp, differentiating between the
heavy C-minor section and light E-flat major section. The fourth song is faster and more
straightforward with a significant slowing in the climactic Verklärt mich in seinem Glanz
(Myself transfigured in his light) and a pause before a final, quiet Dich fromm . . . an
das Herzen mein (Devoutly to my heart). The fifth song, though as frantic as Culp’s,
has fewer stressed syllables; her phrases give the song a rambling character, excluding
the climax— lass mich in Andacht, lass mich in Demut, lass mich vernigen dem Herren
mein (Let me in reverence, let me in humility, bow before my lord)—all of which are
climactic pledges in mm. 27–35 (figure 3) that Hallmark interprets as an anticipation of
physical intimacy, a sign of coming of age.24 The sixth song has more vibrato, a bolder
personality within the thoughtful atmosphere, and less buildup in tempo, except for Dass
ich fest und fester nur dich drücken mag (That I may press you closer and closer), which
leads to a gentle final section and a quiet dein Bildnis (your likeness). The seventh song
slides smoothly between phrases with a steadier rhythm and a restrained but still “happy”
delivery. Instead of Culp’s dramatic “wailing” in the eighth song, Lehmann has a more
acidic tone in each word, less elongation of phrases, and little contrast in intensity to
make a more “angry” reaction to the protagonist’s loss and a sense of “reproaching” the
husband for the pain he has caused her by his death.25 Lehmann’s performance brings
forth a character who has developed a tenacious and older soul, similar in personality to
that of Robert’s fiancé Clara and, therefore, expressive of their relationship, especially
Robert’s fear of Clara’s anger if he leaves her.26

Figure 3. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song five, mm. 27–36. Measure 27 contains
pledges of service that build up in tempo to a climax in measure 34.27
Irmgard Seefried’s Performances
Irmgard Seefried’s 1957 performance is diverse in tone. Starting with a brighter timbre
in the first song, her performance is straightforward like Lehmann’s but also captures
Culp’s childlike innocence in passages such as Wie im wachen Traume (as in a waking
dream) and Schwebt sein Bild mir vor (His image hovers before me). This conveys a
feeling of wonder rather than heartache, which matches Hallmark’s interpretation of the
first piece as “a young girl experiencing sexual attraction and affection toward a man
for the first time.28 The second song is prickly, holding vocal tension in phrases such as
Höre nicht mein stilles Beten (Do not hear my silent prayer), while channeling pensive
moments through a straight tone such as in Wandle, wandle deine Bahnen (Wander,
wander on your way) and the reiteration of Er, der Herrlichste von allen (He, the most
wonderful of all). This wide palette of emotion, especially in the dynamic pinnacles of
Darf beglücken deine Wahl, und ich will die Hohe segnen (May your choice bless, and I
shall bless that exalted one) and the second Heller Sinn und fester Mut (A clear mind and
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firm resolve), indicates a woman’s conflicting feelings for the man.29 The third song is
faster than the two previous recordings although it slows down significantly in mm. 6–7
(figure 4), 14–15 (figure 5) and 58–59 and in the second E-flat major section, giving the
song a greater polarity. This style aligns with Hallmark’s claim that the song’s original
tonic of C minor represents reality, while the middle section (mm. 16–47) in E-flat major,
where the man declares “Ich bin auf ewig dein,” (I am yours forever) in mm. 20–24
(figure 6), represents the “tonal realm of the dream.”30 The fourth song is solemn in
attitude with a moderate tempo and nearly equal stress for every syllable. There is also
no acceleration starting in m. 25 (figure 1), keeping the song soft and gentle, with only
one ritardando for emphasis on Verklärt mich in seinem Glanz (Myself transfigured in
his light). Looking at the first half of Seefried’s performance, one sees an air of hesitancy
and conflict rather than love toward the man, moving back and forth between infatuation
and intimidation in each individual song.
The pervading anxiety of Seefried’s character continues even throughout the cycle’s
seemingly most joyful and most sorrowful moments. The fifth song is less rushed and
less joyful and excited in inflection, as it only shows emotion at the common climaxes
of Ungeduldig den heutigen Tag (Impatiently for this day) and verneigen dem Herren
mein (Bow before my lord), indicating a hesitancy, a melancholy at the thought of
getting married. This dread, especially in the climax lass mich verneigen dem Herren
mein (Let me bow before my lord) in mm. 33–35 (figure 3) into the final stanza, is
explained by Solie as the woman’s return to her role, resuming what she is supposed
to say after a brief hysteria.31 The sixth song is the most emotionally precise of the
eight, with a sudden dynamic change at Freudig hell erzittern in dem Auge mir (Tremble
joyfully bright in my eyes) and Wie so bang, mein Busen (How anxious my heart is),
particular soft articulation and dynamics at mm. 25–32 (figure 7), repetition of the first
section in mm. 45–50 (figure 8), and a small gasp at kommen wird der Morgen, wo der
Traum erwacht (The morning shall come when the dream awakens). The seventh song is
dance-like, but not too rushed, with a ritardando at the final du meine wonne, du meine
Lust (You my delight, my joy), while the eighth song is defeated in tone with emotional
peaks at Die Welt ist leer (The world is void) and elongated syllables at Du meine Welt
(You, my world). Longer silence between words are used in this song to show an absence
of emotional articulation, specifically during Ich zeih’ mich in mein Inn’res (Silently, I
withdraw into myself) and Da hab’ ich dich und mein verlornes Glück. (There I have you
and my lost happiness).
Seefried’s overall performance is unhappy and confused as seen in her hesitant
fifth song, unemotional first song and resigned eighth song. One may interpret her
performance as one of obligation—nearly aligning with Solie’s vision of a women being
forced into a role she does not want to have. 32
Jessye Norman’s Performances
Jessye Norman’s recorded performance in 1987 showcases Frauenliebe und Leben’s
status as a classic example of German Lied—a nineteenth-century art song. Norman
sets herself apart from past recordings of the cycle, as well as her own past repertoire,
with highly disciplined restraint. Her first song is the most hushed of any recording,
moving from one syllable to the next without pause nor increase in dynamics, while also
displaying an emotional detachment that Hallmark observes: “The word love is never
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Figure 4. Excerpts of Frauenliebe
und Leben, song three, mm. 6–7.33
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Figure 5. Excerpts of Frauenliebe und
Leben, song three, mm. 14–15. Note the
ritardando, indicating the end of
the piece’s first section.34

Figure 6. Excerpts of Frauenliebe und Leben, song three, mm. 20–24. Note the
ritardando in beginning in m. 21 that emphasizes the husband confessing his love
to the woman.35
used . . . the protagonist in fact does not express any feelings toward the man.”36 The
second song is slower with a grander delivery than previous renditions, emphasizing
single syllables such as in Allen, elongating musical phrases, and disregarding a
consistent beat in order to reduce the feeling of a march. Additionally, Norman’s Will
mich freuen dann und weinen (I shall then rejoice and weep) and Brich, o Herz, was liegt
daran? (Break, O heart, what does it matter?) are more vulnerable with their softer, more
speech-like tone. The third song has a “trembling” vocal effect to emphasize fear and
disbelief, specifically at the audible warble in nimmer so sein (never be). This creates an
“anxiety-ridden semi-recitative . . . for both voice and piano,” representing the lovers’ (or
Clara and Robert’s) shared feeling of doubt and apprehension.37 The fourth song is slow
and consistently delicate yet expressive, especially in the dynamic buildup of mm. 25–28
(figure 1), whose frantic nature Guralnick believes represents the heroine “promising
more than . . . she can give.”38 The first four songs simultaneously show gravity and
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Figure 7. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song six, mm. 25–32. The key change of
this section indicates a change in mood, one that is quiet and gentle before an increase
in tempo at m. 33.39

ecstasy from Norman, creating a character who wishes to hide her alarmingly powerful
emotions toward the man she loves.
Norman’s character becomes more emotionally open as she grows into marriage,
motherhood, and loss, but she also reaffirms her unflinching nature adjusting to these
new roles. The fifth song is more relaxed aside from the words glücklichen (joy),
blühenden (blossoming), and törichte (foolish), which are given staccato to incorporate
nervousness. The sixth song is deliberate in each consonant, including a great amount of
single-word phrasing, rubato, or flexible, tempo (figure 7), and emphasis of words such
as fest und fester (closer and closer) and Bildnis (likeness). Combined, these techniques
create a tone that could be interpreted as the wife boosting the morale of her husband,
then returning to the moment’s intimacy and gentility, as she expresses her joy in giving
birth to his image.41 The seventh song is another slower performance, resembling a
lullaby rather than a celebration. Moments such as du lieber, lieber Engel du (you dear,
dear angel, you) are characterized with staccato, while meine Lust (My joy) is sung in a
near gasp in order to give the impression of talking gently to an infant. The final song is
a eulogy; every syllable is dramatic but formal. The emphatic consonants of Du schläfst
(You sleep) and Den Todeschlaff (The sleep of death) hold a subdued anger, the pulling
back of Es blicket die Verlassne (The deserted one stares ahead) conveys a soft, tearful
vulnerability, the barely audible vocals of ich bin nicht lebend mehr (And now my life is
done) represent a mental breakdown, and the flatter tone of Ich zieh’ mich in mein Inn’res
still zurück (Silently, I withdraw into myself) reveals a resignation.
Norman’s protagonist is subdued and withheld, her empathy for the character’s
circumstances demonstrated by her emotional control; she remains strong and steadfast
despite her wide range of emotion.42 In this way, Norman’s portrayal seems to agree with
Schumann’s perception of Clara as the serious, restrained, but deeply caring individual
who would express this kind of rare tearful vulnerability at the end of Schumann’s life.

Figure 8. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song six, mm. 45–50. The key changes
again as the third section begins, reminiscent of the slow and quiet first section.40

Figure 9. Excerpt of Frauenliebe und Leben, song two, mm. 21–28. Note the ritardando
at measure 27 that leads into the next phrase of the song.43
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Anne Sofie von Otter’s Performances
Tim Ashley of The Guardian calls Anne Sofie von Otter’s 1996 recording “radical,”
unearthing “a layer of emotional wildness beneath the song’s surface.”44 Her first song is
hushed and breathless, with an audible exhale at Seit ich ihn gesehen (Since first seeing
him) and other gasps between phrases, yet there are no typical breaks between Wie im
wachen Traume (As in a waking dream) and schwebt sein Bild mir vor (His image hovers
before me). The second song is as polarizing as Seefried’s, with a staccato-focused Er,
der Herrlichste, (He, the most wonderful) followed by a vocally weighted Heller Sinn
und fester Mut (A clear mind and firm resolve), and sudden increases and decreases in
tempo such as in mm. 21–27 (figure 9).45
The volatile and uncomfortable nature of von Otter’s second song is emblematic
of a woman’s inner battle against patriarchal society, as Solie interprets, rather than an
individual man.46 The third song is dramatic in its first section, slow and hushed in the
second section, then bouncy and speech-like for the repeat of the first section, as if to
show a nervous disbelief, especially with the phrase O lass in Traume mich sterben
(O let me, dreaming, die).47 Solie interprets the third song as “misperception, about her
having been ‘tricked’ (berückt) and unable to understand her own experience”48 as von
Otter changes her tempo and tone to emphasize the confusion of trying to comprehend
the man’s declaration of love. The fourth song is the most even of von Otter’s recordings,
with only dynamic and tempo change in m. 25 (figure 7), continuing to speed up until
Ich will ihm dienen, ihm leben, ihm angehören ganz (I shall serve him, live for him,
belong to him wholly) at m. 32. The phrase serves as a “melodic climax” that builds up in
tempo, dynamics, and vocal range and coincides with her “expressed intention to belong
to him.”49 Within the first four songs von Otter creates a woman fighting against a tide
and beginning to drown—she cannot navigate her contradictory captivation towards the
man, discomfort with being loved back, and concurrent aversion and attraction to the
societal baggage that comes with a relationship
Anne Sofie von Otter’s character only deteriorates into further turmoil to the point of
nervous collapse as roles keep being handed to her. The fifth song is tense; it emphasizes
consonants, especially the word törichte (foolish), and speeds up for the frenzied second
and fourth sections until the word ungeduldig (impatiently), emphasizing a sense of
urgency. Her sixth song has a shy beginning similar to previous recordings, and the
second section is similarly slow but with a straighter, unexcited tone. von Otter then
rushes into the third section’s fest und fester (closer and closer), which resembles a
shout, then drops the suddenly bold speed and tempo back into the demure with Hier an
meinem Bette hat die Wiege Raum (Here by my bed there is room for the cradle), which
is nearly spoken rather than sung. One may interpret the song’s more hesitant sections
as the protagonist’s fear to deliver the news of her pregnancy, as Solie states, which
implies that “the virtuous wife should be unable to impart this information, not merely
from modesty but, indeed, from ignorance.”50 The seventh song is steady like Norman’s
but more playful, indicated by the staccato in Du meine Wonne (You my delight) and
nur eine Mutter weiss allein (Only a mother knows). The final song resembles a new
instability to the character, as the voice rises above the piano in Der aber traft (But it
struck hard) filled with emotional turmoil but, monotonous and nearly soulless in quality
during ich zieh’ mich in mein Inn’res (Silently, I withdraw into myself) and increasing
its hush to the point where the singer herself seems to be dying in Da hab’ ich dich
und mein verlorne Glück (There I have you and my lost happiness). Anne Sofie von
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Otter is able to replicate the closest thing to “speaking” the song cycle, unafraid to show
exposed uneasiness and mental trauma in her character’s dialogue. Her character is, in
short, permanently damaged by the man she loved and the role she had to fulfill, thereby
emphasizing the tragedy from Solie’s writing of a woman who is the victim of a society
demanding that she be emotionally dependent. 51
Renée Fleming’s Performances
Finally, Renée Fleming performs the cycle in her 2017 recording and “depicts
herself as a narrator, a storyteller,” of the cycle.52 In the first song, she indulges in the
drama of the story, using a full but subdued tone, especially when singing Nicht begehr’
ich mehr (I no more long to share) and Möchte lieber weinen (I would rather weep),
which emphasizes the dream-like state for the protagonist that rises into a “waking
passion.”53 The second song has an unusually delicate beginning, as if to narrate the
enamored mindset, then switches between shy and exclamatory dynamics in the final
Wie so milde, wie so gut (how gentle and loving he is) and Heller Sinn und fester Mut (A
clear mind and firm resolve) respectively. Song three draws out passionate phrases Es
kann ja nimmer so sein (After all, it can never be) and Den seligen Tod mich schlürfen
(Let me savor blissful death), yet maintains unease and excitement with its staccato of
the surrounding section and barely phonated final notes. The text of the fourth song
is nearly whispered at the words Des Lebens unendlichen Tiefen wert (To life’s deep
eternal worth) and Ich will im deinen, im leben (I shall serve him, live for him) and
does not rise in intesntiy around m. 25, where the other mentioned performances do so.
The single-word, dynamic phrasing brings a sensual atmosphere to the song—Hallmark
believes the entire poem contains this aura—especially the buildup in Ich will ihm dienen
(I shall serve him), which alludes to lustful excitement.54 The fifth song is only slightly
rushed and possesses little dynamic range, characterizing a shy nervousness for the
character, and the sixth is full of “heartfelt” narration in the crescendo on süßer Freund
(Sweet friend) and emphasis on the words bang (anxious), busen (breast), and wonneful
(full of bliss). The seventh is consistently staccato for a mature yet joyful melody that
follows the piano, and the eighth song brings forth a sense of melodrama once again
with Fleming’s “weepy” delivery of geliebet hab ich und gelebt (I have loved and I have
lived) and defeated tone in Da hab’ ich dich und mein verlornes Glück (There I have you
and my lost happiness).
Overall, Fleming creates the sense of a third person witnessing and translating the
scenes throughout the cycle, someone who is able to determine the outside emotions that
the character is showing—not the hidden ones that Anne Sofie von Otter or Julia Culp
would be quick to bring forth.55 Therefore, one can interpret Fleming’s performance
as the narrative of an unnamed individual, a made-up character that, in the nineteenth
century, may be one of the first intimate looks into the feminine perspective.
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Table 1. Summarized comparison of musical and emotional delivery of each song within
Frauenliebe und Leben by each performer, followed by summary of delivery of the
overall cycle.
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Conclusion
The six recordings by Julia Culp, Lotte Lehmann, Irmgard Seefried, Jessye Norman,
Anne Sofie von Otter, and Renée Fleming represent elements of three potential
interpretations of Frauenliebe und Leben. These six singers, who have interpreted
the cycle throughout history, have given an important variety to the text and music of
Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben. From Culp’s emotional volatility to Lehmann’s
composure, from Norman’s incredible restraint to von Otter’s raw discomfort, each
interpretation of the cycle has brought a new version of its protagonist to life. The
woman who lives and loves may be young, naïve, and easily manipulated as Solie
believes and von Otter sings. She may be defiant and independent, yet at the same time
a suffering casualty of her husband’s actions as Gurlanick analyzes and as Lehmann
expresses. Therefore, the message within the present-day performance of this cycle need
not reference outdated social norms, for the message remains up to the performer. It has
become necessary to understand the alternate viewpoints of this cycle’s text so as to
map out how one’s own version of the story must go. In the same way, it is necessary to
translate this story map into one’s performance in order to audibly showcase it, just as
the previously studied singers have.
The cycle’s text and music allow numerous interpretative possibilities that each
create their own emotional effect on the audience. Muxfeldt argues that “even as its
more concrete subject matter has died out in the world, the intensity of Schumann’s
engagement with the figure of this woman remains deeply affecting.” One can attribute
the variability of the piece’s emotional message to this lasting intensity. Chamisso and
Schumann strove to empathize through this cycle, to portray a character’s state of mind
within the text and music and to create a relatable yet personal narrative. The woman’s
depiction, full of mixed emotions on relationships and marriage, “stands to account for
the work’s continued effectiveness in the present—against all shifting social odds.”56
Fraunliebe und Leben, therefore, is an example of how a performer can keep classical
music as meaningful and alive today as it was at the time of composition. A performer
has the ability to develop their own creative interpretation of a piece’s narrative solely
through the emotions they wish to present to the audience and the techniques (i.e.,
dynamics, timbre, and tempo) they choose to utilize. As a result, a new narrative, one
that resonates with a modern audience, is built around an old story, and it continues to
withstand time’s erosive nature.
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Abstract
This article investigates how director Sébastien Laudenbach’s animated film The Girl
Without Hands (2016)1 reinterprets the grisly and lesser-known Grimm fairy tale it is
based on, “The Maiden Without Hands” (“Das Mädchen ohne Hände”),2 while also
considering the Grimms as adaptors of the story. My focus lies on the distinct processes
of each adaptor and how they correlate to their respective interpretations of the Handless
Maiden as a metaphor for purity. I conclude that the work done by the Grimms contends
that purity is derived from the girl’s separation from the world and reliance on God.
Their long editing process (lasting over forty years) shows a quest for perfection that
is reflected in their Handless Maiden’s faith and piety. Laudenbach, on the other hand,
created the bulk of his movie alone as a passion project over the course of a single year,
improvising his story with minimalist art and animation. He substitutes the Grimms’
Christian influences for pagan ones, implying that the girl’s purity originates from her
authenticity and her connection to nature, thus reflecting the embrace of imperfection.
Introduction
Adaptation, or the retelling of stories through unlike media, does not demand
absolute fidelity. In their introduction to Fairy Tales, Visions of Ambiguity, editors
Pauline Greenhill and Sidney E. Matrix claim that “the fairy tale genre has long been a
shape shifter and media breaker.”3 They recognize that the process of “revisiting classic
tales renders them defamiliarized or strange, thus opening up the possibility for a shift
in perspective that encourages the audience to reflect anew on these stories.”4 Their
discussion of “revisiting classic tales” renders adaptation as not only a natural process,
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but also a dialogue through time. As such, the retelling of fairy tales becomes an artist’s
means of commenting on old stories from a contemporary and fundamentally altered
perspective. Not only is the audience given the chance to “reflect anew on these stories,”
but the adaptor is as well, as she or he works to sculpt the source material to match a
creative vision that will ultimately inspire the novel reframing of a particular narrative.
The fairy tale of the Handless Maiden, appalling and strange as it is, has become the
subject of such revisitation, dramatically transformed countless times over many years.
Despite the plethora of versions and variations of the tale, the central motif remains
thus: a girl is betrayed by her guardian, who foolishly falls for a bargain with the devil.
Subsequently, the guardian is twisted by the demon and forced to cut off the girl’s hands.
She then flees into the world without hands or any means of fending for herself. Her
story begins with a great injustice done unto her and follows her survival despite her
disempowerment.
As adaptors in different countries separated by hundreds of years, the brothers Grimm
and Sébastien Laudenbach each took divergent approaches to adapting and reinterpreting
“The Maiden Without Hands.” The Grimms were slow and methodical in their work,
consulting multiple versions of similar folktales and editing their chosen versions for
publication over the course of many years. In contrast, Laudenbach initially undertook
the creation of his film alone, improvising his art, animation, and story to complete
most of the work within the course of a year. His art style is minimalist, seemingly
unfinished, yet also a complete product of the moment, while the Grimms had decades
to meticulously craft their version for publication. In both cases, the product is a result
of the process; here, it is important first to consider the process of each adaptor, as it
relates to the essential difference between the depiction and meaning of purity in their
respective adaptations.
The Grimms’ adaptation, “The Maiden Without Hands”: A Lifelong Process
At the heart of this fairy tale is a girl who has been mistreated, mutilated, and
abandoned. The girl without hands is without independence, robbed of control over her
own fate. This tale of resilience in the face of disempowerment holds significance for
people everywhere. Folklorist Antti Aarne, in his attempt to categorize folktales from
around the world by their defining themes, grants the handless maiden motif its own
classification as type 706, and lists analagous tales from Russia, Swahili, as well as
two similar tales from Italy,5 while still more cultures have produced their own unique
kindred tales.6 In the European fairy tale tradition, folklorist James McGlathery notes
that, “The Maiden Without Hands” has a lineage of related tales dating back to the
Middle Ages, some of which tell of a miller’s daughter who is plagued by the incestuous
desires of her father.7 As a metaphor for disempowerment, it is grotesquely fitting that
the removal of the girl’s hands would be orchestrated by her father who holds forbidden
desires for his own daughter.
As scholars of folklore, brothers Jakob (1785–1863) and Wilhelm (1786–1859)
Grimm had come across multiple variations of this tale, including an disturbing version
in which an incestuous father removes the hands and breasts of his daughter when she
refuses him, after which he forces her out into the world to fend for herself.8 The Grimms
discovered this variant shortly after the first printing of their now famous fairy tale
collection, Die Kinder- und Hausmärchen (The Nursery and Household Tales), which
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saw seven editions between 1812 and 1857. While they had already included a tamer
version of “The Maiden Without Hands” in the 1812 edition, they believed that this new,
incredibly brutal version, “‘surpasse[d] the other in inner completeness.’”9 To improve
the story in their eyes, they decided to combine these two versions of the tale, keeping
the more cohesive story of the second version but replacing its perverse introduction
with that of the first.
What follows is my summary of the plot and important details of the resulting tale,
published after years of revisions that culminated in the final edition of the Grimms’
Kinder- und Hausmärchen printed in 1857:10
A poor miller agrees to sell anything behind his mill to the devil for immense riches,
assuming that the devil would take his apple tree, but is suprised when the devil chooses
his daughter, who happens to be behind the mill at the same time. The devil grants the
miller immeasureable wealth and attempts to claim the girl, but she, too clean and pure
to be taken, wards him away with a circle of chalk so the devil terrorizes the father into
cutting her hands off, so she may not bathe herself. The father severs her hands, but she
cries on her stumps and cleanses them with her tears, rendering her, again, too pure, thus
forcing the devil to finally forfeit his advances.
The girl flees the mill and finds a royal garden surrounded by a river. There she prays
and is sent an angel who helps her cross the water and eat from the king’s pear tree. The
king sees the girl from afar and assumes she is a spirit. As soon as he approaches her,
he falls in love, and assures her that “If thou art forsaken by all the world, yet will I not
forsake thee.”11 They marry, and he gifts her with silver hands, only for him to leave for
war soon after she becomes pregnant. The king orders his mother to care for his wife
and to send him a letter as soon as the child is born. She does so, informing him that his
wife bore a son, but the devil intercepts the letters from both the king and his mother
to confuse them, changing the final letter from the king into an order for the mother to
murder the wife and child.
The sympathetic mother sends the queen and son out to seek asylum and removes the
eyes and tongue from a deer to use as false proof of their murder. The girl again prays
and is guided by the angel to a hermitage where the same spirit cares for them in the
form of a snow-white maiden. Meanwhile, the king returns home, learns of the devil’s
deceit, and immediately sets out to find his family. The girl regains her hands through
God’s grace, and the king searches for his wife and child for seven years without food or
drink, surviving merely through his faith in God. Finally, the king finds their hermitage
and reunites with his family. There, they share one final meal with the angel before they
all return to the castle where they live until their holy end.
This story was subject to many changes by the Brothers Grimm, finally resulting in
this Christian tale published in 1857. Their most drastic alteration of this story occurred
early in their publishing career when they combined their first tale with a new variation
discovered shortly after the initial publication of their collection in 1812. The fact that
they replaced the majority of their tale with the new version, but still decided to favor the
devil as their antagonist over an incestuous father, not only entails moral censorship on
their part, but also indicates their proclivity toward a Christian perspective in their works.
Folklorist Maria Tatar comments on their transformation of the incest tale, writing that
“what was once a frightening, sensational story about a father’s illicit passion became
a religious exemplum about the devil’s drive to capture a girl’s soul.”12 This change
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heralds the Christianization of the tale while also humanizing the father, absolving him
of “serious blame” and rendering him a “well-meaning though cowardly figure” like
many other fairy tale fathers in the Grimms’ collection.13
Many readers assume that the Grimms published authentic German folktales, which
they had recorded verbatim from oral sources. While this is clearly not the case, there
is at least a modicum of truth in this assumption. Initially, it seems that the brothers
harbored such ambitions when they first published the Kinder und Haus Märchen in
1812. However, this scholarly first edition, which Tatar describes as having been
“[w]eighed down by a ponderous introduction and by extensive annotations,” and of
having “the look of a scholarly tome, rather than of a book for a wide audience” betrayed
its own success.14
The tales of the 1812 edition were true to their source material in many ways,
including the “crude language of the folk.”15 This would soon change, however, as the
Grimms worked to accommodate their target audience of families and children. While
the monetary success of the collection must have been in their minds to some degree,
Tatar writes, “What really mattered, particularly in the years immediately following
publication of the first edition, were the views of the larger literary world.”16 The
Grimms hoped to find recognition and acclaim through their work, thus they altered their
editing practices to better accommodate their audience. “The brothers no longer insisted
on literal fidelity to oral traditions but openly admitted that they had taken pains to delete
‘every phrase unsuitable for children.’”17 They focused on the didactic potential of fairy
tales and expressed the hope that their collection could serve as a “‘manual of manners’
(Erziehungsbuch)” for children.18
Even though they initially strove for fidelity to the oral tradition, their primitive
recording methods were not well-suited to the task. Because the Grimms worked
before the invention of shorthand notes, their recordings were often “fragmented,”
and much of what they collected “had to be abandoned altogether or expanded on the
basis of other materials.”19 To create a legible and noteworthy catalogue of folktales,
the Grimms had to fill in the gaps of their notes themselves, while also ensuring their
tales were entertaining products catered to their expected audience of literate families
and children. As folklorist Jack Zipes affirms, “From the very beginning the Grimms
changed, adapted, and edited the tales to fit their notions of the ideal folk tale . . .
[which] was edited more and more by Wilhelm Grimm . . . to address children with good
bourgeois upbringing.”20
The revisions and stylistic changes of the Kinder- und Hausmärchen were largely
the work of Wilhelm Grimm, who concerned himself with the legibility of the text along
with its message. As Zipes explains further, Wilhelm Grimm concerned himself with:
the stylistic refinement of the language and structure that included
embroidering the phrases and providing for smoother transitions;
adding and inventing proverbs to give the tales a volkstümlich [folklike] tone . . . and synthesizing variants of the same tale into their own
distinct version.21
Over many years, Wilhelm Grimm made meticulous changes to ensure the tales were
widely comprehensible, while also adding language and proverbs to give the stories
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the appearance of authentic folktales. Returning to “The Maiden Without Hands”
specifically, the added language is apparent when one compares the text of the 1812
version with that from 1857, as the newer version is much longer.22 Moreover, the
Christian themes become abundant and integral in the final edition, while they are scant
in the first version, adding little to the plot.
When comparing the 1857 version with that from 1812, the girl is much more
independent in the older version, and the Christian themes are scarce. While the girl is
still pious and haunted by the devil, there is no angel in the older version to guide her
across the river or toward the hermitage. Instead, she is more resourceful and capable.
The king does not wed the girl immediately after finding her; instead, she works for a
time, caring for the chickens of the castle. She is not given silver hands, and, as she is
made to leave the kingdom for her safety, she states: “Ich bin nicht hierhergekommen,
um Königin zu werden, ich habe kein Glück und verlange auch keins”23 (“I did not come
here to be queen, I have no luck and demand none.”). In the original version, she wants
to go out into the world, whereas in the final version she leaves reluctantly with tears in
her eyes. Significantly, she does not regain her hands through God in the older version
but by wrapping her arms thrice around a thick tree, perhaps symbolizing a magical
reconnection to nature. Zipes also noticed these differences and observes:
The later 1857 version makes the maiden more helpless, more stoic,
and dependent on the angel. In addition, the tale becomes much more
didactic and moralistic. It is as if one merely had to place trust in God
and do the right things, and everything would turn out all well.24
The revisions, which culminate in the 1857 version, introduce the angel and, indeed,
make the girl notably more dependent on it. The tale now implies that prayer and piety
lead to survival and success, and the girl, whose cleansing tears render her an effective
metaphor for purity, is now defined by her unwavering faith in God. The Grimms’ work
toward creating ideal folktales is echoed in their version of “The Maiden Without Hands”
where Wilhelm Grimm sculpted the story to tell of a pious girl who survives mutilation
and abandonment through her unwavering faith in God.
Laudenbach’s Film, The Girl Without Hands: Drawing a Life in the Moment
Laudenbach’s 2016 animated film follows in the wake of the changes to the tale
ushered in by the Brothers Grimm. Laudenbach practices relative fidelity to the storyline
and many of the details put forth by the Grimms in their telling, but he makes the story
his own, most notably through his minimalist approach to visualization and animation.
In a commentary video included with the DVD copy of his 2016 film The Girl Without
Hands, Laudenbach says he first discovered the tale through a producer who asked him
to work on an adaptation of a French play, “The Young Girl, the Devil, and the Mill,”
which is also based on the Grimms,’ “Maiden Without Hands.” While the production of
this venture eventually lost momentum and fell flat, Laudenbach never lost interest in the
story, saying that when he read the play and other versions of the tale, he was “struck by
the contemporary dimensions of the story” and was “captivated by this girl’s trajectory
and the fact that she had to abandon first her father and then her prince.”25 Considering
the girl’s movement from one setting to another, it is easy to see what Laudenbach means
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by “trajectory.” The story is driven by the theme of abandonment: the devil tries to harm
the girl, and she must take leave from her home twice for her own safety.
Laudenbach’s interest in the story drove him to make his own film adaptation.
Because the project with which he was initially involved lost funding, he was left with no
other means of retelling this story save himself. Luckily, his wife won a film competition
in Rome and was invited to study there and bring her family. This stroke of good fortune,
as well as a scholarship from the French government, meant that Laudenbach was able
to devote a year of his time to making the film in Rome by himself, which was no small
feat. He recalls, “I had one year to draw the whole movie. That was my goal—and
I didn’t reach it. I ‘only’ made 40 minutes in Italy. I had to make 15 seconds a day,
including the backgrounds.”26
While in Italy, Laudenbach embraced his solitude and developed some of what he
calls “radical design principles.” The first was to assume he could “make a complete
film using only sketchy drawings,”27 that is, incomplete illustrations. While this may
seem as if he were cutting corners, his art style is intentional and not without its merit.
As Laudenbach says, he “purposefully wanted to leave all of the drawings unfinished
and to create animations to play on the audience’s perception of images.”28 Although
Laudenbach used the unfinished drawings out of necessity due to time constraints, he
also knowingly employed them to shape the experience for viewers so that their own
sense of perception completes the movement on the screen.
Laudenbach’s second design principle was to assign specific colors to certain
characters, so that they could “be represented by just one stroke with a hint of color
behind it to enable the character to stand out from the background.”29 Assigning colors
to the characters ensures that their forms can remain dynamic, and that they are not
restricted to characteristics resembling those of realistic people. Sometimes their
faces change shape, or their forms are no longer human bodies but a chaotic collection
of brushstrokes. Many reviews, such as that from the New York Times, call the film
“impressionistic” and “dream-like.”30 The art of the film does not rely on realistic,
concrete depiction, but instead on dynamic animation, which Laudenbach utilizes to
represent complex emotions in his characters.
These impressionistic depictions of emotion can also be attributed to Laudenbach’s
improvisational approach. As he himself explains,
I created the film starting directly with the animation without any
storyboard. And so, from the first shot to the last, the entire film was
improvised. The script was written at the end, during the editing
phase. It was a very organic creative process. The film was written in
drawings.31
The absence of a story board and preplanning means that Laudenbach was free to retell
the story as he conceived it in the moment. Considering the amount of material he was
producing (about ten to fifteen seconds a day), it is not difficult to imagine how he could
become immersed in the process: “It was so intense that I became completely absorbed
in the film. It’s almost as if I was living the story instead of the characters.”32
Clearly, there are stark differences between the processes of adaptation undertaken
by Laudenbach and the Grimms. As opposed to the lengthy editing process carried out
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by the Brothers (mostly Wilhelm) Grimm over a span of forty years, Laudenbach created
most of his film adaptation within a single year. And while Wilhelm Grimm expended
a significant amount of time and effort toward creating perfect idealized folktales,
Laudenbach utilized improvisation to create a minimalist film that heartily embraces
imperfection and authenticity. These differing approaches in adapting the tale of “The
Maiden Without Hands” bear a noteworthy relation to the respective depictions of the
handless maiden as a metaphor for purity.
Body and Spirit: A Comparison of Two Differing Depictions of Purity
The story of the handless maiden goes through a remarkable shift in religious
emphasis between the respective versions created by the Brothers Grimm and filmmaker
Laudenbach. Wilhelm Grimm, as mentioned previously, revised “The Maiden Without
Hands” significantly, transforming a story with only light Christian influences into one
of a pious girl whose journey is facilitated by an angel sent from God. Laudenbach,
on the other hand, peels away these religious influences while maintaining the girl as
a metaphor for purity. The result is a surprising shift of this metaphor, which heralds a
holistic connection with the world and authenticity as opposed to the spiritual separation
from the physical realm as put forth by the Grimms in their tale.
The “trajectory”33 of the girl, or her movement throughout the tale, is the central
locus of these theistic changes. Aside from the fact that the girl is no longer described as
pious in Laudenbach’s film, she is also no longer guided by an angel but by a feminine
deity embodying the river surrounding the king’s garden. This alteration stands as the
most noticeable sign of a shift in religiosity between adaptations of this tale; just as
Wilhelm Grimm amplified the Christian elements of the tale so that the girl dependent
on the angel for guidance, so, too, does Laudenbach de-Christianize his film by replacing
the angel with his vaguely pagan depiction of the river goddess.
The theme of abandonment, too, is not to be forgotten and how the antagonist
provides the impetus for the girl’s flight from one setting to another. The devil remains in
Laudenbach’s film but is, nevertheless, altered slightly so that the demon now appears in
many forms, such as an old man, a mature woman, a young boy, various animals, and even
as the handless maiden herself. The resulting impression is that the devil in Laudenbach’s
film is a malevolent spirit, much in line with the animistic influence that informs his
depiction of the river goddess. This differs in comparison to the conventionally Christian
antagonist of the Grimms’ tale, whom the girl initially attempts to ward off with a circle
of chalk.34
The dichotomy between filth and cleanliness along with the latter’s relation to purity
is integral to the meaning of the Grimms’ tale, and it is also maintained in Laudenbach’s
film. The devil in both versions is, in the end, warded off by the girl’s purity in the form
of her tears, which are revealed to have cleansing powers after she loses her hands.
Purity, in both versions, is likened to cleanliness, while the tangible sensation of filthy
skin equates to moral impurity,35 which, in this tale, indicates a soul that may be claimed
by the devil. The girl’s cleanliness after losing her hands and crying on her stumps is
revealed in both versions, however, as if it were a superpower. Despite having no hands
with which to wash, her tears cleanse her of filth, reestablish her purity, and protect her
from the demon’s grasp.
Although the girl’s tears act as a manifestation of her inner purity, the girl of each
adaptation is pure for different reasons. In the Grimms’ tale, the girl’s piety defines her
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character and constitutes the basis of her inner purity, especially since she prays to God
when in need and is awarded guidance from an angel twice. To receive a direct response
from God, her faith must be of biblical proportions. Piety, however, plays no role in
Laudenbach’s film. Instead, his girl derives her purity from her authenticity, connection
to nature, and will to retain freedom and independence.
The girl’s purity in Laudenbach’s film is associated with simple living and
independence rather than piety. Notably, she shrugs off wealth and power, instead
preferring her freedom in nature. In the film, just as in the Grimm text, the girl is
presented with wealth and power twice, first when her father wins immense riches from
the devil’s bargain, and then when she marries the king and becomes queen. In the text,
she neither accepts nor avoids this wealth, but in the film, she clearly prefers a simpler
life without it, content with climbing trees and being herself.
This is established early in the film when the father constructs an elaborate golden
villa with his newfound wealth, while the girl decides to stay in her hammock high in
the apple tree rather than sleep in a room made of glittering gold. Later in the film, when
she has become queen and the king has left for war, she attempts to climb a tree with
her golden hands but cannot. After a few fruitless attempts, she becomes frustrated and
resorts to beating on the tree with her hands of useless gold. Laudenbach’s depiction of
the girl subverts conventional desires for wealth and the temperate demeanor commonly
expected of nobility and royalty. She does not show concern for money, manners, or
composure; instead, she only wishes to live and be free.
While gold is commonly revered for its value and appearance, Laudenbach challenges
these conventions by having multiple characters refer to it as filthy. For instance, the girl’s
mother, after discovering the gold from the father’s bargain with the devil, remarks, “The
gold is so shiny; yet it seems so dirty.” Later, when the devil is threatening the father, the
demon exclaims: “Aah! She’s too clean. I can’t take her. Stop her washing, you hear?
Like that gold, I want her dirty.”36 Considering the symbolic cost of this wealth—the
young girl’s soul—the gold is obtained via ethically filthy and impure means. Where
the Grimms exemplify the purity of the girl by displaying her piety through prayer,
Laudenbach has his version of the girl show aversion to ill-gotten wealth, which his other
characters affirm is “dirty.” The depiction of the girl as a metaphor of purity differs in
the Grimms’ text and in Laudenbach’s film; the purity of the former is based on spiritual
piety, the latter on earthly authenticity. The semantic implications of these respective
depictions hinge on each girl’s relationship to her world, which, in turn, impacts the
meaning of each work as a whole.
The girl’s meeting with the king is a key scene in both adaptations, as it clearly
establishes each girl’s place in the world. In the Grimm’s tale, the girl is approached
by the king, a gardener, and a priest because they assume her to be a spirit, since she
is accompanied by an angel when she enters the garden. They question her and she
answers, “I am no spirit, but an unhappy mortal deserted by all but God.” The king
then replies, “If thou art forsaken by all the world, yet will I not forsake thee.” 37 The
king’s response cements the girl’s position as being separated from the world that has
“forsaken” her. Instead of a firm connection to the world, she shares a closer relationship
with the spiritual realm in heaven, inhabited by God and the angel. The king asserts his
wish to not forsake the girl, but shortly after he must leave her, and soon enough, she
must once again find protection through her faith and the guidance of her angel.
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In Laudenbach’s film, she is not likened to a spirit; instead, the prince compares her
beauty to the landscape, saying, “Your hair is lighter than my barley. Your eyes brighter
than my fountains. Your lips redder than my grapes. Your skin cooler than the river.” He
knows that the girl shares an intimate connection to the river and calls her, “You who
talks to the river.”38 In contrast to the king of the Grimm text, who affirms that the whole
world has abandoned the girl while God still keeps her, the prince in Laudenbach’s film
proclaims that she is a part of the whole world and never addresses whether she has been
abandoned or not. Indeed, she was abandoned by her father, who gave in to the devil’s
threats and mutilated his daughter. The world has not abandoned her, however, as she
feels most at home in nature, fending for herself.
Through the removal and substitution of Christian influences, Laudenbach has shifted
the implicit meaning of purity in the tale to focus on worldly authenticity over piety. The
result is a change in the overall implication of the story from the Grimms’ tale, showing
the girl as a part of nature rather than apart from it.
Conclusion: A Girl Between Two Worlds
The Brothers Grimm and Laudenbach create two alternate worlds through their
interpretations of the handless maiden; they undertake two different approaches to depict
her innate purity. While the Grimms’ story tells of a girl who is utterly abandoned by
the world around her and must rely on her unshakeable faith for help and guidance
from heaven, Laudenbach illustrates the story of a girl who is inexorably linked to her
surroundings, reaches out to a river deity for help, and is restless without her freedom
and independence. When these observations are paired with the process each adaptor
took to create his version, meaningful correlations can be made.
For the Grimms, the idea of purity coincides not only with piety, but also with
perfection. The girl is abandoned by an imperfect world: a father who puts himself and
material wealth before his daughter, and a king who must leave his queen when she
needs him most. At the end of the text, however, the handless maiden is cared for by an
angel taking the form of a snow-white maiden. To extend the relation between filth and
impurity depicted early in the story, this clean figure, introduced by Wilhelm Grimm,
symbolized the purity and perfection inherent in a holy spirit sent from God. While
he employed a flawless figure as a guardian for the handless maiden, Wilhelm Grimm
sought to perfect his tales, revising them countless times over for more than forty years
to achieve his ideals.
Laudenbach adapts a tale about a pious girl saved by God and, instead, transforms it to
tell of a girl who is pure because of her close connection to nature and her own humanity,
which is inherently imperfect. His creative process and use of improvisation is, itself,
a practice in imperfection. His art style is incomplete yet also poetic. He considers his
medium to be a kind of language, saying, “I really don’t like animation, but I like the
restrictions it gives. When you use animation, you are far from reality—you have to find
other ways to speak about it. Especially, when you speak about deep human feelings.”39
His film utilizes an intense visual language, nearly emulating the images we make in our
heads when we read a story silently to ourselves; the kind of unfinished yet complete
drawings that arise in our minds. His minimalist art style is technically composed using
unfinished stills, but they are brought to life by their free and dynamic animation.
Laudenbach’s film shows a girl linked to her surroundings, not only through the
events and dialogue of the movie, but also through the unique visual style he employs
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to depict it. In Laudenbach’s painted world of lines and brushstrokes, the characters are
given specific colors to stand out from their environment, but they are, at the same time,
a part of it. This is reinforced by Laudenbach’s implementation of a female river deity,
which gives rise to the idea that the handless maiden is a metaphor for her environment
as well as for purity, reinforcing a feeling of connectedness throughout the movie. After
all, the entirety of the film’s visuals is made up of brushstrokes; some are just more
dynamic than others.
The motif of the handless maiden existed long before Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm
encountered an oral telling of the tale in the early nineteenth century. It is a part of the
life cycle of fairy tales and folk literature in general that they retold and altered in new
and sometimes strange ways. This is how stories circulate and survive in human culture.
Because of the work undertaken by the Grimms to refine the story and to reflect in it
their moral ideals and those of their intended audience, “The Maiden Without Hands”
has garnered enough popularity to survive into the twenty-first century. Because of
perceptive and innovative contemporary artists like Sébastien Laudenbach, this story
continues to survive despite the proliferation of new technologies and the evolution of
culture. Adaptors will surely continue to bring their own commentary into the story,
therefore facilitating the survival of this visceral story depicting persistence in the face
of disempowerment.
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Abstract
The beginning of the Anthropocene, which atmospheric chemist Paul J. Crutzen
describes as the epoch in which humans have become “a major environmental force,” is
highly contested. Some say it began with the Industrial Revolution, while others argue
that the beginning of modern agricultural practices marks the start. Inspired in part by
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick; or, The Whale, this essay explores the possibility that the
Anthropocene began at the very beginning—or at the Judeo-Christian beginning, to be
specific. In Genesis, Adam is tasked with naming and classifying nonhuman animals, thus
beginning a tradition of anthropocentrism that has encouraged a mastery over animals
and other living beings. Using literature in the field of animal studies and incorporating
scientific research of the whaling industry and the Bible, this essay argues that the JudeoChristian tradition has led to the exploitation of the natural world, represented by the
whaling industry present in Moby-Dick, eventually culminating in a battle between man
and nature. As the man-made Anthropocene turns around to strike back at man, so Moby
Dick turns his harpoon-filled head to sink the Pequod.
Published in 1851, Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick; or, The Whale is known for being
a great American novel and the ultimate revenge story. Moby-Dick’s mid-nineteenthcentury readers are told an epic tale of a man seeking revenge on the great white leviathan
who took his leg from him. The modern reader, a citizen of the Anthropocene, brings a
unique perspective to Moby-Dick. The Anthropocene, a term first coined by chemist
Paul J. Crutzen, refers to a new geological age in which “humanity should be considered
a major geological and geobiological factor on Earth.” 1 The effects of humans on the
Earth have now contributed to dangerous and life-threatening changes in weather and
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climate. Keeping the impact and outcomes of the harmful and exploitative whaling
industry in mind, Melville’s novel tells a revenge story of the natural world striking back
at the humans who have mistreated it for profit and presents readers with one option for
hope and change. Beginning in Genesis, the Judeo-Christian worldview often regards
nonhuman animals as resources to be classified, hunted, and harnessed without end.
From an environmentalist perspective, Moby-Dick presents a bleak future for man if this
tradition persists, culminating in a battle between two warring forces: on one side stands
Ahab, a representation of humanity in its flawed assumption of dominion over nature;
on the other side swims Moby Dick, representative of the nonhuman world’s power and
agency. Ishmael, the sole human survivor of and witness to this war, becomes a prophet
to the human race, writing the novel as a warning against this continued exploitation of
nonhuman nature.
In the Beginning, God Made the Hierarchy
Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may
rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock
and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move
along the ground.
– Gen 1:26, New International Version
Nor do heroes, saints, demigods, and prophets alone comprise the
whole roll of our order. Our grand master is still to be named; for like
the royal kings of old times, we find the head-waters of our fraternity
in nothing short of the great gods themselves.
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick 2
The Judeo-Christian tradition, beginning in Genesis, encourages a vertical
organization of life on Earth, with man occupying a position at the top as master of
nonhuman animals, below only God. In “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis,”
Lynn White, Jr., traces the origins of the modern ecological crisis to this mindset: “man
named all the animals, thus establishing his dominance over them. God planned all of
this explicitly for man’s benefit and rule . ”3 While Western culture today is not as deeply
rooted in Judeo-Christian values as it formerly was, both consumer capitalism and
domineering attitudes toward nonhuman animals are grounded in a tradition of mastery
over nature. “We continue today to live,” White posits, “as we have lived for about
1700 years, very largely in a context of Christian axioms,”4 with humans continuing
to exploit animals and nonhuman nature. Melville was well known, and regarded by
many with distaste, for his critique of “Christian axioms,” specifically the belief that
Christianity granted the white man liberty to exploit, colonize, and destroy. Scholars
have often focused on his critique of religion as it applies to imperialism, slavery, and
racism, which will be addressed further on in this analysis, but today’s world requires
another step: analysis of how Christianity shapes the man-nature divide.
Though this analysis will focus on Moby-Dick through White’s theory that our
current crisis is rooted in Judeo-Christian thought, there are critics who have argued
that Christianity, in fact, encourages humans to take care of the land. In his essay,
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“The Gift of Good Land,” Wendell Berry argues that the tradition of the Bible should
not be read on Genesis alone, but rather should include consideration of stories like the
Israelites reaching the Promised Land. Berry sees the garden of Eden as a place over
which man and woman held dominion prior to their fall. This suggests that, while Adam
and Eve inhabited Eden, their positioning between God and nature existed only as far
as they remained innocent, a covenant which ceased to apply to humans after the fall
of Adam and Eve. To Berry, the Promised Land represents a more relevant relationship
between believers and the Earth because the Israelites were a group of sinners who had
responsibility to protect and cherish the land they were given. While Berry’s argument
is logical, and there are gaps in White’s argument, it can still be seen as problematic.
Though the Israelites needed to be more judicious in their care of the land, the Bible still
presents the Promised Land as a gift from God to humans for their use and survival. As
Berry acknowledges, “the tribes of Israel, though they see the Promised Land as a gift
to them from God, are also obliged to take it by force from its established inhabitants.”5
Because the Israelites felt justified by their proximity to divinity, they took the land for
themselves and used that land for generations to come. Their responsibility to God and
their future generations kept them from being blatantly exploitive of the land, but the
argument that Christianity has emboldened humanity to take nature as something to be
used and entitled believers to take what they see as their due inheritance by whatever
means necessary is not disproven by Berry’s examples. Even without a direct place in the
Bible to pinpoint where this problematic behavior may be stemming from, Melville was
grappling with his own distaste for religion and what actions it had justified.
Melville scholar Carolyn L. Karcher attributes Melville’s aversion to religion to
his travels, in which he sailed around the world as a common sailor and spent time
with “cannibal” tribes. After his journeys at sea, Melville “would never again take
for granted,” Karcher writes, “either the superiority of white Christian civilization or
the benefit of imposing it on others.”6 While Karcher may be correct about Melville’s
realizations regarding the humanity of so-called “savages,” a radical insight for a white
man to have in mid-nineteenth-century America, as environmentally conscious readers,
we must ask if his compassion extended to those outside the human sphere? Various
chapters of Moby-Dick seem to give competing answers to this question. While Melville
honors nature through beautiful descriptions, as well as by admitting that he could never
do justice to the wonder and power of nature, he also upholds whaling as an honorable
profession, done only by the greatest and most heroic of men. This championing has
shaped critical discourse on the novel, as when Karcher claims that “Moby-Dick’s
matchless achievement was to transform the implements, raw materials, and process of
a lucrative, gory industry, which subsisted on the plunder of nature, into rich symbols
of the struggle to fulfill humanity’s potential under conditions threatening apocalyptic
destruction.”7 Although Karcher comes close to an environmentalist reading when she
admits that the whaling industry profited from the exploitation of nature, her ultimate
focus is on the beauty of human potential, which threatens to overshadow humanity’s
violence against nature.
Because the narrator, Ishmael, and Melville are so interwoven, it can be difficult to
pin down his perspective in Moby-Dick. As the novel is based in part on several true
nautical stories, and in part on Melville’s own time at sea, inextricable connections
exist between the fictional Ishmael and the tangible Melville, thus leaving readers to
wonder where Ishmael ends and Melville begins. While Melville was a staunch critic of
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Christianity, Ishmael declares himself “a good Christian; born and bred in the bosom of
the infallible Presbyterian Church.”8 Here, the tensions between Ishmael and Melville
are evident in the word “infallible,” sincerely stated by Ishmael but satirically written
by Melville. Each word in the novel must not only be read through Ishmael’s white,
Christian worldview but also through Melville’s criticism of the white, Christian
worldview. Like Melville, Ishmael’s religious views evolve as a result of his time at
sea, especially through the influence of his companion Queequeg, an islander from the
South Seas with whom Ishmael, unwillingly at first, shares a bed. Queequeg is said to
be from a fictional island but represents qualities from African, Native American, and
South Sea cultures, practicing a religion that also serves as a hybrid of these cultures.
Through a narrative similar to that of the novel’s author, Ishmael comes to question
the use of Christianity to justify the exploitation of other religions and cultures, and he
even embraces Queequeg’s “pagan” religion. At times, this acceptance of non-Christian
worldviews leads to a potential reconsideration of human dominion over nature. For
example, when Queequeg almost loses an arm to a shark, Ishmael conveys his reaction:
“‘Queequeg no care what god made him shark,’ said the savage, agonizingly lifting his
hand up and down; ‘wedder Fejee god or Nantucket god; but de god wat made shark must
be one damn Ingin.’”9 This quote not only contrasts with Ahab’s own anger after being
attacked—to be discussed later—but also allows readers to consider that, perhaps, not
everything on Earth was made by the Christian God for the use and benefit of humanity.
Ultimately, however, Ishmael and Melville both seem to subscribe to the idea that
the organization of life on Earth is vertical, a hierarchy that places certain beings above
others. This inclination toward hierarchy that begins in the Western world based on the
Christian tradition is so naturally embedded in the minds of Americans that even critics
of Christian exploitation turn a blind eye to the violence against nature authorized in
Genesis. Perhaps, “we oppress animals simply because we still believe in the great chain
of being and see it as our duty to keep the inferior species inferior,” Randy Malamud
suggests in “Americans Do Weird Things with Animals, or, Why Did the Chicken Cross
the Road?”10 At any rate, human dignity becomes paramount to existence in a novel
that seeks to dignify the working class and ethnic minorities. Some environmentalists
are wary of human dignity. As Diego Rossello argues in, “All in the (Human) Family?
Species Aristocratism in the Return of Human Dignity,” the “return of human dignity
cultivates an aristocratic sense of elevation of the humans over other species.”11 Although
Melville is able to successfully uphold the glory of hardworking, marginalized men in
Moby-Dick, his achievement rests on showing their power over the seemingly inferior
natural world.
Excessive Exploitation: “Will He Perish?”
It is God’s will that man exploit nature for his proper ends.
– Lynn White Jr., “The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis.”12
[W]hether he must not at last be exterminated from the waters, and
the last whale, like the last man, smoke his last pipe, and then himself
evaporate in the final puff.
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick 13
Humankind’s glorification of power over nonhuman animals embodies
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anthropocentrism and leads to endless exploitation for human profit. Through Melville’s
glorification of the whaling industry, which embodies profiting from the overuse of
nature, his anthropocentrism is quite visible. Even more, it is dangerous, both to human
posterity and to the natural world it attacks. The transition from an already dangerous
theological outlook that nature exists to serve human need to a profit driven outlook
that brings capitalistic frenzy to the idea of dominion is a dangerous one.14 As indicated
by its title, chapter 105 of Moby-Dick, “Does the Whale’s Magnitude Diminish?—Will
He Perish?,” explicitly addresses the overexploitation that comes with unrestrained
capitalism. In seeking to answer these questions, Ishmael concludes that “we account
the whale immortal in his species, however perishable in his individuality.”15 Though
a beautiful sentiment, this conclusion is not only wrong but harmful. Moby-Dick is
partially based on the story of the Essex, a whaling ship that was attacked by a whale and
sunk, partially due to whaling ships needing to travel farther and farther to find whales.
Melville’s awareness of this story contrasted with Ishmael’s ill-placed faith in the whale’s
immortality leads a critical reader to believe that Melville is knowingly representing a
problematic view of the surplus of nature, one that has proven inaccurate.
P.J. Clapham discusses the consequences of the profit drive on the whale population in
“Managing Leviathan: Conservation Challenges for the Great Whales in a Post-Whaling
World,” providing evidence that decidedly disproves Ishmael’s optimistic but misguided
claim. As Clapham notes, “the hunting pressure was sufficiently intense that, toward the
end of the nineteenth century, some populations of the slower whales—sperm whales,
humpbacks, grays, rights, and bowheads—had already been severely depleted.”16 This
scientific fact contradicts the mid-nineteenth-century suggestion, represented in the novel
by Ishmael, that sperm whales were a bountiful resource with no end in sight. Even well
into the twentieth century, groups who wanted to conserve whales, or who saw whaling
as too violent, like the International Whaling Commission (IWC), seemed to stand little
chance against “the desire for continued profit.”17 Ishmael begins to acknowledge the
realities of the whaling industry and its moral hypocrisy when he proclaims that even
an old and infirm whale is hunted mercilessly so that “he must die the death and be
murdered, in order to light the gay bridals and other merry-makings of men, and also to
illuminate the solemn churches that preach unconditional inoffensiveness by all to all.”18
To further the hypocrisy Melville exposes, it is worth noting that the main objection of
most churches was the perceived immorality of whalers working on Sundays, showing
that their ideas of morality called into question the disregard for Judeo-Christian
traditions, but ignored the violence and exploitation of the industry at large.
Capitalism’s further perversion of the already perverse ideology that animals
exist for human use “sanctions animal fetishism, speciesism, and short-sighted greed
for material goods and experiential novelty that we reap at the expense of nonhuman
animals.”19 The conviction that animal suffering is to be expected to continue our lavish
way of living comes through in the text when Ishmael exclaims, “for God’s sake, be
economical with your lamps and candles! Not a gallon you burn, but at least one drop of
man’s blood was spilled for it.”20 On the one hand, this can be seen as Melville radically
asserting the dignity and struggles of the working class, showing that consumerism and
the unrestrained use of precious resources result in bloodshed, even if it is not visible
to the consumer. On the other hand, however, Melville positions human suffering as so
markedly above animal suffering that the systematic hunting of whales is nothing in
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comparison to the blood spilled by those hunting them. In this instance, then, Melville’s
critique of capitalistic excess is anthropocentric, ignoring as it does the suffering of
whales. As a whole, all critiques of whaling in Moby-Dick, environmental or otherwise,
fall short of actually advocating for the protecting of whales from the jaws of profit.
In a short chapter titled, “The Funeral,” Ishmael reflects on the floating body of a dead
whale, which, from afar, is often mistaken as dangerous and thus “with trembling fingers
is set down in the log—shoals, rocks, and breakers hereabouts: beware!” “thus, while
in life the great whale’s body may have been a real terror to his foes,” he observes, “in
his death his ghost becomes a powerless panic to a world.”21 Today, we should recognize
that, although whales are powerful in life, their death—their extinction—serves as a
more imminent threat. The whale population has still not recovered from the damage
done during the time period represented in the novel, which grants a grander significance
to Ishmael’s meditations on the death of a whale. Readers today feel the panic Ishmael
describes, haunted by not one whale’s ghost but rather the ghostly outcome of the species
as a whole.
“The Bigger the Ego, the Harder the Fall:”22 Ahab’s Descent into Madness
‘Vengeance on a dumb brute!’ cried Starbuck, ‘that simply
smote thee from blindest instinct! Madness! To be enraged with
a dumb thing,
Captain Ahab, seems blasphemous’
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick 23
If Ahab cannot triumph, cannot avenge himself over a single sperm
whale—be that whale agent or be that whale principle—what does
that mean for humankind?
– Richard J. King, Ahab’s Rolling Sea: A Natural History of Moby-Dick24
When Moby Dick injures Ahab, a long-time whaler who holds considerable stake
in place in the biological hierarchy on Earth, monomaniacally wages war against nature
with the goal of reinstating himself at the top. As Elizabeth Schultz writes in her article
“Melville’s Environmental Vision in ‘Moby-Dick,’” “In Moby-Dick, the only creature
unable to curb its voracious insatiability is the human being.”25 Ahab embodies this
insatiable creature who views nature’s affronts to him as personal attacks that threaten
his belief in his inherent superiority. While contemplating Moby Dick’s unique coloring,
Ishmael infers that the hunt draws people in because they are able to project anything
they want onto the blank canvas of the white whale. This, in part, explains Ahab’s power
over the crew of the Pequod, for “he piled upon the whale’s white hump the sum of all
the general rage and hate felt by his whole race from Adam down.”26 Melville’s insights
on the dynamics of projection and scapegoating have been rightly praised by a range of
scholars, especially following the rise of fascism and the effectiveness of scapegoating as
a tool for political manipulation. Also worth exploring is the way Melville’s language in
the previous quote implicitly connects Ahab’s manipulation of his crew—at the whale’s
expense—with humanity’s supposed dominion over animals from Adam forward. Read
in this light, Melville’s words set up the revenge story of a man who has been insulted
and must now reassure himself that he is at the top.
In his discussion of Moby-Dick’s early reviews, Nick Selby observes that “most
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reviewers—whether hostile or favourable—were willing to see the book as a sort
of cosmic drama, with Ahab as its tragic protagonist.”27 Reading the novel with the
Anthropocene in mind, we might ask if Ahab is a tragic protagonist or a doomed
antagonist against too great a foe, the natural world. Ahab has several encounters with
nonhuman animals, which, in his monomania, he reads as nature’s taunts in response to
his waning power. Ishmael describes Ahab’s reaction when he witnesses schools of fish
fleeing from the Pequod’s path, “‘swim away from me, do ye?’ murmured Ahab, gazing
over into the water. There seemed but little in the words, but the tone conveyed more of
deep helpless sadness than the insane old man had ever before evinced.”28 Ahab has been
dethroned. As Rossello suggests, “to see noble bearing in figures like Captain Ahab, who
would risk an entire crew to walk tall after being disrespected by a sea mammal”29 is to
misread this revenge story.
In the novel’s famous opening passage, Ishmael reveals that he heads to sea “whenever
it is a damp, drizzly November in my soul,” or whenever he has the almost uncontrollable
urge to begin “methodically knocking people’s hats off.”30 At the time, Ishmael knocking
someone’s hat off would be an invitation to a duel, showing his reckless attitude toward
death, verging on suicidal behavior. In this passage, Melville uses this example to explain
Ishmael’s desperation for the escape of the sea, but also gives readers an example of a
cultural norm followed by the humans in the book. Later in the novel, a bird steals
Ahab’s hat, which in the reading I explore here, might be seen to represent Ahab’s
figurative crown as king above animals. While earlier the cultural rule is established
that Ishmael knocking off a man’s hat will result in violent consequences for him, this
passage presents an important lesson for Ahab: try as he may to rule as king, nonhuman
animals have no obligation to follow human rules. Although Ahab monomaniacally
chases down Moby Dick in an attempt to reassert himself—or to reclaim his crown—
his contrived superiority is taken along with his hat, as he is powerless to enact any
consequences. “Ahab’s hat was never restored,” Melville writes. “The wild hawk flew on
and on with it; far in advance of the prow: and at last disappeared.”31 “Ahab rages against
the reality that God may not have chosen humankind above all, after all,” Richard J.
King posits in Ahab’s Rolling Sea: A Natural History of Moby-Dick. “The sperm whale,
the animal, might be equal in the eyes of God, maybe even favored.”32 This reality
eventually destroys Ahab, the Pequod, and symbolically, human dominion in general.
The Agential Army
The Sperm Whale is in some cases sufficiently powerful, knowing,
and judiciously malicious, as with direct aforethought to stave in,
utterly destroy, and sink a large ship; and what is more, the Sperm
Whale has done it.
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick33
I am ecologically offended by the pervasive failure of human culture
. . . to acknowledge with any serious engagement the integrity, the
consciousness, the real presence of other animals in our world.
– Randy Malamud, “Americans Do Weird Things with Animals, or, Why
Did the Chicken Cross the Road?”34
With Ahab fighting on the side of humans, the opposing side in the never-ending
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battle against the nonhuman world—made up of whales, birds, and other natural forces
like wind and sea—acts with agency, intent on taking down Ahab, the Pequod, and
human domination at large. As previously stated, a bird steals Ahab’s hat, symbolically
stealing his place above nonhuman animals. King relates Moby-Dick to Samuel Taylor
Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, which Melville refers to explicitly in
Chapter 42, “The Whiteness of the Whale.” In both epics told at sea, King observes
a tragedy befalls all but one of the crew, who becomes a prophet who warns against
the evils that led to the crew’s tragedy. After the senseless killing of an albatross, a
creature that also featured in Moby-Dick, King describes how, in Coleridge’s poem, “the
ship sails North toward the equator” while “the ocean and all its spirits begin to avenge
the gratuitous killing.”35 A wildly similar plot unfolds in Moby-Dick, which also grants
agency to nature as it mounts an impressive attack against the Pequod.
Although Melville and Coleridge describe these animals as willfully performing these
acts of revenge or counterattack, critics up to this point have often ignored the role of
animal agency in works like Moby-Dick and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. As animal
studies scholar Phillip Armstrong writes in response to scholarship on Moby-Dick, “what
continues to evade these critics is the historical specificity of the novel’s fixation upon
the possibility that the whale possesses an active independent agency, a resistance to
human projects and projections.”36 Regardless of how agential their actions can seem
to be, these animals are always granted simply “instinct,” and any acknowledgement of
agency is qualified by the use of phrases like “as if perceiving this stratagem,” and “as if
lashing himself up.”37 This language of agency, which could be powerfully innovative,
is rendered harmful by such qualifications, for it undermines the possibility that animals
could actually put thought into their decisions and actions.
Another strong actor in the novel is the wind, which plays a role equal to many of
the crew members aboard the Pequod. The wind attempts to prevent Ahab and his crew
from reaching Moby Dick. “When the Pequod first sails from Nantucket,” King points
out, “the ship is almost immediately hit with a contrary wind, one of so many omens.”38
Beyond simply an omen, or even a literary device, this feels like a specific attack; the
wind seems to communicate with the Pequod, urging them back to shore. When the
crew refuses to listen this first time, the wind returns to warn them again in the chapter
appropriately titled “The Albatross.” When he spots another ship, Ahab attempts to call
out to them, inquiring about Moby Dick:
“Ship ahoy! Have ye seen the White Whale?”
But as the strange captain, leaning over the pallid bulwarks, was in the act of
putting his trumpet to his mouth, it somehow fell from his hand into the sea; and the
wind now rising amain, he in vain strove to make himself heard without it. . . . [w]
hile in various silent ways the seamen of the Pequod were evincing their observance
of this ominous incident at the first mere mention of the White Whale’s name to
another ship.”39
Even the crew aboard the Pequod read this as ominous, although they do not attribute
intentionality to the wind. As King notes, however, “at the climax of the novel, Ishmael
uses wind to indicate the hand of fate or chance or God.”40
The amount of agency bestowed upon the titular character of the novel, Moby Dick,
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makes it difficult to comprehend why more readers and critics do not even imagine
the white whale as the novel’s protagonist. Although we never see events in the novel
from Moby Dick’s perspective, the white whale’s journey from attacked to attacker,
prey to predator, and resource to avenger follows a more thoughtful and intention-filled
trajectory than many human characters follow in literature. The first mention of Moby
Dick is by Peleg, one of the owners of the Pequod, when Ishmael attempts to sign up
for the voyage. Upon being told that Ahab only has one leg as a result of an encounter
with Moby Dick, Ishmael asks “What do you mean, sir? Was the other one lost by a
whale?”41 Ishmael’s use of the passive voice removes all agency from Moby Dick’s
actions. A veteran whaler with full knowledge of the natural world, Peleg will not stand
for this: “Lost by a whale! Young man, come nearer to me; it was devoured, chewed up,
crunched by the monstrous parmacetty that ever chipped a boat!”42 Peleg’s comment
enthusiastically presents Moby Dick’s original attack on Ahab as an intentional act,
setting him up as an agent in the text. This continues throughout the novel; Moby Dick
makes strategic decisions that culminate in the final battle between humanity and nature.
The Battle: The Battering-Ram vs. Boat
By doing so, this animal struck head-on at the capitalist fantasy of
mastery over nature exercised through technology.
– Philip Armstrong, “Rendering the Whale”43
Retribution, swift vengeance, eternal malice were in his whole
aspect, and spite of all that mortal man could do, the solid white
buttress of his forehead smote the ship’s starboard bow, til men and
timbers reeled.
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick44
As the Anthropocene rears its ugly head on humans today, Moby Dick strikes back
at man in Melville’s novel. The Anthropocene is a dangerous threat to humans, one that
was created and worsened by humans. In the same way, Moby Dick, pierced by harpoons
and chased to his wit’s end, becomes a human-made threat to humankind. After being
chased, stabbed, and attacked for three days, Moby Dick is finally fed up with Ahab and
the Pequod. In a similar way, humans have exploited, attacked, and profited from nature
for too long, and it is striking back in the form of the Anthropocene. Throughout the
novel, Melville sets up Moby Dick, his head containing “whatever battering-ram power
may be lodged there,”45 as a formidable foe to the Pequod. As nonhuman nature has
existed for far longer than humans have occupied the Earth, humans are no match for a
fight with nature, a realization that becomes strikingly clear once nature is acknowledged
as deliberate and autonomous.
Upon using his battering-ram on the Pequod, Moby Dick—and by extension, all of
nonhuman nature—is finally freed from the imposition of human power and importance.
Once its symbolic oppressors have been vanquished, the timelessness and power of
nonhuman nature become evident. The final line of the novel evokes the idea that, while
nature will continue forever, humans have been here for only a short time, and they
are not the force that keeps the world turning. The final chapter of Moby-Dick, “The
Chase – Third Day,” ends as follows: “Now small fowls flew screaming over the yet
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yawning gulf; a sullen white surf beat against its steep sides; then all collapsed, and the
great shroud of the sea rolled on as it rolled five thousand years ago.”46 This ending, as
Schultz reads it, “implies the power of nature to take care of its own, to restore itself to a
prelapsarian position.”47 This is vital, as it suggests that, rather than the Earth belonging
to humanity as a gift from God, the Earth is simply allowing humans to live here, holding
the authority to end their tenancy at will. Through the course of overuse and exploitation,
humanity creates the very enemy they battle, which will eventually vanquish them.
Aftermath: A Coffin, A Prophet, and Divine Intervention
If they but knew it, almost all men in their degree, some time
or other, cherish very nearly the same feelings towards the ocean
with me.
– Herman Melville, Moby-Dick48
Compassion for other species implies a radical structural revision of
the logic and ethics of consumer capitalism.
– Philip Armstrong, “Moby-Dick and Compassion”49
The final word in Moby-Dick; or, The Whale comes not in “The Chase—Third Day,”
but in the novel’s one-page epilogue, in which readers learn the details of Ishmael’s
survival. Melville also volunteers Ishmael as a prophet, as the Jonah of hierarchal
environmentalism who warns of the apocalyptic possibilities if the human-dominant
vertical ontology persists as the primary organizing principle of life on Earth. Carolyn
L. Karcher offers a similar take on Ishmael in her influential 1980 book, Shadow over
the Promised Land: Slavery, Race, and Violence in Melville’s America. In her chapter on
Moby-Dick, “A Jonah’s Warning to America in Moby-Dick,” Karcher insists that Ishmael
is a prophet of the Jonah variety, whose task is to prophesize the eventual downfall
of America if the nation continues to practice slavery, racism, and imperialism.50
Reading Ishmael—once he embraces human equality through his relationship with
Queequeg—as representing a life-saving alternative, she sees the fate of the Pequod
as representative of the fate of America if these problems persist: “like the Pequod’s
shipwreck, an apocalyptic shipwreck over slavery would engulf all Americans—guilty
or innocent, white or black, southern or northern.”51
While Karcher’s conclusion might seem wildly different from the scope of this
essay, her analysis of racial violence in the novel actually follows a similar trajectory,
with exploitation continuing until tragedy destroys everyone involved. Animal Studies
scholars, in fact, often examine the treatment of minorities as animals to justify their
exploitation and mistreatment. In addition, the same authorization from Genesis has
been used historically to justify both wickedness against racialized others and nonhuman
animals. Language regarding racial minorities in Moby-Dick sometimes echoes, and
often is presented hand in hand with, references to nonhuman animals. For example,
when the preconversion Ishmael first encounters Queequeg, he concludes that “these
savages have an innate sense of delicacy.”52 As frequently happens in reference to natural
forces and nonhuman animals, his language strips “savages” of agency and attributes
their characteristics to instinct. Later in the novel, Stubb, the Pequod’s second mate who
is white, justifies the mistreatment of both nonhuman nature and African Americans by
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normalizing the commodification of both. When the ship’s black cabin boy jumps in
fear from a whale boat being dragged by a harpooned whale, Stubb tells him they will
let him drown the next time this happens: “We can’t afford to lose whales by the likes of
you; a whale would sell for thirty times what you would, Pip, in Alabama.”53 Borrowing
Melville’s own phrase, Karcher reads Pip as one of the novel’s many “black Angels of
Doom” who prefigure Ishmael’s eventual role as a prophet.54
Karcher’s analysis of Ishmael as a Jonah-like figure saved from tragedy to spread the
news is as powerful and illuminating when applied to the crisis of the Anthropocene as it
is in reference to the abomination of American slavery. Appropriately enough, the search
for solutions to our ecological crisis leads White to conclude that “since the roots of our
trouble are so largely religious, the remedy must also be essentially religious, whether
we call it that or not.”55 Religion permeates a culture so thoroughly, perhaps, that nothing
can undo 2,000 years of dogmatic thought except religion itself. Thus, Ishmael as prophet
works as a potential solution to the Anthropocene. The novel’s epilogue is prefaced by
an epigraph from the Book of Job: “And I only am escaped alone to tell thee,” which
almost directly states his role as religious prophet. Ishmael survives the sinking of the
Pequod by clinging to Queequeg’s coffin, but Ishmael also states that “the unharming
sharks, they glided by as if with padlocks on their mouths; the savage sea-hawks sailed
with sheathed beaks.”56 This sentence serves two purposes. One is to present Ishmael’s
survival as an act of divine intervention, as if God stopped the animals from attacking
the ship’s sole survivor, so he could warn against further destruction brought on by
the exploitation of nature, both human and nonhuman. Unfortunately, however, this
sentence also removes agency from the nonhuman world. Nonhuman animals are yet
again imagined as lacking the willpower or choice to act on their own volition; because
humans must control the environment, Ishmael’s safety at sea is attributed not just to
divine intervention, but to human-imposed instruments of control and containment
like padlocks and sheaths. Even as he escapes and assumes his role as prophet, the
Judeo-Christian traditions shape Ishmael’s thoughts, making him perhaps an unsuccessful
or inept one.
It is tempting to assume that Ishmael’s career as prophet was ultimately unsuccessful,
as a reader today will look back on 169 years of continual decline in the relationship
between humanity and nature since the publication of Moby-Dick. Taking a more positive
outlook, however, perhaps the perpetuation of Ishmael’s message, through literary
criticism, comparative exercises, and interdisciplinary studies will be enough to make a
difference. Writing in the New York Times after the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010,
Randy Kennedy compared the modern petroleum industry to whaling and “the British
petroleum giant BP, which leased the Deepwater Horizon to drill the well,” to Ahab.
“Ambition outstrips ability,” Kennedy writes, and “the spill becomes a daily reminder of
the limitations, even now, of man’s ability to harness nature for his needs.”57 Connections
like this, which take works of the past and apply them to our crises now, might be just
what Ishmael—and Melville—wanted. If we continue to pursue such efforts, “Ishmael’s
fellow citizens may perhaps avoid the apocalyptic doom the Pequod’s fate augurs, if they
heed his message in time and choose to follow his example, rather than Ahab’s.”58 The
impending doom of global climate change is overwhelming and scary, but by following
the lead of environmental prophets and by adopting the new ideologies that acknowledge
animal agency, the ship can continue to sail.
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Abstract
Millions of children in the world are considered overweight or obese, making
childhood obesity an epidemic; however, it has not received the recognition befitting
such an important health issue. Many factors, such as advertisement, can influence food
choices and eating habits. With this in mind, I studied various food advertisements to
determine whether or not there is a correlative relationship between the external factor
of food advertising and the prevalence of childhood obesity. Through my search for
secondary data, which provided insights into both unhealthy food advertisement and
childhood obesity rates, I found that there is a significantly weak, positive relationship
between the two variables. Although the promotion of unhealthy foods may play a role
in a child becoming overweight, the increased frequency of food advertisements does
not directly correspond to an increased rate of overweight children. Actions such as
promoting healthier alternatives, enacting more rigorous food regulations, and continuing
to research childhood obesity are promising ways to fight this epidemic.
Introduction
Obesity in childhood is rapidly becoming a more prevalent issue in our constantly
evolving society. According to the World Health Organization, “Over 340 million
children and adolescents aged 5–19 were overweight or obese in 2019.”1 Children with
obesity are at greater risk for developing diabetes and high blood pressure as well as
depression and other psychological diseases.2 Furthermore, those who are obese as
children are more likely to stay obese into adulthood. Therefore, our fight against obesity
begins with addressing childhood obesity.
Like many others, I believe that unhealthy food advertising contributes to the
epidemic of obesity by using persuasion methods that make unhealthy foods appear
more appealing than healthier alternatives. The growing number of advertising platforms
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results in children being exposed to more advertisements, many of which promote
unhealthy foods. Health and advertising are two topics that I have a passion for and
decided to research in an interdisciplinary fashion, combining the insights from my
geography class with those gained from my marketing major.
The Purpose of Advertising
Advertising will prove important as long as someone has a product to sell and people
who can be persuaded to buy it. The term comes from the French word avertissement,
which means giving notice or announcement, specifically communicating information to
the public through mass communication. Categories of advertisements include household
goods, clothing, food and beverage, services, and many more. Food and beverage began
to be heavily advertised around the 1990s when cable television grew in popularity in
the home. Companies used—and continue to use—food advertisements to promote new
products and create demand for a specific food, especially during children and family
programming.
Companies must create unique methods to generate interest among the public and
ultimately influence their purchasing process. The AIDA Model (Attention, Interest,
Desire, Action) describes the purchasing process, which is a metaphorical funnel that
consumers go through before purchasing. Imagine that you are watching your favorite
show, and an Arby’s commercial cuts in. They are promoting their crispy chicken sandwich
with perfect lighting and its delicious looks. Before driving to your nearest Arby’s, you
will go through the steps explained by the AIDA Model.3 A stands for Attention, which
is the point when you become aware of a product, usually through advertisements (in
this case the Arby’s commercial you saw on television). The I is Interest, and during this
stage, you are interested in the product (the crispy chicken sandwich) or brand (Arby’s)
but are not entirely convinced to buy it. The persuasion comes with the next stage, which
is Desire (D). Food stylists work to make the food in the commercial look better than it
does in real life at the restaurant, generating a desire within you. Lastly, you will take
Action (A) by going to Arby’s and completing your purchase. In order to be effective,
advertisements must be able to grab potential customers’ attention and ultimately lead
to an action. In this case, the advertisement generated a strong desire that triggered
action without much rational thought. Before purchasing the chicken sandwich, you
did not think about the future health consequences of eating at a fast-food restaurant
compared to eating elsewhere. Instead, you made a decision based on how appetizing the
crispy chicken looked, which is the impulse desire that advertisements can create when
executed effectively.
Advertising is different than other forms of promotion because it is paid. Corporations
spend massive amounts of money to effectively spread the word of their products to as
many people as possible. According to PQ Media’s research of global advertising and
marketing, spending in 2019 increased by 4.9% to $1.34 trillion, and ad spending is
projected to increase by 5.9% in 2020.4 The saying you have to spend money to make
money signifies that companies spend money on activities like advertising and promotion
in order to make profits.
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The Power of Technology
As technology becomes more innovative, advertising changes with it. Historically,
advertisements were displayed in print media through newspapers and billboards. The
radio came after, and companies utilized sound and music to appeal to consumers. Today,
television and the Internet are the most popular forms of media where we experience
most advertisements.
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Food Advertisements
The majority of food advertisements are targeted toward women because they are
stereotypically viewed as the primary buyers of food in the household. A survey sponsored
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics found that 80% of mothers with children under the age
of 18 say they are the “primary grocery shopper.”6 Though this generalization becomes
increasingly invalid as society’s perception of gender roles continues to evolve, it is still
effectively allowing advertisers to target their messages. Children can also be part of the
food buying process when they tag along to the store. Recognition sets in as they walk
down the aisle and spot a brightly colored package that they saw on TV, and they point
and beg to bring it home. Advertisers understand that children are an essential spending
consideration in the family unit, and therefore they spend a great deal of airtime, effort,
and materials appealing to these youthful consumers.
Children’s behaviors have evolved throughout the years, and today around
63% of children in the US spend over two hours a day using a digital device in
recreational ways.7

Figure 1. Internet ad spending has increased to make up nearly half of all ad spending.
This is about a 35% increase from a decade before.
Source: Publicis Groupe’s Zenith
Figure 1 demonstrates the shift between 2009 and 2019 where advertising in newspapers
and television transitioned to the Internet.5 Using digital forms of media makes it easy
for companies to customize which advertisements are presented to the users. Company
researchers obtain data from the websites consumers frequently visit in the form of small
files stored in the web browser, called cookies, and later promote a sale on Instagram,
Facebook, or even Google for the shoes or laptop we just searched for. Companies know
so much about us that it is alarming, but that is the power of marketing.
Of course, marketers do not advertise to just anyone; there is specialization and
strategy involved. Through research and identification, marketing professionals
can pinpoint whom to target by creating segmented groupings. It is harder to create
groups when using mass media (i.e. television) because of the wide variety of people
who might watch a show, so marketers will target broad demographic groups based on
who is most likely to watch during a specific time slot. The increased popularity of the
Internet has made it easier to segment people into more specific groups. Companies can
target certain customer behavior based on past purchases, webpage visits, and keyword
search history. This information, when combined with more specific purchasing data,
can help marketers accurately pinpoint which consumers would prove most receptive to
their advertisements.

Figure 2. This cartoon shows the irony of today’s society as the children are playing on
their devices rather than on the playground behind them.
Source: IndyStar
Figure 2 depicts children playing on their devices as the playground equipment sits
vacant in the background, illustrating the societal switch to increased screen time.8 By
viewing more television programs and videos as they play online, children are certain to
see more advertisements, especially those that promote food.
Food advertisements targeted toward children are easy to identify. They include bright
colors and, often, a friendly looking mascot. Take Toucan Sam, for example (figure 3).
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Figure 4. The majority of products that the food and beverage industry promotes to
children and teens are unhealthy in nature. Less than 1% of the funds spent on food
marketing go toward advertising fruits and vegetables.
Source: Obesity Action Coalition

Figure 3. The front of the Froot Loops packaging, with bright colors and a fun
cartoon character.
Source: Kellogg’s
This exotic bird with a rainbow beak has been helping sell Froot Loops for 57 years. In
advertisements, memorable characters like Sam persuade children to think the product is
desirable. In the 2004 documentary Super Size Me,9 an amusing, yet eye-opening study
in Worcester, Massachusetts revealed that, when shown a photo of Ronald McDonald
and Jesus, children in first grade easily recognized Ronald McDonald but not Jesus. This
striking comparison demonstrates the persuasive power of advertisements with bright,
identifiable characters. Children remember what they are exposed to the most, especially
when it is a character who brings entertainment.
The Issue with Food Advertisements Targeted toward Children
Unfortunately, the majority of the advertisements that are targeted toward children
promote unhealthy foods. Over half of the money spent on food marketing is used to
promote sugary drinks and cereals, sweets, and snacks (figure 4).10

The next highest category is fast food. Fruits and vegetables are seemingly pushed out,
as they receive the lowest amount of ad spending. Healthier foods do not get equal
advertisement, and as a result, children are regularly exposed to promotional materials
that highlight unhealthier food alternatives.
It is plausible that there is a relationship between the rise in unhealthy food ads and
the number of children who are obese, which was examined in the 2011 research article
Fast-Food Consumption and the Ban on Advertising Targeting Children: The Quebec
Experience.11 In 1980, Canada banned fast-food advertising to children, as advertising
plays a role in consumption, and, as a result, affects health outcomes. During the ban,
English-speaking households still had access and exposure to fast-food advertisements
(due to their proximity to the US and access to US television programming). However,
French-speaking households did not have the same access, so their children were exposed
to fewer television ads promoting unhealthy foods. This environment created the perfect
opportunity for a natural experiment. Researchers found that during the ban, Frenchspeaking households with children were significantly less likely to purchase fast food
than their English-speaking counterparts, which demonstrates the influencing power
that advertisements hold. If a ban on fast-food advertisements can decrease fast-food
consumption, then the ban also has the potential to positively affect health outcomes,
such as decreasing the obesity rates in children. This experiment reveals a positive
relationship between food advertisements and obesity. I hypothesize that the percentage
of overweight children in the world positively corresponds to the number of TV food
advertisements they are exposed to. Specifically, I will examine, through an examination
of secondary sources, whether there are more overweight children in countries that have
the greatest number of unhealthy food advertisements broadcasted than those countries
that do not.
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Frequency of Food Advertisements by Country
In 2010 the National Center for Biotechnology Information published an article titled
Television Food Advertising to Children: A Global Perspective, which identifies the
prevalence of television food advertising to children in 11 countries: Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Germany, Greece, Italy, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. In this study, children are considered as those who are younger than 13.12
The researchers classified food advertisements into three categories: core, noncore,
and miscellaneous. Core food advertisements include nutrient dense foods, like
vegetables, fruits, and meat; noncore food advertisements contain foods high in empty
calories and sugars, like cakes, cookies, cereals, and fast food; and miscellaneous
food advertisements include those promoting vitamins, coffee, tea, and supermarkets.
Researchers recorded the number of commercials for each group that they saw on the
three most popular children’s channels between 6:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. from October
2007 to March 2008.
The researchers recorded 68,462 commercials in total, with 18% (12,323) promoting
food. The television channels aired an average of five food advertisements per hour.
Greece had the highest rate of nine food ads per hour, and Brazil had the lowest rate with
two food ads per hour. The majority of these food advertisements promoted noncore
foods, which are unhealthier (figure 5).
Figure 5. The major food groups that are advertised in each of the surveyed countries
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For every country included in the study, more than half of the commercials promoted
noncore food products.
As stated previously, companies understand the importance of children in the
food buying process. Because children are easily persuaded by entertaining, colorful
advertisements, like those promoting Froot Loops or McDonald’s, the majority of the
food ads are targeted toward children who are under the age of 13. This study reveals
that the highest proportion of noncore food advertisements occurred during children’s
programming (80%), indicating that children are the intended audience.
If children were to watch TV for two hours per day, they would be exposed to 56–126
advertisements per week, and 28–84 of those would be related to unhealthy, noncore
foods. Ads promoting these unhealthy foods dominate TV advertising to children, easily
overshadowing commercials related to healthy foods. Advertisers work to influence
children’s food choices, so it is reasonable to assume that there is a link between
unhealthy food marketing and a child’s food consumption.
Relationship between Food Ads and Childhood Obesity
In addition to advertising statistics, the other piece of data needed is the percentage of
children in these 11 countries who are considered overweight. The universal index that is
used to identify those who are underweight, at a healthy weight, overweight, and obese is
the body mass index (BMI). BMI is calculated by dividing a person’s weight in kilograms
by their height in meters squared. A child with a BMI above the 85th percentile and below
the 95th percentile is considered overweight, whereas obesity is defined as a BMI above
the 95th percentile.13 When determining childhood obesity, a child is compared to other
children of the same age and sex using weight-for-age percentile growth charts.
The World Obesity Observatory split the data of children who are overweight or
obese into percentage of girls and boys. I found the average of the two percentages to use
as the percentage of children who are overweight in each country (table 1).
Table 1. Rates of children who are overweight divided into girls and boys. The right
column is the average, which is the data utilized in this paper.

include noncore, core, and miscellaneous. More than 50% of the commercials in every
country promoted noncore foods, which are considered to be unhealthy.
Source: American Journal of Public Health
As identified in the graph, noncore food advertisements in Germany accounted for
87% of all food advertisements, which is closely followed by the United States (86%).
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Of the 11 countries included in the study, the United States had the highest percentage
of children who are overweight (41.9%), while China had the lowest percentage
(18.7%).14
Based on the two data sets presented, there seems to be a connection between the
number of noncore food advertisements aired and the percentage of children who are
overweight, but the correlation is weak. A correlation does not mean that one variable
causes the other, rather that there is a relationship. After analyzing the two data sets,
I found that the correlation is 0.19, which is far from a perfect correlation of 1. The
relationship is positive because, as the number of unhealthy food advertisements
increases, the percentage of overweight children also increases (figure 6).
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or unhealthy, foods and compares that information with the prevalence of children who

Figure 6. This scatterplot graph demonstrates the correlation between the two variables,
noncore food ads and children who are overweight. The correlation coefficient is 0.19,
which means there is a positive correlation, but it is significantly weak.

are overweight.
These instances do not fit the positive correlation between exposure to food advertisements
and number of children who are overweight.

There are several outliers that make the correlation weak and serve as a potential
contradiction to my original hypothesis. For example, Germany has the largest percentage
of food advertisements that promote unhealthy products (87%) but one of the lowest
percentages of children who are overweight (20.1%). On the other hand, Greece has a
relatively low percentage of noncore food advertisements (65%); however, it has one of
the highest proportions of overweight children (41%) (table 2).
Table 2. This table ranks countries by the percentage of food ads that promote noncore,

Limitations and Other Influencing Factors
The outliers in the data could be caused by the limitations of the study or my
information gathering. Regarding the study, the researchers only analyzed groups in 11
countries, so my analysis is based on a small sample size. This study also identified
children as anyone under the age of 13, whereas many other sources, like data from
the Global Obesity Observatory, define a child as a person between the ages of 5 and
17. Regarding the percentage of children who are overweight, the data points are from
different years, as indicated by table 1. Although my research would be more accurate
with concurrent years, the overall trend is the same.
The outliers of Germany and Greece could also be a result of other influencing
factors, such as the differences in ingredient makeup of the food and their government’s
food regulations. For example, there are more food and drink regulations in the European
Union—to which Germany and Greece belong—than in other countries, resulting in a
difference in ingredient makeup. A specific instance is the use of additives and artificial
ingredients in consumer products, such as the Quaker brand oatmeal.
Figure 7. This graphic provides a visual representation of the differences in ingredients
between two products of the same brand. Countries in Europe have more food and
drink regulations than in the U.S.
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of calories but from healthier sources. Cultural factors also have the power to influence
a child’s diet, such as eating a home-cooked meal as a family. Research regarding shared
family meals found that children are more likely to maintain a healthier weight when
they eat with their family compared to those who do not. Specifically, the studies found
that “families that eat five or more meals together have children who are 25% less likely
to encounter nutritional health issues than children who eat one or no meals with their
families.”17 Family dynamics are important in influencing children’s eating habits and
their overall health. It is difficult to make generalizations for entire countries, however,
as differing cultural factors could be the reason behind low levels of childhood obesity
even when faced with a higher rate of unhealthy food advertisements.

Source: Food Babe
Figure 7 shows how many ingredients—sometimes artificial—are added to foods in the
United States but not to foods in Germany.15 Some of those additives include citric acid,
artificial flavor, pyridoxine hydrochloride, and thiamin mononitrate, just to name a few.
Not only are these words hard to pronounce, but more importantly, it is hard to tell what
their purpose is in food and whether or not they are harmful.
While little is known about added ingredients and their effects on obesity, scientists
conclude that additives in food do not add any nutritional value. According to Current
Obesity Reports, a journal involved in the treatment and prevention of obesity, “Many
of the obesogenic compounds in our food supply were added deliberately to enhance
production instead of being added to enhance nutrition . . . Mono- and diglycerides
are added to emulsify the fat and water in foods to achieve a favorable texture.”16 The
majority of food additives are present to make the food more desirable to the consumer.
They could be removed, but the final product would be significantly different than what
consumers are familiar with today.
Additionally, the data do not provide any information about the diets of the children
or portion sizes. A child who consumes a larger quantity of food with more sugars and
fats may be at a greater risk of being overweight than a child who eats the same number

Conclusion
Food advertisements that promote unhealthy foods influence a child’s food choices
and have the potential to be the catalyst for a child becoming overweight. The relevance
of technology in the lives of today’s youth make way for more exposure to advertisements
promoting all types of products and services. The frequency of commercials promoting
unhealthy foods do not, however, directly correspond to higher levels of children who
are overweight, as demonstrated through the weak correlation between the two variables.
Essentially, actions such as enforcing stricter food regulations and encouraging positive
eating behaviors may lead the way to reducing, and even preventing, childhood
overweight and obesity rates.
Future research directions could be examining the impact of more frequent
promotion of healthier food choices, which Melissa G. Bublitz and Laura A. Peracchio
explore in their 2015 article, “Applying industry practices to promote healthy foods:
An exploration of positive marketing outcomes.”18 Countries should also utilize their
resources to research food additives and understand how they affect people’s health, as
well as enact more rigorous regulations to limit the potentially unsafe ingredients added
to foods. I am just skimming the surface of possible influences on childhood obesity,
but more must be done to understand and ensure the health and well-being of our future
generations.
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God is an Old Drag Queen
Macrina Schry, author
Richard Kalinoski, Theater, faculty mentor
Macrina Schry will graduate in the spring of 2021from the University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh with a major in English and minors in business administration, law and policy,
and Spanish. She is a member of The Honors College and the National Society of
Leadership and Success, the Vice President of Sigma Tau Delta, a student editor for The
Oshkosh Scholar, and a certified SAFE Ally. Her play “God is an Old Drag Queen” was
the first-place winner of the 2020 Student Playwriting Contest, and she is the recipient
of the university’s Celebration of Scholarship: Best Class-Embedded Research Award
in 2020 for her work “Revolutionary for the Sake of Revolutionaries: The Profound
Rhetorical Message in Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables.” She would like to thank everyone
whose support has afforded her the privilege of sharing her voice, and hopes that her
work encourages others to reflect on their own beliefs and the experiences that may
have shaped those beliefs, with the possibility that this examination of self might inspire
positive change and foster attitudes of acceptance.
Mr. Richard Kalinoski is an award-winning playwright and theatre director at UW
Oshkosh. He received his MFA from Carnegie-Mellon. Mr. Kalinoski teaches courses
in creative drama, playwriting, and American theatre history. His play, Beast on the
Moon, received a Moliere award in 2001 in Paris.
Synopsis
Catholicism is one of the most prominent religions in the world, with over 70 million
people (approximately 22 percent of the population) practicing the faith in the United
States today. The Catholic doctrine, founded on the ideals of unconditional love and
forgiveness, is attractive to practitioners and converts alike, and in the face of tragedy,
many will turn to their faith for comfort, solace, and answers to some of life’s most
difficult questions. But what happens when the precepts of that faith offer no relief?
God is an Old Drag Queen addresses this idea through Renee Ridley, a disillusioned
seventeen-year-old senior at the prestigious parochial school St. Xavier’s Academy.
Born into privilege, Renee spent most of her life attempting to live according to the rules
of her family and faith until tragedy puts her choices into perspective. In an attempt to
relieve her grief, on the night of the prom, Renee sneaks away from the festivities to
the school chapel where she, unbeknownst to her conservative and extremely religious
parents, has commissioned Matthew, the school priest and a childhood friend, to hold a
funeral for her estranged brother, Richie.
Torn between the guilt he harbors for his best friend’s tragic death and protecting
his own reputation, Matthew begrudgingly agrees to perform the service. As the night
evolves, Renee’s anger toward her family and faith and Matthew’s reticence in the face
of self-acceptance come to a head, uncovering secrets that both parties would have liked
to remain buried.
Set in Boston Massachusetts in 1990, twelve years before the Spotlight investigations
come to light, when the country was caught in the grips of the AIDS epidemic, a disease
that science was still struggling to understand, God is an Old Drag Queen uses the
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characters of Renee, Matthew, and James to detail the struggle that many Catholics
endure to find peace in their faith in the face of injustice, as well as its ability to endure
in spite of it.
Characters
RENEE: the daughter of James and younger sister of Richie; a disillusioned teenager
who has been forced to grow into adulthood, carrying the ugly truths of the world on her
shoulders; age 17–18.
FATHER MATTHEW: the school priest of St. Xavier’s Academy and former friend and
lover of Richie; torn between wanting to tell the truth and wanting to protect himself;
age 26–30.
JAMES: father of Richie and Renee; adheres to his faith and its explicit teachings as a
way of coping with his own childhood trauma and the misplaced sense of guilt that came
from the experience; age 50–63.
Time: June 1991
Place: Boston, Massachusetts
Notes on the Characters
RENEE: the actress who embodies this role must take care to walk the line between
teenage angst and a genuine young adult’s response to a tragedy in an environment where
she has no family or faith with whom she can seek solace. By asking adult questions
through a child’s perspective, Renee should inspire the audience to recognize these
inherent issues within the church and to desire these answers themselves.
FATHER MATTHEW: Matthew is, in a sense, a brother figure to Renee. In many
respects, Matthew and Renee are driven by the same desire for truth and justice, but
Matthew’s desire is hindered by his justifiable fear of his community’s response to his
homosexuality. Despite his struggles, Matthew serves as the embodiment of the church’s
teachings and, eventually, a source of comfort and solace for Renee. The actor who
portrays Matthew must be able to authentically portray this character’s warring emotions
and complex sense of self.
JAMES: as perhaps the most complex character in this work, the actor’s ability to
understand and portray the complexities and nuances of grief is paramount. As both
a father and a victim of childhood trauma, James’s character is subject to heightened
scrutiny and interpretation. The audience’s perception of this character will be entirely
determined by the actor’s dramatic choices throughout the performance.
May 1991. The lights come up on a Boston parochial school chapel with RENEE in
a pink prom dress, standing in front of the altar, looking up at the cross above her.
She stares for a few moments, and we can see her lip start to tremble. She sniffs and
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slumps down onto the altar steps. She removes her shoes with a muffled curse, taking
a moment to shake some feeling back into her feet. After a minute, she reaches into her
purse and pulls out a cigarette and her lighter. She lights it and takes a drag.
A moment later, FATHER MATTHEW enters, dressed in his habit and carrying
a brass candle lighter. He’s a young priest, clearly only a few years out of the seminary.
He’s trying to keep the flame from going out but promptly drops the candle lighter
in surprise when he sees RENEE. He mutters a curse and picks up the instrument,
frantically checking the ground for singe marks. Seeing none, he straightens, offering a
soft nervous smile.
FATHER MATTHEW
Shit, Renee. You scared me. You want me to burn this whole place down?
RENEE
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around, for the first hour or so, but there’s only so much talk about casserole dishes,
sailing lessons, and Ivy league applications that a man can take.

I know. I’m sorry. Some of the mothers from the PTA stopped by. I couldn’t just send
them away.
I don’t know what it is, but it’s like as soon as you put the collar on, everyone starts
seeing you as the Lord’s landline. People think that by talking up their sons and bribing
me with baked goods they can get their kids into heaven or something.
RENEE
Can they?
FATHER MATTHEW
I mean, no. But I guess it can’t hurt, right? (pause) Let me just run to my office—I’ve
got a few things I need to get settled. The PTA ladies want to organize some prayer
service for the graduation next week and I’m supposed to order candles—
RENEE
We have to hurry, Matthew. Prom ends at eleven and my dad’s gonna worry if I’m not
there when he comes to pick me up.
FATHER MATTHEW
(unaffected by RENEE’s urgency, continuing) Don’t get me wrong, they’re fine to be

RENEE

Matthew . . .

FATHER MATTHEW
I mean, tonight Mrs. Bryce asked if I could put in a prayer request for her daughter—
what’s her name, Lexi—for prom tonight—something about her dress—I mean, do I
look like a seamstress to you?
RENEE
Matthew . . .
Fed up, RENEE pulls a wad of bills from her purse
and crosses to hand them to MATTHEW.

I’ve been waiting here for like fifteen minutes.
FATHER MATTHEW
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Here. $250. This should cover it, right?
FATHER MATTHEW
(handing it back) Renee, where did you get this?
RENEE
I sold my mom’s earrings.
FATHER MATTHEW
What?
RENEE
(rambling slightly) They were real diamonds. Her grandmother’s. Been in our family
for years. She gave them to me on my birthday, and I sold them to that pawn shop on
8th.
FATHER MATTHEW
Shit, Renee—
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RENEE
Don’t worry about it, alright. Let’s get going.
FATHER MATTHEW
(sharply) Are you sure that you want to do this, Renee? Tonight, of all nights?
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RENEE

That’s a joke category.

FATHER MATTHEW
I’m not quite sure what you mean. Isn’t it just for the student who’s the kindest, you
know, the most likely to make the church—

RENEE
You’d rather do this some other night? (laughs) Good luck coming up with an excuse
for my parents that lets me out of the house this late. My mom’s already been on my
ass more than usual these past few months. (urgently) It has to be tonight. We talked
about this.
FATHER MATTHEW
I know, it’s just—You’re missing your prom, Renee.
RENEE
Prom isn’t anything like you think it’s going to be. You build it up in your head, hope
it’s going to be this special night, like it will mean something or change you somehow.
When really, it’s just a bunch of people dancing, trying to convince themselves that
they’re having a good time because they think they’re supposed to.
FATHER MATTHEW
Yeah. I guess it wasn’t much better when Richie and I were here, either. (chuckles)
You know, I think they still use those same faded tissue paper flowers for decorations.
(pause) Richie wouldn’t have wanted you to miss your prom, Renee.
RENEE
(coldly) I don’t really think you know what Richie would have wanted.
She takes out her lighter, beginning to light the candles. MATTHEW
stands beside her, holding out his candle lighter for her to
light with her lighter. She obliges.
FATHER MATTHEW
(trying to cut through the tension) So how did you manage to sneak away from prom? I
thought you were hot shit at this school. All the teachers comment on your schoolwork,
the younger students all look up to you. Didn’t you even win Most Likely to Be
Canonized for your senior superlative?

RENEE
It’s for whoever is most likely to die a virgin, Matthew.
FATHER MATTHEW
Oh. (pauses, chuckles) I actually never knew that.
RENEE
Seriously? Ricky Mayes won.
FATHER MATTHEW
That kid who won Science Olympiad last month? Who has a picture of Einstein
in his locker?
RENEE
Yep.
FATHER MATTHEW
Okay, now I see it. I’m so sorry. If it helps, your brother and I were voted Most Likely
Not to Make it Until Thirty. Do you remember how we almost burned down the
church?
RENEE
The first time you were altar boys?
FATHER MATTHEW
Yep. I threw a bit of incense into the trash. It was still burning, and the bin caught fire.
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FATHER MATTHEW
There should be music. Can you play?

Are you sure it wasn’t just smoking?

RENEE

FATHER MATTHEW
Oh no, it caught fire. You could smell the burning plastic throughout the entire church.
I had no idea what to do, so your brother took the bin and ran through the church
screaming Fire! all the way to the front lawn. It took him and two Sisters to put it out.
RENEE
Our parents were furious.
FATHER MATTHEW
I just wish we hadn’t been serving during a wedding.
RENEE
But Richie—He told everyone it was his fault.
FATHER MATTHEW
He always was the best of us. (heavy pause) So who else won the superlatives
this year? Did Steve Bryant win Most Likely to Be a Billionaire? Maybe that will
finally get his mother off my back. She’s put in so many prayer requests for college
applications—
RENEE
(sharply) Are we ready to start yet? ‘Cause it’s getting late.
FATHER MATTHEW
Oh. Yeah. I didn’t really get the chance to prepare anything, though. Most priests get
at least a week to prepare for a funeral mass.
RENEE
(coldly) I just need a funeral, that’s all I’m asking, Matthew. It doesn’t need to be fancy
or perfect. All I’m asking you to do is say the words.
MATTHEW silently begins to prepare the altar as RENEE crosses to her purse and
removes a silver urn, bringing it up to set it on the altar.

I haven’t played for church since I was twelve.
FATHER MATTHEW
It doesn’t have to be church music. Play something Richie would’ve liked.
RENEE nods and crosses to the piano in the corner. David Bowie’s “Heroes” begins
to play. MATTHEW turns, recognizing the melody, and smiles softly.
FATHER MATTHEW
Where’d you learn how to play that?
RENEE
(over the music, almost absentmindedly) My dad taught me. He loved this song when it
first came out.
FATHER MATTHEW
(looking at the urn in front of him) That was Richie’s favorite song.
MATTHEW lights the incense; the smoke and smell fill the chapel. As he finishes,
RENEE stops playing and returns to the altar to stand beside MATTHEW.
FATHER MATTHEW
Eternal rest grant unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them.
RENEE does the sign of the cross as MATTHEW holds up the Bible and places it
beside the urn.
FATHER MATTHEW
In life, Richard James Ridley cherished the Gospel of Christ. May Christ now greet
him with these words of eternal life.
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FATHER MATTHEW

FATHER MATTHEW/RENEE
Come, blessed of my Father!
FATHER MATTHEW
(holding up a cross) In baptism, Richard James Ridley received the sign of the Cross.
FATHER MATTHEW/RENEE
May he now share in Christ’s victory over sin and death.
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I’m not following, Renee—

RENEE

How can a man who ate with murderers and whores be the same man who rejects
people just for loving someone? I mean, look at all of the other people who do much
more terrible things: the boys who try to have sex with girls even when they say no, the
women who cheat on their husbands with the guy who cuts their lawn, men who look
at little girls when they think their wives aren’t looking. None of them are ever kicked
out of their families because they’ve fallen in love with a man—
FATHER MATTHEW

FATHER MATTHEW
(holding up rosary beads) In life, Richard James Ridley prayed the mystery of Christ
through the Rosary.
FATHER MATTHEW/RENEE

(gently) Renee, the Church’s stance on gay marriage comes from the Bible—

May Christ now welcome him to the throne of grace.

Oh I know, I’ve read it. The whole thing, actually. I could probably even quote quite
a bit to you if you wanted. I read it, trying to find something, some passage that might
convince them— (breaks off with a sob. Pauses. Takes a deep breath.) They’d always
loved Richie. He was their little boy—great grades, football star . . . the fucking model
kid. Mom used to sit on the phone for hours with her sisters, bragging about whatever
new award Richie had gotten. She actually used to ask how she was lucky enough
to have the perfect son. And me, with my scabby knees and bad grades . . . you can
imagine how much it sucked having Richie’s reputation to live up to. I spent half my
time hating Richie and the other half wanting to be just like him. If only mom would
be as proud of me as she was of him. And dad—I never really heard dad say I love you
to Richie, but he loved him so much that he never needed to. It was in everything he
said, everything he did . . . you just knew. You could tell just in the way that dad looked
at him, the sound of his voice when he said Richie’s name . . . you couldn’t not see it.
(pause) There was a time when I knew that Dad would’ve died for Richie if he had to.

MATTHEW waves the incense again, murmuring benedictions
under his breath. He pauses, however, when RENEE speaks.
RENEE
(voice thick with emotion) Have you ever been mad at God, Matthew?
What?

FATHER MATTHEW
RENEE

Mad. Have you ever been mad at God? Like, really mad. So mad that you start to
wonder if it’s worth even believing in Him anymore?
FATHER MATTHEW
(laughs nervously) At least five times a day. Why?
RENEE
I don’t understand how someone who is supposed to be so loving can be so cruel.

RENEE

FATHER MATTHEW
You say that as if you’re sure that he wouldn’t now.
RENEE
I know he wouldn’t.
FATHER MATTHEW
Richie hadn’t been home in years, Renee. Your dad hadn’t seen him since he left,
and you’re assuming that just because Richie was gay, your dad wouldn’t still do
everything in his power to help Richie if he needed it? You don’t know that.
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RENEE
I don’t? If dad really loved Richie, he wouldn’t have let Richie go to New York! He
would’ve gone after him—would have brought him home to be with his family, no
matter who or what he was! Instead, he let Richie leave and die alone! Just because our
faith didn’t accept Richie for who he was!
FATHER MATTHEW
Love is more complicated than you think, Renee. We wish it were always
unconditional, but it’s not that simple—
RENEE
Screw that, Richie was his son! The one time Richie really needed our dad, he wasn’t
there! What’s the point of loving someone if you aren’t willing to give up everything
for them?
FATHER MATTHEW
Renee . . .
RENEE
Richie called home a few months ago. Did you know that? Just a few months before he
died. We hadn’t heard from him in years, and one night he just calls home. Dad picked
up, and I heard him say Richie’s name. He took the phone into his office, but I ran to
my room and listened in from the upstairs line. Richie was calling from some subway
station in Manhattan. He told dad that he was sick, really sick, and that there wasn’t
any cure. He said that—he said that he was gonna die. He told dad not to tell mom and
me. He didn’t want us to worry. He’d made his peace with it, but he wanted to let dad
know what was coming.
FATHER MATTHEW
Did he, did your dad, say anything?

FATHER MATTHEW
What did your dad say?

RENEE

If he’d said yes, do you think I’d be here now, needing your help? He just said that no
church in Boston would allow us to have a funeral for a man like Richie. (pause) About
a month later, I got a package from St. Vincent’s Hospital. Inside was an urn with
Richie’s name on it. (pause) Mom and dad still don’t know he’s gone.
There is a heavy pause as RENEE looks out at the flickering candles.
MATTHEW watches her.
RENEE
Richie had the biggest heart of anyone I knew. He used to play pretend with me, even
when most older brothers thought it was lame to be seen with their little sisters. He’d
always let me be the knight or the pirate king, the bravest or most important character.
Almost like he knew how special it made me feel. (looks over at MATTHEW) Then,
when you showed up, he started creating parts for you too.
FATHER MATTHEW
And no matter what we played, he always made sure that everyone had a happy ending,
even the dragons.
RENEE
Mom and dad never suspected that he was gay, you know. He told us the night of his
graduation. Sat us down in the living room. Said that if we weren’t okay with it, it
would be fine because he was in love with someone, and they were happy. But he really
wanted us to be okay with it, especially dad. He just kept asking dad to say something.
Asking if he was okay with it—
(uncomfortable) Renee—

FATHER MATTHEW

RENEE

RENEE

He was quiet for a long time. I remember sitting there holding the receiver, just
listening to him breathe. Waiting for him to say something. Finally, he asked Richie if
he needed money. Richie said no. There wasn’t any medicine to pay for anyway. (takes
a deep breath) But then—then Richie asked dad if he could help arrange to have his
ashes sent home. Richie wanted his funeral to be at home, with his family there. He
asked dad to play piano like he did for grandpa’s service.

Mom started to cry. She started begging Richie to change his mind, as if this were
some choice that he’d made. But Richie just kept his eyes on dad, who just stood there,
staring at Richie like he didn’t even recognize him. And Richie just kept begging him
to say something—
FATHER MATTHEW
(slightly desperate) Renee, please—
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RENEE
And finally, dad, the man who coached every little league game and taught Richie
how to tie a tie, the man who was supposed to love Richie more than anything in the
world—
FATHER MATTHEW
God, Renee, please—please don’t—
RENEE
Just shook his head and walked out without saying anything. (pause) Richie already
had a bag packed. Almost like he knew that our parents wouldn’t accept him. He went
and sat out on the curb. I went and sat with him. He said that the two of them—this boy
he was in love with—had decided to come out to his parents that night, and whatever
happened, they were going to leave and go to New York together. Our parents always
wondered who it was, but Richie wouldn’t say. He said he didn’t want to out him to
anyone, but he was sure he was coming. (pause) He waited out there for you for
three hours.
heavy pause.
FATHER MATTHEW
(pleading now) Renee, please don’t—I can’t—I don’t want to hear anymore—
RENEE
He sat out there even after it got dark, waiting for you to come. He was so sure that
you’d be there. He never doubted, not once. (pause) He was so worried about you.
Worried that your father might’ve beaten you or something. I snuck out and asked if he
wanted to get up and go to you, to go and see, but he said no. He’d promised to wait for
you, and he was going to be there when you came.
FATHER MATTHEW
(increasingly desperate) Renee. Stop.
RENEE
But you never came. (pause) He was gone the next morning. Got a bus ticket and went
to New York by himself without even saying goodbye. He never said anything about it,
but I know he wanted to know what happened to you.
FATHER MATTHEW
Renee, please, for the love of God, stop—

RENEE
(shouting now) Richie fucking loved you! You made him love you, and then you left him
alone! He was the best of us, and you broke him! He loved you, and you let him die!
FATHER MATTHEW
I know, god dammit! I know! You think it’s easy, seeing you and knowing that
you know exactly how horrible I am? I loved him, Renee! (trying to regain
composure) Renee, you don’t understand. I was young. I was scared. You couldn’t
possibly understand—
RENEE
No shit! I don’t understand any of this! I don’t get how my parents could hate their own
son just for who he was! How you could just abandon him! Do you know how shocked
I was when you came back here a priest—a fucking priest? I was sure it had to be some
kind of joke—
FATHER MATTHEW
Gay men can be priests, Renee, provided they repent—
RENEE
Repent? Fuck you! You ruined my family!
FATHER MATTHEW
Renee—
RENEE
Repent! You bastard! He isn’t something that you just get forgiven for! You ruined my
family—This shouldn’t be my life, you know! I should be thinking about graduation
and college, not whether my dad’s going to figure out that I was here tonight and what
he’d do if he found out! Richie should be teasing me about how stupid my dress looks
and jokingly threatening to kill my prom date, not—
FATHER MATTHEW
(close to tears) I can’t do this. I can’t—

RENEE

Fuck that. Yes you can. You just don’t want to.
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FATHER MATTHEW
(angrily) You’re right. I don’t want to. Do you know what would happen to me if we
got caught? How on earth would I explain this to someone? My ex-boyfriend is dead,
and his little sister is blackmailing me into giving him a funeral because her parents
can’t stand queers? Do you know what this school would do to me? What your father
would do to me if he found out? Do you know what happens to guys like me and
Richie? In case you haven’t noticed, Renee, Boston isn’t exactly a haven for sissies!
RENEE
Honestly, Matthew. I don’t really give two shits about you or your stupid reputation
right now. You have to do this. (pause) You think this is hard for you? Richie, my
brother, the one person in the whole world who actually seemed to give a shit about
anything actually worth caring about in this stupid town, died alone in some hospital
room out in New York of some disease so awful the nurses and doctors were scared to
even touch him ‘cause he was too afraid of what our parents would say to even stay in
Boston anymore. He had his ashes sent to me because he wanted to be buried at home
and knew dad wouldn’t do it. I’ve had to sleep with that damn urn hiding in a shoebox
under my bed for a month ‘cause I don’t have the money to pay for a real funeral, and
even if I did, no priest in this godforsaken city will bury a homo! So you have to do it,
Matthew. If you ever cared about Richie at all, you have to do it.

RENEE
(almost hysterical now) I can’t let it go! Don’t you get it? I can’t let him go! Not when
he’s still in the house! I’m not just going to dig a hole somewhere and leave him!
Richie sent his ashes to me! Dad wouldn’t help him, so now I’m the only one who can,
and I’m not letting him down! Richie wanted to be buried here. He wanted a funeral.
And my parents— (pause) Look. I’m sorry I said all those things, okay Matthew, I
just—It has to be you, Matthew. I need you to do this for me. I . . .we need you.
After a long pause, MATTHEW slowly nods, and RENEE collapses on the altar steps
in relief. MATTHEW sits beside her. RENEE removes a cigarette from her purse and
lights it.
FATHER MATTHEW
You’ll wreck your lungs with those, you know.
RENEE holds out the cigarette to MATTHEW, and he brings it to his lips.
RENEE
(softly) Makes everything else hurt a little less though. (pause) What now?

FATHER MATTHEW
I’m not doing this, Renee. I can’t. You said it yourself. This is my fault.

FATHER MATTHEW
The pain will fade, eventually. It seems so raw now, but you will heal. I promise.

RENEE
Oh, so now you care about that?

RENEE
And the anger?

FATHER MATTHEW
Please, Renee, go back to the gym. Be with your friends. Go enjoy the dance.
RENEE
(shaking her head) Like hell. You have to finish this. You promised.
FATHER MATTHEW
(sharply) Leave, Renee. Now. You need to let him go.

FATHER MATTHEW
I don’t know, but priests are taught that God is always waiting for you to turn to Him
again, even if you’re angry with Him.
RENEE
How can you still trust in this twisted religion, still love and believe in God, despite
everything that the Church has done to your people . . . to Richie?
FATHER MATTHEW
(thoughtfully) Honestly? I don’t know. For so long, I felt like a fraud, trying to be the
person I’ve always been while also knowing that I’d never really go back to being him
again. I was like Sisyphus, you know the guy from Greek mythology who pushes the
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rock up the hill. There were days when I thought I had myself figured out, only for it
all to come crashing down around me. I was angry more often than I wasn’t. (pause)
Richie was so much calmer, so much steadier than I was. I was jealous of him, how
easily that stuff came to him. Being gay was just part of him, it wasn’t like he had
two separate personalities in one body like I did. (pause) Did you know that he still
believed in God? As long as I knew him, Richie never doubted his faith, no matter what
any Bible-thumping preacher-prick said about homosexuality.
How?

RENEE
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RENEE
(laughing) Oh my God.
FATHER MATTHEW
(laughing) I mean, he wasn’t wrong. Have you seen pictures of the Vatican? Only a
true queen could put on a show like that.
MATTHEW and RENEE’S laughter slowly fades. MATTHEW turns to RENEE.

FATHER MATTHEW

FATHER MATTHEW

(chuckles) I asked him that once myself. Couldn’t understand how he could get up and
go to church every Sunday knowing that everyone in those pews would turn on him if
they knew. He told me that he didn’t go to church for the people, he just went for God.
Everyone else could go fuck themselves.

It’s not that we didn’t want to tell you. It’s just— (sighs) Being faced with the idea that
you might lose your home, your family, and everything you love . . . that makes you a
coward. Every single time.

RENEE
But still, if the Bible supposedly says that God hates homosexuality . . .
FATHER MATTHEW
I know, I asked him all the same questions that you’re asking now. He told me that he
believed if God is really as loving as everyone says He is, there was no way that God
could condemn an entire group of people just for loving someone.
RENEE
But—
FATHER MATTHEW
Richie said that he thought there were two versions of God: the hard-core justice, fire
and brimstone guy for straight people, and the infinitely cooler God for the gays.
RENEE

RENEE
Richie was brave enough. He told us. He loved you enough to take that risk and tell us.
FATHER MATTHEW
And I didn’t love him enough to do the same.
There is a lengthy pause here as RENEE ruminates on what MATTHEW has said.
RENEE
(softly) I understand, Matthew.
FATHER MATTHEW
You do?
RENEE
Yeah. In a way, I do.
FATHER MATTHEW

Wait, seriously?
FATHER MATTHEW
According to Richie, his God was like an old New York drag queen full of wisdom,
love, acceptance, and style. She’s seen some things, you know. (chuckles) He said
that God had to be gay. How else could he create a religion with as much flair for the
dramatic as the Catholic Church?

What about your parents?
Nervous, RENEE fumbles for her purse and takes out another cigarette. She lights it
and sticks it between her lips.
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RENEE
I don’t like them. They’re my parents, and I’ll always love them, I know that. But I
don’t understand them. Why did my dad turn his back on Richie just because he loved
someone an old book told him not to? How can people think they’re good just because
they go to church every Sunday? I know people who have never stepped foot in a
church worth ten of them.
FATHER MATTHEW
Sometimes, those are the hardest people to let go of, in spite of it all.
RENEE
I remember when I was really little, dad used to wake Richie up on Saturday mornings
to go watch the sunrise from Pike’s Point. They’d get donuts, and Richie would always
come home bragging about how dad let him have a cup of coffee. Dad would tell him
to shut up about it, but he’d always smile when he thought Richie wasn’t looking.
(pause) He really did love Richie . . . once.
FATHER MATTHEW

JAMES
(offstage) Renee! Renee are you in there?
The funeral service is once again paused as MATTHEW and RENEE react.
RENEE
(panicked) Oh, God. That’s my dad. I don’t—I don’t know why he’s here. He must
have come early to pick me up. Matthew, I don’t want him to find us—to find you in
here. You go. I’ll make up an excuse or something for why I was in here—
MATTHEW catches a stumbling RENEE as she attempts to slide her heels
back on. He hands RENEE her purse,
FATHER MATTHEW
It’s fine, Renee. Just go to the rectory. Hang out in there until your dad leaves, then
you can run around to the parking lot and catch him. Say you were in the bathroom or
something.
MATTHEW takes RENEE by her elbows, holding her in place.

I know he did.
After a moment, RENEE reaches out and takes MATTHEW’S hand. He turns, startled
by the contact, but doesn’t let go. RENEE and MATTHEW slowly stand and return to
the altar where MATTHEW picks up where they left off in the service.
FATHER MATTHEW
(clears his throat and picks up the Bible) A reading from Wisdom, chapter four, verses
seven through fourteen. “There was one who pleased God and was loved by him,
and while living among sinners he was taken up. Being perfected in a short time, he
fulfilled long years; for his soul was pleasing to the Lord, therefore he took him quickly
from the midst of wickedness. Yet the peoples saw and did not understand, nor take
such a thing to heart, that God’s grace and mercy are with his elect, and he watches
over his holy ones.” The word of the Lord.
RENEE
Thanks be to God.

FATHER MATTHEW
Everything will be okay, Renee. I promise.
RENEE exits just as JAMES RIDLEY enters. He is a man in his early to mid-50s
with salt and pepper gray hair, dressed in a faded white shirt and jeans with a jacket
thrown over his shoulders. He holds himself upright—clearly a man accustomed
to putting on a face for those around him. He enters the chapel slowly, almost
reluctantly, lingering in the entranceway, looking around for RENEE. Instead, his
gaze falls on MATTHEW at the altar.
JAMES
(surprised) Matthew?
FATHER MATTHEW
Mr. Ridley? What are you doing here?

MATTHEW begins to sprinkle holy water on the urn, murmuring
the rites under his breath. RENEE watches.
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JAMES

JAMES
I was just looking for Renee. Her mother’s worried ‘cause her friends called and said
she never showed up to the dance tonight—called me at work all frantic asking me to
drive by the school. I saw her car in the parking lot. Has she been here?
FATHER MATTHEW
I’m afraid not. I’m sure she’s around here somewhere though. From the sound of it, the
dance should be winding down soon. Don’t worry, Mr. Ridley. She’ll turn up. You’re
welcome to wait here.
JAMES
Thanks. God knows I’ll be in for it with Cathleen if I come home without her.
Teenagers. How is it they always know exactly what to do to drive their parents crazy?

Didn’t your father pass?
FATHER MATTHEW
Two years ago, yes. Stroke. In his sleep, very peaceful. Didn’t even wake up.
JAMES
(gruffly) Cathleen was so upset when she read about that in the paper. Kept asking
Renee to invite you over for dinner, but—
FATHER MATTHEW
It would’ve been a bit strange, wouldn’t it have?
JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW
I couldn’t tell you, Mr. Ridley.
JAMES
(almost distractedly, out of old habit) I’ve told you a million times, Matthew,
call me James.

(a bit sheepish) Yeah, I guess so. (uncomfortable pause) How long have you been here
now?
FATHER MATTHEW
Three years in May.
JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW
(chuckles nervously) And I told you, Mr. Ridley, my mother raised me right. I’ve
been psychologically conditioned to refer to anyone at least five years older than I
am as Mr. or Mrs.
JAMES
(chuckles) Yeah, I get that. My ma was like that too. How is your mother, by the way?
FATHER MATTHEW
She’s over at St. Lucia’s. Dementia.
JAMES
(uncomfortably) Jesus, Matthew. I had no idea.
FATHER MATTHEW
No, it’s all right. It’s been a few years. You wouldn’t have known.
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It doesn’t seem like it could have been that long.
FATHER MATTHEW
Yes, seminary felt like forever. Six years surrounded by all those crotchety professors
and dusty books. All I wanted was to get back out in the world and get to work.
JAMES
You know, Cathleen and I were really surprised to hear you’d joined the seminary.
Didn’t think you had it in you. (pause) Do you remember that summer when you and
Richie went camping out near Dane Creek? You both had just seen—oh what was it—
FATHER MATTHEW
Indiana Jones—
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MATTHEW moves to leave for the rectory. On his way to the
door, JAMES turns, seeing the urn still on the altar.

JAMES
Yeah! That’s it, and you swore that you were going to be adventurers.

JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW

What’s this? What’s going on here, Matthew?

We didn’t last a night—too many mosquitoes.

MATTHEW pauses on his way to the door. He turns back to JAMES.

JAMES

JAMES

That’s right. Richie came home the next night all covered in bites.

Why does this have my son’s name on the side?

FATHER MATTHEW

FATHER MATTHEW

I think we both knew then that we couldn’t hack it as archeologists.

Mr. Ridley, I—

JAMES

RENEE enters to stand between JAMES and MATTHEW.

Yeah, that’s about right. (pause) You two were always pretty close, weren’t you?
FATHER MATTHEW

RENEE

What are you doing here, dad?

(attempting to remain casual) Yeah . . . I suppose so. (pause) What is Richie up to these
days? We kind of lost touch after high school.
heavy pause.
JAMES
He left home the night of graduation. Moved to New York. (pause) Funny that he never
said goodbye to you, given how good friends you were. Did you two have a falling out
or something?
FATHER MATTHEW
No. No nothing like that. Just—he left for New York, and I left for school—different
paths, I guess.
JAMES
(distantly) Yeah . . . different paths.
FATHER MATTHEW
(nods politely to JAMES.) Well, goodnight, Mr. Ridley. God bless you. Good luck
with Renee.

JAMES
Your mother called me when she heard you didn’t show up at the dance tonight. I drove
by and saw your car parked back here. What the hell is happening? Why are you here,
Renee? Matthew, why is she here? What is this?
RENEE
We’re having a funeral, dad.
JAMES
(pointing to the urn) Is that—

RENEE slowly nods.
FATHER MATTHEW

(quietly) You’re welcome to join us, Mr. Ridley.
JAMES
(to RENEE) Why do you have this?
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RENEE
Richie had his ashes sent to me. He—he wanted to be buried at home.
JAMES
(reaching out toward the urn) How . . . when . . . when did you get this?
RENEE
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JAMES
(caught off guard, emotion filling his voice) Forget him? Is that what you think I did?
I could never forget him, Renee—
RENEE
(close to tears) Fuck that! /
He loved you and you just
kicked him out/ like he
was nothing!

JAMES
I didn’t kick him out,
Renee! He left! He told
us who he was, and he
left without even saying
goodbye!

It came from Saint Vincent’s Hospital . . . about a month after Richie called home.
RENEE

JAMES
How did you know—
RENEE
I heard you say his name when you picked up the phone. I listened in from upstairs. I
heard him tell you that he was dying, and I heard you tell him that you wouldn’t give
him a funeral.

Why did it matter who he was, dad? Why the fuck does it matter? Who cares what the
Church says, Richie was a good person! He loved us and just wanted us to give him
a funeral! That’s all he wanted! Who gives a shit about whether or not he was a good
Christian? He was a good fucking person! He didn’t do drugs, screw a bunch of girls,
or kill somebody. What else matters? So what he didn’t follow one little line in some
moldy old book? Look around, dad! There are plenty of Christians who are terrible
people! I should know, I grew up with two fucking perfect examples—
JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW

How can you say that, Renee? Your mother and I—I loved Richie—

Renee—
JAMES
When . . . when did it happen?

RENEE
You kicked him out! / All he
wanted was for you to love
him—to be happy for him—

JAMES
/ Kick him out? Renee,
I never kicked him out,
he left! He left!

FATHER MATTHEW

FATHER
MATTHEW
(trying to restrain
RENEE)/ All right,
that’s enough—

Mr. Ridley—
RENEE
The date on the urn was April twenty-third.
JAMES, in shock, collapses onto the altar steps.

JAMES
He lied to us—to all of us, Renee. Some Catholics would say
he deserved what he got for the
life that he chose. /

RENEE
/Fuck you!

RENEE
He knew you weren’t going to help him, so he had them send the urn to me. All he
wanted was to come home, dad, and I wasn’t just going to forget him! Not the way you
did!

JAMES
Our town doesn’t have any place for his kind, Renee, believe me. I’ve tried to—
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RENEE

RENEE
He didn’t care about that, dad! He never cared about what the Church thought, or what
his friends thought, or what people here thought! All he wanted was to be who he was
and have you love him for it! That’s all he ever wanted! He loved you!
JAMES
I loved him too, Renee! You think I didn’t? God knows I loved him. You think I wanted
this life for him? I—
RENEE

(softly, sadly) There was nothing I could do, Renee. There was nothing anyone could
do. Your brother knew that. (pause) He’s better off dead, anyway. Better that than
living in a world that would always hate him for what he was—
RENEE

JAMES

JAMES
I did, Renee! I did! Even after he told us what he was, I did! Even though I knew it
wasn’t right, even though I knew I was supposed to cast him out for the life that he’d
chosen, I still loved him. I know I was supposed to punish him, or to try and make him
choose a better path, to bring him back to God’s ways, but that night all I could see was
my son . . . standing in front of me with tears in his eyes and begging me to throw away
my Church and accept him for who he was. And I wanted to—with all my heart
I wanted to. (pause) But I couldn’t. Not even for Richie.
RENEE

It’s not right, Renee! I loved Richie. I loved him more than anything, but Richie chose
the wrong path. God punished him for it. Even if we don’t like it, we have to accept
it—
RENEE
(enraged) I hate you! I wish it had been you who died!
MATTHEW attempts to step between JAMES and RENEE, preventing the
confrontation from becoming physical.
RENEE

Bullshit, dad! He was your son! You were supposed to choose him! Nothing else
mattered!

(reaffirming her previous statement) I wish it had been you.

JAMES

pause.

Renee, you can’t ask me to choose between my family and my faith. That’s not a
choice—

JAMES

RENEE
It was, dad! You were supposed to choose him! You were supposed to love him, no
matter what!
Pause.

Renee, I—

JAMES

How can you say that?

Who cares what he was? You were supposed to love him anyway!

JAMES

He loved you more than anything, and you chose the Church over your own son.

(to RENEE, pleading) Renee, you have to understand. Richie was my son. What
happened to him—I—I never meant—I never wanted this to happen. Please, please
listen to me—
JAMES stiffens at the sight of the tears in RENEE’S eyes. JAMES steps forward,
reaching out to RENEE, but MATTHEW steps between them.
FATHER MATTHEW
(slowly) Mr. Ridley, your son, my best friend, is dead. Renee wanted to give him a
proper funeral, a funeral that you refused to provide. Richie was a good and faithful
Catholic. No priest, no good priest, would refuse.
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Matthew, I—
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JAMES
FATHER MATTHEW

I am fulfilling my promise to your daughter. You are welcome to join in the service, but
if you interfere, I will call the police.
FATHER MATTHEW
(ignoring JAMES, turns to RENEE) C’mon.
RENEE and MATTHEW return to the altar to continue the funeral service.
NOTE: While specific blocking is left to the discretion of the actors and director, every
action performed here is crucial, as it should reveal something that might help change
the audience’s perception of the characters. JAMES should be familiar with the space,
but at the same time apprehensive of it. He should be hesitant to touch anything or
linger for too long, actions he is completely unconscious of. He creates a wide berth
around the confessional in the corner.
JAMES moves about the room as he talks to RENEE, who remains between JAMES and
the altar. MATTHEW continues on with the sermon in pantomime, even once his voice
gives way to JAMES’ monologue.
NOTE: The following speeches of both JAMES and MATTHEW can be blocked
according to the director’s discretion, however, it is important that they are timed in
such a way that MATTHEW’S sermon fades, allowing both RENEE and the audience to
experience the full impact of JAMES’S speech.
FATHER MATTHEW
A reading from the holy Gospel according to Matthew: Come, you whom my Father
has blessed. Jesus said to his disciples, “When the Son of Man comes in his glory,
escorted by all the angels, then he will take his seat on his throne of glory. All the
nations will be assembled before him and he will separate men one from another as the
shepherd separates sheep from goats. He will place the sheep on his right hand and the
goats on his left.” Then the King will say to those on his right hand, “Come, you whom
my Father has blessed, take for your heritage the kingdom prepared for you since the
foundation of the world. For I was hungry and you gave me food; I was thirsty and you
gave me drink; I was a stranger and you made me welcome; naked and you clothed me,
sick and you visited me, in prison and you came to see me.”
MATTHEW’S voice fades as JAMES begins to speak to RENEE. MATTHEW continues
the gospel in pantomime but finishes as JAMES continues his monologue, allowing
MATTHEW to learn JAMES’S story as well.
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JAMES
You say the Church isn’t perfect, Renee. It’s funny, we’re not that different, you and
me. I grew up in this crappy little apartment in Dorchester. We had nothing, but mom
still made sure we went to church every week. We were one of those families, you
know. They’re poor as dirt, so faith is all they got. We went to St. Theresa’s on Hartford
Street. Mom liked it because it was close enough to walk, even in the winter. Can you
imagine being kids like us? Too poor to even eat at McDonald’s, and every Sunday
we’re sitting in a building with stained glass and marble floors and gold statues . .
. (pause) Father Luciano was the priest there. He talked a lot about how important it
was to love your neighbor and how if you put your faith in God, He would reward you.
Mom loved the guy. She thought he was speaking right to our lives. After he heard
about our situation, he got mom a job as the cleaning lady for the parish. She cried
when he told her. Called him a saint. We lasted a couple of months like that. (pause)
Then, there was this one day in August. It was the summer after sixth grade, and mom
was sick, freaking out because she couldn’t work that day and wouldn’t have enough
money for rent without that paycheck. So, I offered to go and work for her. I remember
thinking how special it was, getting to be in the church when no one else was around.
Just me and those pretty gold statues. I was on the ladder, dusting the confessional
when Father Luciano came in. He said hi, almost like he knew I was going to be there.
I was so surprised that I turned and knocked over one of the candle sconces. It fell and
shattered. There was glass and wax everywhere. I must’ve sworn and jumped off the
ladder to clean it up. I was so worried that I’d messed everything up, that I’d get my
mom in trouble, and she’d lose her job. But Father Luciano said it was okay. He told
me that swearing in the house of God was bad, and that I needed to repent for what I’d
done. He helped me up and led me over to the steps of the altar. He told me to kneel
and ask God for forgiveness. He told me to say three Our Fathers. I was just so scared
that I’d messed up, I did whatever he asked. I was kneeling there, just looking up at
that cross, when I felt Father Luciano put his hand on the back of my neck. I just kept
whispering “Our Father, who art in heaven,” “Our Father, who art in heaven.”
JAMES trails off. RENEE remains between MATTHEW and JAMES, unsure of who
she should stand beside. After a pregnant pause, RENEE speaks.
RENEE
What did you do?
JAMES
When he was done, I cleaned up the broken candle. I finished dusting the confessional.
The lady who worked at the front office gave me my mother’s pay, and I took it and I
walked home with blood running down the backs of my knees.
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FATHER MATTHEW
(softly) And Father Luciano?
JAMES
I saw him every Sunday for the next six years. Last I heard he was at St. Francis’s.
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and what the Bible tells us is right, and I can’t break that, not even for— Rich—
(pause, fighting back tears) The Bible says—
FATHER MATTHEW
The Bible was written by a group of men thousands of years ago. Men, who despite
being Christian, were just a group of men doing what they believed was God’s will.

RENEE
(in disbelief) That’s just ten blocks from here!
FATHER MATTHEW

JAMES
(bitterly) Is that your professional opinion, Matthew? Tell me then, if you don’t like the
Bible, why exactly did you become a priest?
pause.

Why didn’t you tell anyone? Your mother, teachers, another priest?
JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW
Because I believe in a God who loves
us, no matter what some words in an
old book say.

Who would they believe, huh? One of the delinquent kids from the Ridley house
or the Church? My mom would’ve lost her job, we would’ve been blacklisted from
every parish in town . . . It’s not that I didn’t want to tell. It’s just— (sighs) the idea
that we might lose whatever bit of a home we had . . . (pause, softly, almost to himself)
“Men committed indecent acts with other men and received the due penalty for their
perversion.” (shakes his head) I’m not a good man. I’ve never claimed to be.
I corrupted a priest! That’s like getting God to sin. What kind of person do you
have to be to corrupt God? (pause) I should have died too.

(pause)
The Church isn’t perfect, Mr. Ridley.
It’s run by men, mortal men, imperfect men. Men who can make terrible
decisions. /

FATHER MATTHEW

(pause)
I can’t— I can’t believe
that. My son—

pause.

(shaking his head in disbelief) That wasn’t— what he did— it wasn’t your fault,
Mr. Ridley.
JAMES

JAMES
(shaking his head)
/ I don’t believe that.

JAMES
(to MATTHEW) Richie was— he was a good man, wasn’t he?
MATTHEW nods. JAMES slowly falls to his knees before the altar steps.

Is that what you think?

JAMES

FATHER MATTHEW
I know it wasn’t. Priests aren’t— we aren’t perfect people, Mr. Ridley. Just because
Father Luciano was dedicated to God didn’t make him—

My son . . . my little boy. All I wanted was for him to have a better life than I did—
to be better. I didn’t— I never wanted— (to RENEE) I’m— I can’t bring him back.
(pause) But . . . I am— I am so sorry he’s gone.

JAMES
Then why is my son gone and Father Luciano still a priest? (pause) It must be God’s
will. It’s in the Bible. I was angry at God for so long for what happened to me, for the
sin that I’d committed. But now, I’m just trying to do what I can to follow the Church

RENEE
Me too.
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JAMES
(looking toward the urn) I— (pause, to RENEE) I’ll— I’ll be in the car. Ten minutes.
JAMES moves to exit. Before JAMES can reach the door, RENEE runs after him,
putting a hand on his shoulder. Neither speak, but RENEE takes JAMES’S hand
and leads JAMES to the piano. MATTHEW and RENEE stand silently for a moment
before MATTHEW moves to the altar. As JAMES begins to play, again, David Bowie’s
“Heroes,” MATTHEW recites the following as the lights begin to fade to black.
FATHER MATTHEW
Into your hands, Father of Mercies, we commend our brother, Richie, in the sure and
certain hope that, together with all who have died in Christ, he will rise with Him on
the last day. (pause) We give you thanks for blessing us with Richie in this life . . . he—
he truly was a sign of your goodness. Merciful Lord, turn toward us and listen to our
prayers: open the gates of paradise to your servant and help us who remain to comfort
one another with assurances of faith until we all meet again and are with you and with
our brother forever.
RENEE/JAMES
Amen!
The music fades, leaving only the lights of the candles until,
one by one, they all flicker out into darkness.
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Call for Submissions
The regular submission deadline is June 11, 2021, for the upcoming issue. We will
accept manuscripts anytime for subsequent issues.
Oshkosh Scholar accepts scholarly analytical and creative works on a rolling basis.
Enrolled UW Oshkosh students are eligible to submit their work. Recent UW Oshkosh
graduates can submit work that they completed as undergraduates for up to one year
after graduation. Students who wish to submit must have a faculty mentor to support
their submission.
Analytical works must have substantial original research as defined by their field, citations,
and an engagement with the secondary literature. Examples of appropriate articles
include those written for independent study projects, honors theses, Undergraduate
Student/Faculty Collaborative Research projects, or senior seminar projects.
Creative work includes musical scores, creative nonfiction, visual art, poetry, drama,
scripts, or short fiction. All creative work must be accompanied by a brief (150–300
words) artist’s statement that addresses at least two of the following considerations: 1)
how the piece engages with the work of others, such as masters of the craft, 2) what
traditions it contributes to, 3) what genre it resides in, or 4) an explanation of the medium
or technique used.
For more information regarding submission guidelines, evaluation criteria, and
process overview, visit uwosh.edu/osrca/present/oshkosh-scholar or email us at
ugjournal@uwosh.edu.
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John and Linda Schuh Award for Best Oshkosh Scholar Article
The John and Linda Schuh Award for Best Oshkosh Scholar Article will be awarded to
the best paper published in each of the volumes (15–19). The award amount is $500.
The Criteria for Selection include:
- Outstanding scholarship
- Depth of analysis
- Creativity, uniqueness, and originality
- Quality of exposition
The winner of each award will be announced at the annual Celebration of Scholarship
and Creative Activity event at UW Oshkosh.
Recipients
Volume XV
Beginning to End: Mastery, Hierarchy, and the Anthropocene in
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick
Sam Diemel, author
Dr. Don Dingledine, English, faculty mentor
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